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ABSTRACT

Humans have long sought to use technology to augment human abilities and intellect.
However, technology is traditionally employed only to create speedier solutions or morerapid comprehension. A more challenging endeavor is to enable humans with technology
to gain additional or enhanced comprehension that may not be possible to acquire
otherwise. One such application is the use of technology to augment human abilities in
detecting deception using nonverbal cues. Detecting deception is often critical, whether
an individual is communicating with a close friend, negotiating a business deal, or
screening individuals at a security checkpoint.
The detection of deception is a challenging endeavor. A variety of studies have
shown that humans have a hard time accurately discriminating deception from truth, and
only do so slightly better than chance. Several deception detection methods exist;
however, most of these are invasive and require a controlled environment.
This dissertation presents a technological approach to detecting deception based
on kinesic (i.e., movement-based) and vocalic (i.e., sounds associated with the voice)
cues that is firmly grounded in deception theory and past empirical studies. This
noninvasive approach overcomes some of the weaknesses of other deception detection
methods as it can be used in a natural environment without cooperation from the
individual of interest.
The automatable approach demonstrates potential for increasing humans’ ability
to correctly identify those who display behaviors indicative of deception. The approach
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was evaluated using experimental and field data. The results of repeated measures
analysis of variance, linear regression and discriminant function analysis suggest that the
use of such a system could augment human abilities in detecting deception by as much as
15-25%. While there are a number of technical challenges that need to be addressed
before such a system could be deployed in the field, there are numerous environments
where it would be potentially useful.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Over forty years ago researchers noted that the complexity of humankind’s problems and
the urgency with which solutions must be found is outpacing human resources and
capabilities to address those problems (Engelbart, 1962). Today, these complex problems
permeate our personal and professional lives. Humans are becoming more and more
dependent on and intertwined with technology in order to manage complex situations.
By appropriately “augmenting human intellect” with technology the foundation is laid for
“more-rapid comprehension, better comprehension, the possibility of gaining a useful
degree of comprehension in a situation that previously was too complex, speedier
solutions, better solutions, and the possibility of finding solutions to problems that before
seemed insoluble” (Engelbart, 1962).
The explosive growth of technology in the last four decades has helped to slow
the pace of the widening problem-solutions gap, but all too often this technology only
addresses more-rapid comprehension or speedier solutions. A more difficult task is to
find ways to enable humans with technology to “gain a useful degree of comprehension
that previously was too complex.”
One example of such a problem is to find a way to automatically recognize and
understand human behavior; in particular, complex behavioral patterns. Humans often
reveal information about their current internal state through external behavior. These
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behaviors are often intentional, though this is not always the case. Nonetheless, these
cues convey useful information to those who interact with or who are around this
individual. Whether an individual is communicating with a close friend, negotiating a
business deal, or screening individuals at a security checkpoint, most professional and
personal interactions necessarily rely on these cues as a mechanism to establish
credibility and trust. More must be done to augment human intellect in recognizing and
understanding human behavior.
This dissertation presents an approach to augmenting human intellect by creating
a prototypical system that automatically recognizes aspects of nonverbal human behavior.
In particular, it presents an approach for identifying behaviors that correlate with
suspicion and deception.

1.2 Problem Statement
Humans are poor at detecting deception. The detection of deception is a difficult task and
even with training, human abilities to detect deception are only slightly better than chance
(Bond Jr & DePaulo, 2006; Kraut, 1980; Levine, Feeley et al., 2005). Individuals must
filter through a tremendous amount of information in order to find telling cues that are
indicative of deception.
Humans often have misconceptions of which cues are indicative of deception and
often succumb to numerous biases (Vrij, 2000). Even if an individual has grounded,
empirically-informed knowledge of the cues that accurately distinguish deception from
truth in a particular context, the mental resources involved with conversation
management often preclude accurate tracking and interpretation of another’s behavior. A
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system that accurately classifies deceptive behavior by monitoring an individual’s
behavior could complement human intellect and allow increased deception detection
accuracy.

1.3 Research Questions
The problem at hand provides a great opportunity to augment human intellect by
developing a system that could help humans more accurately detect deception. The focus
of this dissertation is on the automatic extraction of nonverbal cues which then may be
used to classify deception.
The main motivation of this research is to discover if a system can be developed that
exceeds human performance in detecting deception by monitoring only an individual’s
nonverbal behavior. The following is a general list of research questions that will be
addressed in this dissertation:
1. Can extraction and classification of reliable nonverbal indicators of deception be
automated to augment human abilities in detecting deception (i.e., exceed typical
human accuracy in detecting deception)?
2. Which kinesic and vocalic cues of deception can be automatically extracted?
3. Which combination of these automatically-extractable kinesic and vocalic cues
are the best predictors of deception in a controlled environment?
4. Which combination of automatically-extractable kinesic and vocalic cues are the
best predictors of suspicion and deception as perceived by professionals in a field
environment where deception often occurs?
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5. Are there any kinesic or vocalic cues that are significant predictors of deception in
both experimental and field data?

1.4 Importance of the Research
Every day, thousands of individuals cross international borders, pass through security
checkpoints and apply for entry into the United States. Security screening personnel, such
as Customs and Border Protection Agents, are required to make a decision as to whether
or not an individual is legally allowed to enter and whether or not the individual poses a
threat.
These judgments necessarily rely on interpersonal communication which may or may not
be deceptive. Humans are not very good at detecting deception and often rely on a
minimal number of cues that may or may not be accurate indicators of deception (Vrij,
2000). Other factors, such as biases, fatigue, and the limits of human vigilance also
complicate the formulation of an accurate judgment (Vrij, 2000). Security and law
enforcement professionals simply don’t have the resources and abilities to rigorously
challenge the veracity of everything they hear or see. Even the sheer number of
communication exchanges that occur during a single shift can be daunting. There are
irrefutable limits of human vigilance. The salience of this problem grows every day as we
open the doors to increased mobility and trade. Over the years, numerous different
deception detection techniques have emerged; however, many of these approaches are
impractical for use in a field environment. The need remains for ecologically valid, noninvasive systems to detect deception, especially as it pertains to security screening.
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1.5 Foundations
This dissertation builds on decades of research from the fields of communication,
psychology, computer science, engineering, and other information systems’ reference
disciplines. Advances in our understanding and capabilities in the area of deception,
nonverbal behavior, computer vision, and audio signal processing coupled with
technological advances only recently allow us to feasibly consider creating a system that
could augment human intellect in detecting deception. Research has yielded a variety of
theories of how humans communicate and how deception is manifested. Many
experiments have been conducted in an attempt to identify behaviors that co-occur or are
non-existent with deception. Chapter 2 reviews literature related to automated deception
detection and frames existing deception detection methods. Chapter 3 presents a noninvasive approach for automatically extracting cues in the vocalics and kinesics channel
that may be associated with deception that can be used in a natural setting. This
dissertation also contains an evaluation of the practicality of extracting these cues and an
analysis of the predictive power of these cues. Data from several sources, including
deception experiments and from a field environment where deception often occurs, are
used to validate the approach.

1.6 Foundations for Automated Deception Detection
Over the years, multiple disciplines have contributed to an understanding of how to
automatically detect deception. The interdisciplinary research in this dissertation builds
on work conducted in psychology, communication, computer science, and engineering.
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Psychology and communication research provide individual and group theories of
deception, identification and explanation of behavioral correlates of deception, and a
discussion of existing deception detection methods. Computer science research, in
particular computer vision research, contributes procedures and algorithms for
identification and tracking of the human body over time. Engineering provides signal
processing approaches and algorithms for extracting information from an individual’s
voice. Figure 1.1 positions automated deception detection in context of the
aforementioned reference disciplines.

Figure 1.1 Interdisciplinary nature of automated deception detection
Interestingly, due to the interdisciplinary nature of the field of information
systems, the center circle in Figure 1.1 could plausibly be re-labeled “information
systems” as psychology, communication, computer science, and engineering are
reference disciplines of information systems. While the topic of automated deception
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detection is interdisciplinary in nature, it is the author’s opinion that information systems
is the single best discipline for creating and evaluating automated systems for detecting
deception.

1.7 Research Methodology
Blake (1978, p. 3, p. 3) defines research as “systematic, intensive study directed toward
fuller scientific knowledge of the subject studied.” Research can be dichotomized in
numerous ways including 1) basic and applied research, 2) evaluative and formulative
research, 3) research and development, and 4) formulative and verificational research
(Nunamaker, Chen et al., 1991). Table 1.1 provides a brief description of these research
paradigms. A research methodology is a collection of values, processes, methods and
tools used in a particular research domain. Nunamaker et al. (1991) argues that systems
development is a feasible research methodology that fits into the applied, developmental,
engineering, formulative type of research. This paradigm complements many of the other
existing methodologies.
Table 1.1 Types of research
Research Type
Basic research
Applied research
Evaluative research
Developmental research
Development (research vs.
development)
Formulative research
Verificational research

Description of Research Goal
Develop theories and hypotheses for intellectual reasons
Apply knowledge to solve problems of immediate concern
Evaluate existing phenomenon or artifacts
Search for a better course of action
Systematic use of knowledge directed toward the production of useful
materials, devices, systems, or methods; exploratory, advanced, engineering
and operational
Identification of problems for more precise investigation, development of
hypotheses, acquisition of familiarity and insights of the problem area
Obtain evidence to support or refute hypotheses

Adapted from (Nunamaker, Chen et al., 1991)
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Multi-methodological research in information systems has been conceptualized as
an interactive, inter-relational model involving systems development, theory building,
observation, and experimentation (Nunamaker, Chen et al., 1991). Figure 1.2 illustrates
this multi-methodological research approach. The methods employed in each
methodology provide additional information to better understand the phenomenon of
study and characterize factors that influence and that are influenced by the phenomenon.
Nunamaker et al. (1991) explain that systems development includes prototyping, product
development, and technology transfer; theory building includes the development of
conceptual frameworks, mathematical models, and a variety of methods; observation
includes the use of case studies, survey studies, and field studies; and, experimentation
includes the use of computer simulations, field experiments, and laboratory experiments.

Figure 1.2 Research methodology
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The software development research paradigm has frequently been used in
information systems research and many of its principles have guided the prominence of
design-science research in information systems.
There are two main paradigms of research in information systems: behavioralscience research and design-science research (March & Smith, 1995). Behavioral-science
research “seeks to develop and verify theories that explain or predict human or
organizational behavior” (Hevner, March et al., 2004, p. 76, p. 76). Deception research
from the fields of communication and psychology falls under the behavioral science
paradigm. Design-science research, on the other hand, “seeks to extend the boundaries of
human and organizational capabilities by creating new and innovative artifacts” (Hevner,
March et al., 2004, p. 75). Algorithms used to extract and represent human behavior and
much of the research in computer science and engineering fall under the design-science
paradigm. The work contained in this dissertation is primarily design-science in nature.
Thus, a brief discussion of the design-science research approach follows.

1.8 Design Science Research
Design science has its roots in engineering and the artificial sciences and is
fundamentally a problem-solving paradigm (Hevner, March et al., 2004). In design
science, an artifact is created to address a particular problem that exists in a specific
context. The context or environment often consists of people, organizations, and
technology. This environment contains the “goals, tasks, problems, and opportunities”
that define the needs of an organization. Applicable knowledge, including knowledge
from past research (e.g., theories, frameworks, constructs, and methods) and knowledge
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about research methodologies (e.g., data-analysis techniques, formalisms, measures) are
used as a foundation to study an artifact or theory in a particular context. Figure 1.3
depicts an overview of design science research.

Adapted from (Hevner, March et al., 2004)
Figure 1.3 Design science research framework
Hevner et al. (2004) explain that information technology (IT) artifacts, which can
be created in design science research and which are central to information systems
research, can be broadly defined as constructs, models, methods, and instantiations.
Constructs, in this context, refers to the vocabulary, symbols, and language used in a
particular research domain. Models are representations, which often employ constructs,
of a real world problem and possible solutions. Methods provide guidance on how to
solve problems, often in the form of mathematical algorithms or other representations.
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Instantiations show that constructs, models, or methods can be implemented in a working
system.
The actual research process is iterative in nature. Part of the effort is dedicated to
building IT artifacts and developing theories about the artifact and its impact in a
particular context. The IT artifact or theory must then be evaluated and justified using
techniques such as case studies, simulations, experiments, and field data. Knowledge and
insights from the evaluation provide new knowledge to refine the original theory or
artifact for the specific context. The revised theories and improved artifacts are then reevaluated and the research-cycle progresses until the original problem is appropriately
addressed.
Creation of a system is often a central part of information systems design-science
research. However, it is important to note that design science research is differentiated
from routine systems building in that “design-science research addresses important
unsolved problems in unique or innovative ways or solves problems in more effective or
efficient ways” (Hevner, March et al., 2004, p. 81).
Researchers have highlighted the importance of both relevance and rigor in
research (Applegate, 1999; Applegate & King, 1999; Benbasat & Zmud, 1999;
Davenport & Markus, 1999; Lee, 1999). As depicted in Figure 1.3, the relevance of
research measures how closely research addresses the needs of an organization for a
given problem and the rigor of the research is characterized by the appropriate use of
existing foundational and methodological knowledge.
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1.9 Selected Approach
Problem
Relevance
Rigorous use of existing knowledge and
evaluation of new approach

Figure 1.4 Selected approach and structure of dissertation
This dissertation employs a multi-methodological approach. A relevant problem
has been selected and introduced and will be addressed further in Chapter 2. Chapter 2
reviews the literature including relevant theories of deception, existing deception
detection techniques, and behavioral correlates of deception. Additionally the chapter
surveys technical approaches for tracking behavioral movements and extracting
information about human voice using audio signal processing techniques. Chapter 3
details the IT artifact created as part of this research; that is, the chapter provides
technical information about the novel method to detect deception non-invasively. It also
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includes details of novel calculations for estimating cues which may be indicative of
deception. Chapter 4 presents multiple evaluations of our approach using data from 2
deception experiments. The same chapter also contains an evaluation of the system using
data collected at a U.S. Port of Entry located in Nogales, AZ where high-stakes deception
frequently occurs. Chapter 5 contains contributions, challenges, and future directions of
the research presented in the dissertation.
The research presented in this dissertation is part of a larger research program
which involves many individuals and multiple organizations. Although the author is
accountable as a primary contributor for the work presented in this dissertation, he
acknowledges the contributions from the individuals and organizations mentioned in the
Acknowledgments section (page 4) by using the pronouns “we” and “our” instead of “I”
and “my.”
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Guiding Questions for Literature Review
To guide the literature review process we ask the following guiding questions:
1. Human Communication and Behavior
a. What are the major views of human communication and behavior?
b. How have sender/receiver exchanges been conceptualized?
c. What are the major subcategories of verbal and nonverbal behavior?
d. How has human behavior been studied in the past (e.g., Brunswikian lens
model)?
2. Tools and algorithms to automatically extract and represent human behavior
a. How can characteristics of human behavior captured in audio be extracted
and represented?
b. How can characteristics of human behavior captured in video be extracted
and represented?
3. Deception
a. What are relevant theories for understanding how deception is manifest?
b. How accurate are humans in detecting deception?
4. Deception Detection Methods
a. What methods exist for detecting deception?
b. How accurate are existing deception detection methods?
c. What are the constraints of deploying deception detection methods in the
field?
d. How can deception detection methods be classified meaningfully in
relation to their use in a natural environment?
5. Nonverbal correlates of deception
a. Are there reliable kinesic indicators of deception?
b. Are there reliable vocalic indicators of deception?

2.2 Human Communication and Behavior
Humans are thoughtful, planning, organizing, strategic creatures who have the capacity to
communicate with others. The field of communication theory has proposed a variety of
approaches for studying interactions between individuals; some which are more objective
and others which are more interpretive in nature. Particularly influential in framing these
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interactions in the case of the research in this dissertation are the socio-psychological
(interpersonal influences and interactions) and cybernetic (viewing communication as
information processing) approaches to communication (Griffin, 2003).
Shannon and Weaver (1949) describe the five main components of any
communication system: 1) an information source, which produces the messages that will
be sent, 2) a transmitter, which operates on a message to make it suitable for transmission
as a signal, 3) a channel, which is the medium for the signal to travel to the receiver, 4) a
receiver, which typically performs the inverse operation of the transmitter, and 5) a
destination, or the person or thing for whom the message is intended (Shannon &
Weaver, 1949). It is important to recognize that noise can be introduced at any stage of
the process. Figure 2.1 graphically depicts a communication system as explained by
Shannon and Weaver. A basic premise of our approach is that multiple nodes may
receive and interpret a transmitted piece of information (e.g., both a human and a
computer). We propose that a machine can potentially act as a recipient of
communication messages.

(Shannon & Weaver, 1949)
Figure 2.1 Shannon and Weaver's model of communication
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Human communication and behavior can be roughly dichotomized into verbal and
nonverbal behavior. Verbal communication is “associated with our spoken and written
language” and is typically labeled as “language” (Stacks, Hill et al., 1991). Others have
define verbal communication as “the transmission of messages using words, either
written or spoken” (Greenberg & Baron, 1995). Verbal behavior addresses the semantics
of the words spoken, whereas, nonverbal behavior includes how the words were spoken
(vocalics or paralanguage), the movements of the body (kinesics) and the physical
distances between individuals (proxemics). Nonverbal communication is the “unspoken”
portion of communication and formally includes the study of kinesics (body movements,
gestures, facial expressions), vocalics (vocal expression), haptics (touch), proxemics
(space), chronemics (use of time), physical appearance, and artifacts (the use of objects)
(Burgoon, Buller et al., 1996).
The relationship between verbal and nonverbal behavior is intricate and complex.
Researchers continue to investigate this relationship and the temporal interchange
between the two communication modes. Bruneau (1980, p. 114) provides a snapshot of
one aspect of this complex relationship:
“In summary, the temporal interface of nonverbal and verbal behavior is complex.
The interface involves: the manner in which presentations are formulated; the
manner in which presentations are represented; the nature of temporal symbolism
and referencing; the interdependent tension of permanence and change; the
interaction of personal and objective tempos; and the influence of imposed tempo
on human proxemic and kinesic behavior.”
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While the author acknowledges this complex, intertwined relationship, this
dissertation employs a simplified view. A basic premise of this research is that both
verbal and nonverbal behavior modes contain useful information and can be analyzed
independently of the other, though this may result in a loss of some information. This
dissertation focuses solely on nonverbal behavior.

2.2.1 Brunswikian Lens Model of Behavior1
Researchers have long been interested in understanding how internal states are
manifested externally and how those behaviors influence judgments and attributions. In
order to begin to understand this relationship, we need to understand which constellations
of behavior create meaning.
Cataloguing the nearly limitless combinations of behavior might seem an
insurmountable task, were it not for pioneering efforts by Birdwhistell (Birdwhistell,
1955; Birdwhistell, 1970) to reduce over 150,000 possible body, facial, and gestural
movements to 50-60 basic building blocks called kinemes. Kinemes, which are analogous
to phonemes in the field of linguistics, do not have meaning in themselves. They must be
combined into kinemorphs and kinemorphic classes–specific patterns of behavior that are
analogous to morphemes, or words, and clauses. This structural linguistics-based
approach launched the study of kinesics, one of the primary nonverbal communication
codes. In like vein, Trager (Trager, 1961) analyzed the voice, providing foundation for
another nonverbal code variously labeled as vocalics, paralanguage, or prosody.

1

Portions of this section were previously published in (Jensen, Meservy et al., under review).
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Though the structural approach is useful in identifying specific “atoms” of nonverbal
communication, mapping specific behavioral components to meanings is best
accomplished by taking a functional approach in which movements are categorized
according to the communicative functions they serve and to which humans attach
interpretations (Burgoon, 1994). For example, gestures that accompany speech and
illustrate its content are called illustrators; gestures that alleviate psychological or
physical discomfort are called adaptors; gestures that regulate the flow of conversation
are called regulators or interactional gestures (Bavelas, 1983; Ekman & Friesen, 1969).
Similarly, audio features can be grouped into functional areas, such as, intensity,
frequency (pitch), fluency, duration, tempo, and voice quality (Rockwell, Buller et al.,
1997). Constellations of behavior work in concert to express meta-communicative
messages. For example, frequent and expansive illustrator gesturing, absence of adaptors,
rapid speaking tempo, interruptions, and intense language together convey dominance.
Compelling evidence demonstrates that many nonverbal behaviors have clearly
recognized social meanings and are used with regularity within a given speech
community (Burgoon, 1994; Burgoon & Newton, 1991). This implies that perceptions of
human communication can be assigned to sequences and combinations of multimodal
cues.
One way to model the relationship between structural indicators and functional
meanings is to apply a modified Brunswikian lens model to map behavioral indicators to
meta-communicative meanings (Gifford, 1994; Scherer, 1982). Researchers have
employed this approach to identify clusters of nonverbal features that predict relational
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messages and credibility (Burgoon, Birk et al., 1990; Burgoon & Le Poire, 1999). In a
lens model, objective indicators called distal cues (D) are mapped to intermediate
perceptual judgments called proximal percepts (P), which in turn combine to yield
subjective attributions or meanings (A). Figure 2.2 illustrates the model.
An internal state (C) such as heightened activation generates several distal
indicators (e.g.,, frequent gesticulation, forward lean, elevated fundamental frequency,
rapid speaking tempo), which are perceived as intensity and which become the subjective
judgments having the most proximal influence on a meta-communicative attribution such

Figure 2.2 Brunswikian lens model

...

...

Operational level

Phenomenal level

as relational dominance or hostility.
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This dissertation focuses on the automatic extraction of distal cues (D) and uses
those cues to directly predict a meta-communicative meaning (A) (e.g.,
deceptive/truthful). While this approach may yield acceptable accuracy in predicting
meta-communicative meaning, it may be difficult to qualitatively justify how the cluster
of individual distal cues predicted the attribution (A). It is anticipated that future research
will rigorously evaluate the predictive accuracy and feasibility of using the distal cues to
predict proximal percepts (P). A preliminary analysis of prediction of proximal percepts
using automatically extracted distal cues can be found in (Jensen, Meservy et al., under
review). These perceptions will allow researchers to qualitatively justify the use of the
distal cues in directly predicting an attribution.

2.3 Behavioral Extraction Techniques
A machine can be the recipient of communication messages; however, there are many
challenges in creating a machine that can intelligently receive a wide variety of verbal
and nonverbal messages. For a machine to truly be intelligent it needs to be able to
perceive the environment, including understanding the whereabouts and activities of
humans (Gavrila, 1999). While this intelligent perception by a machine is likely several
years off, currently, computers can extract a number of features that are correlated with
different nonverbal behaviors. Algorithms dealing with the extraction of specific
elements needed to track human behavior have made numerous advances in recent years
(Bradski, Kaehler et al., 2005; Vezhnevets, Sazonov et al., 2003; Viola & Jones, 2004).
Extraction is a multi-step process that includes as a precursor the capturing of
behavior using some sort of sensor (e.g., camera, microphone). In the case of face-to-face
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interactions, a camera (or set of cameras) captures an audio and video stream of the
subject. Channel specific algorithms can then be used to extract useful information from
the data streams. The following sections detail some of the major advances that we use
for extracting vocalic and kinesic information.

2.3.1 Extraction of Vocalic Cues
Researchers have developed many features for extracting information from the audio
channel. Many of these features are basic acoustic features, often termed “low-level”
features, which can be used in a variety of applications.
Audio Identification
A common research area of acoustic analysis is automatic segmentation of audio or video
clips using audio features. There are many strategies that exist to automatically segment
audio data into logical units (Kemp, Schmidt et al., 2000)
Researchers have presented methods for separating silence, speech, and noise
clips in audio sequences (Pfeiffer, Fischer et al., 1996; Saraceno & Leonardi, 1997).
Typically, this process involves dividing the audio clip into smaller segments. A variety
of low-level acoustic characteristics are extracted for each of these smaller segments and
the values of those features are compared to pre-determined values for features associated
with different classes of audio (Liu, Wang et al., 1998). As Liu et al. (1998, p. 62)
explain, “Obviously, classification based on these low level features alone may not be
accurate, but the error can be addressed in a higher layer by examining the structure
underlying a sequence of continuous audio clips.” Certainly appropriate selection of
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features and the values of those features that serve as thresholds are crucial in order to
maximize the correct classification of the audio streams. Some researchers have used the
change of the zero crossing rate (Saunders, 1996) and others have proposed detecting
sharp temporal variations in the power of sub-band signal (Nam & Tewfik, 1997) in order
to separate different types of audio (Liu, Wang et al., 1998).
Sample Acoustic Features
There are many features that can be used to characterize audio signals. Generally, they
can be separated into two categories: time-domain and frequency-domain features (Liu,
Wang et al., 1998). Root mean square (RMS) of the audio signal can be used to
approximate the volume for a specific frame (segment of audio). While the volume of a
particular segment might not be significant (because it is tied to the gain of the recording
equipment), the variation of the volume over the length of a clip has been used as a
feature to discriminate between different types of audio clips (Liu, Wang et al., 1998).
Volume Dynamic Range (VDR), defined as the difference between the maximum and the
minimum volume divided by the maximum volume, is another audio feature that has
been used to differentiate audio segments (Liu, Wang et al., 1998).
Pitch Estimation
Fundamental frequency (e.g., reciprocal of pitch in seconds), refers to the predominant
pitch of a complex waveform. Adult male voices have a lower pitch (123 Hz mean; 16
Hz standard deviation) than that of adult female voices (206 Hz mean; 23 Hz standard
deviation) (van Vuuren, 1998).
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Over the years, researchers have devised numerous ways to estimate the pitch of
an audio signal. Rabiner et al. (1976) conducted a study that compared pitch estimation
techniques at that time. More recently, van Vuuren (1998) conducted a comprehensive
survey of pitch estimation techniques. According to this later study, pitch estimation
techniques can be broadly classified into three categories—time domain techniques,
frequency domain techniques, and hybrid techniques. Table 2.1 provides an explanation
of these pitch estimation categories and Table 2.2 classifies a number of pitch estimation
techniques using these categories.
Table 2.1 Summary of pitch estimation categories
General domain
Time domain techniques

Frequency domain techniques

Hybrid techniques

Specific area
Peak and valley measurements, zero-crossings
and autocorrelation estimates, often with additional post processing
logic.
Generally these techniques are noise sensitive.
Periodicity in the time domain results in useful impulses in the
frequency domain at the fundamental and its harmonics. Using shorttime analysis to extract the frequency information, these techniques are
sensitive to the length of the analysis window so that their useful
dynamic pitch range tends to be limited.
The former two techniques combined, for instance spectral flattening
together with autocorrelation. However, this combination does not
readily solve issues dealing with noise sensitivity or the length of the
analysis window.

(van Vuuren, 1998)

Table 2.2 Categorization of pitch estimation techniques
General domain
Time domain techniques

Frequency domain techniques
Hybrid techniques

Specific area
Autocorrelation
Average magnitude difference function
Parallel processing
Pitch estimation with neural-net classifier
Cepstrum
Pitch estimation with banks of band-pass filter pairs
Simplified inverse filtering

(van Vuuren, 1998)
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Rabiner et al. (1976) found that the cepstrum and parallel processing techniques
in general outperformed other techniques (Rabiner, Cheng et al., 1976). Time domain
techniques tend to do better at higher frequencies and frequency domain techniques at
lower frequencies (van Vuuren, 1998).

Prosody and Voice qualities
Prosody refers to the tonal and rhythmic aspects of speech. Acoustic features such as
fundamental frequency contour, power and duration have been used to estimate prosody
(Campbell & Mokhtari, 2003).
Acoustic features have also been used to predict other paralinguistic elements,
such as, creaky, harsh, and breathy voices (Ishi, Ishiguro et al., 2006). This same study
asserts that prosodic features are useful for identifying “some groups of speech with
specific functions (affirmation/agreement/backchannel, ask[ing] for a repetition, fillers),
while voice quality features are more effective for identifying speech act items expressing
some emotion or attitude (surprise, disgust, suspicion, dissatisfaction, admiration)” (Ishi,
Ishiguro et al., 2006, p. 4). Researchers have also found that voice quality, as measured
by normalized amplitude quotient, has “significant correlations with interlocutor,
speaking-style, and speech-act” (Campbell & Mokhtari, 2003, p. 4).

Emotion
Researchers have used acoustic properties to successfully identify perceived emotion in
short utterances (Campbell, 2004). Identified emotions include happiness, anger, sadness,
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fear, and the normal (unemotional) state (Dellaert, Polzin et al., 1996; Petrushin, 1999).
Acoustic correlates related to prosody of speech that can be used for emotion recognition
include pitch, energy, and the rate of speech (Lee, Narayanan et al., 2002).
Additional specific correlates include utterance duration, fundamental frequency
minimum, maximum, range, mean, variation, position of fundamental frequency peak in
the utterance, position of fundamental frequency minimum in the utterance, power
minimum, maximum, range, mean variation, and position of power peak in the utterance
(Campbell, 2004). Other researchers have combined acoustic features with language
information about specific words to better identify negative and non-negative emotions
(Lee, Narayanan et al., 2002).

Other Applications
Researchers have proposed a variety of acoustic features for speaker identification. One
early study found that specific resonances for particular nasal consonants, the third and
fourth formants for vowels and the average fundamental frequency of the speaker
provided the ability to uniquely identify speakers (Sambur, 1975). Researchers have also
investigated a number of classification techniques—neural networks, nearest neighbor
classifiers, full-search, and tree-structured vector quantization (VQ) classifiers, multilayer
perceptrons (MLPs), and decision trees—for speaker recognition (Farrell, Mammone et
al., 1994).
Researchers have also proposed a variety of methods to identify stress in a
human’s voice (Hansen, 1996; Hansen & Womack, 1996). Many stress features use
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advanced signal processing algorithms (Zhou, Hansen et al., 2001). Some basic acoustic
features correlated with speech under stress may include fundamental frequency and
phoneme duration and intensity (Hansen, 1996). Other researchers have employed subband coding (breaking the signal into specific frequency ranges and analyzing those
ranges separately) and found it useful in more accurately classifying stress in the voice
(Sarikaya & Gowdy, 1998).

Tools
There are multiple tools available for researchers who wish to incorporate acoustic
feature extraction into their research. MATLAB2 has a number of audio extraction
algorithms as part of its signal processing toolbox. Intel’s Integrated Performance
Primitives library3 also has a number of algorithms for speech recognition and coding. An
excellent, stand alone program written by Paul Boersma and David Weenink at the
Department of Phonetics of the University of Amsterdam for speech analysis is Praat4.
Praat has a large library of algorithms and also includes mechanisms to visualize an audio
stream and resulting analyses.

2.3.2 Extraction of Kinesic Cues
The analysis of images involving humans, which is sometimes called “looking at people,”
covers face recognition, hand gesture recognition, and whole body tracking (Gavrila,
1999). Gavrila (1999) provides a comprehensive review of computer vision work
2

http://www.mathworks.com/
see http://www.intel.com/cd/software/products/asmo-na/eng/302910.htm
4
see http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
3
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involving human movement and notes several potential applications of such work. These
ideas are captured in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 Computer vision applications involving human movement
General domain
“Smart” surveillance systems

Motion analysis

Advanced user interfaces

Virtual reality

Model-based coding

Specific area
Parking lots
Supermarkets, department stores
Vending machines, ATMs
Traffic
Content-based indexing of sports video footage
Personalized training in golf, tennis, etc.
Choreography of dance and ballet
Clinical studies of orthopedic patients
Social interfaces
Sign-language translation
Gesture driven control
Signaling in high-noise environments (airports, factories)
Interactive virtual worlds
Games
Virtual studios
Character animation
Teleconferencing (e.g., film, advertising, home-use)
Very low bit-rate video compression

(Gavrila, 1999)

Computer vision research involving human movement can be classified using
various criteria including the type of model used, the dimensionality of the tracking
space, sensor modality, sensor multiplicity, etc (Gavrila, 1999). Table 2.4 provides a
summary of this criteria and examples of each. The approach proposed in this dissertation
is classified as a statistical, 2-D, visible light, stationary, monocular approach.
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Table 2.4 Classification criteria of computer vision research involving human movement
Criteria
Type of model used

Dimensionality of tracking space
Sensor modality

Sensor multiplicity
Sensor placement
Sensor mobility

Examples
Stick figure-based
Volumetric
Statistical
2-D
3-D
Visible light
Infra-red
Range
Monocular
Stereo
Centralized
Distributed
Stationary
Moving

(Gavrila, 1999)
Skin Models
In a 2-D approach without explicit shape models, regions of interest (e.g., head and
hands) are typically identified either by background image subtraction, or by skin color
detection (Gavrila, 1999). Skin color detection has proven to be a “robust cue for face
detection, localization, and tracking” (Vezhnevets, Sazonov et al., 2003, p. 1).
Vezhnevets (2003) provides an excellent review of skin color modeling and recognition
techniques, including analysis of different colorspaces used for skin modeling (e.g., RGB,
Normalized RGB, HSV). There are two main skin detection methods that exist, pixel
based—where each pixel is classified as skin or non-skin individually—and regionbased. Region-based methods “take the spatial arrangement of skin pixels into account
during the detection stage to enhance the method’s performance” (Vezhnevets, Sazonov
et al., 2003, p. 1). Vezhnevets explains that researchers have to determine which
colorspace to use, how the skin color distribution should be modeled, and how to process
the resulting segments.
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Colorspaces deal with how the image or video data is stored. There are numerous
colorspaces including RGB (red, green, and blue arrays), Normalized RGB, HSI (Hue
Saturation Intensity), HSV (Hue Saturation Value), HSL (Hue Saturation Lightness),
TSL (Tint Saturation Lightness), and YCrCb (Vezhnevets, Sazonov et al., 2003). While
there has been some debate on colorspace ‘goodness’, some researchers argue that
colorspace has little influence on skin detection results (Shin, Chang et al., 2002)
However, others contend that parametric skin classifiers are heavily dependent on
colorspace choice, though non-parametric methods (e.g., look-up tables, bayes classifiers)
are “almost independent to the colorspace choice” (Albiol, Torres et al., 2001;
Vezhnevets, Sazonov et al., 2003, p. 6; Zarit, Super et al., 1999).
The final goal of a skin color detection algorithm is to determine if a given pixel
should be classified as skin or not. There are two main skin distribution modeling
paradigms: nonparametric and parametric methods. Nonparametric methods include
normalized lookup tables (LUT), bayes classifiers, and self-organizing maps.
Nonparametric methods have two main advantages, “i. they are fast in training and ii.
they are theoretically independent to the shape of skin distribution” (Vezhnevets,
Sazonov et al., 2003, p. 4). The downside of nonparametric methods, in particular
histogram-based methods, is that they require a lot of storage and their performance is
directly related to the representativeness of the supplied training images (Vezhnevets,
Sazonov et al., 2003). Parametric methods include modeling the skin color distribution
using an elliptical Gaussian joint probability density function, a mixture of Gaussians,
multiple Gaussian clusters, and an elliptic boundary model (Vezhnevets, Sazonov et al.,
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2003). Interested readers will find summarized descriptions of these approaches and
additional references in (Vezhnevets, Sazonov et al., 2003).
After skin tones are identified, regions of the image need to be segmented and
labeled (e.g., head and hands). The approach of identifying skin tones and then grouping
or segmenting identified areas into groups is formally referred to as “blob analysis.”
Face Detection
Correct classification of the head blob can be augmented using face detection algorithms.
Over the past several years, there have been numerous approaches to detect human faces
in an image. Chellappa et al. (1995) provide a comprehensive review of face recognition
strategies. Face recognition includes the detection of a face, but also includes a step to
match that candidate face to a specific instance of a face in database of faces. Early face
detection and recognition techniques included edge detection algorithms and basic
template-based shape matching (Chellappa, Wilson et al., 1995). Later approaches utilize
deformable templates that are allowed to “translate, scale, and rotate according to springbased models” (Chellappa, Wilson et al., 1995, p. 712).
Statistical-based approaches to face detection have also been successfully used.
The most popular, recent approach is (Viola & Jones, 2004). Bradski et al. (2005) provide
a simplified overview of the approach (Bradski, Kaehler et al., 2005). The approach uses
Haar-like features (see Figure 2.3) and a cascade of boosted tree classifiers. A region of
interest is processed using the Haar-like features and a weighted pixel sum is then
calculated.
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(Bradski, Kaehler et al., 2005)
Figure 2.3 Haar-like features
“Fundamental to the whole approach are Haar-like features and a large set of very
simple ‘weak’ classifiers that use a single feature to classify the image region as
face or non-face.
“Each feature is described by the template, its coordinate relative to the search
window origin and the size (scale factor) of the feature… Each feature consists of
two or three joined ‘black’ and ‘white’ rectangles, either up-right or rotated by
45○. The Haar feature’s value is calculated as a weighted sum of two components:
The pixel sum over the black rectangle and the sum over the whole feature area
(all black and white rectangles)” (Bradski, Kaehler et al., 2005, pp. 122-123).

Viola (2004) introduced an elegant method for quickly computing the sums of the
feature values. After that occurs, a ‘weak’ classifier is then used to classify the computed
feature, using a pre-specified threshold, as ‘related’ to a face or not. Finally, a complex
and robust classifier is built out of multiple weak classifiers using a procedure called
boosting. For additional explanation and details of the algorithm see (Bradski, Kaehler et
al., 2005; Viola & Jones, 2004).
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There are numerous other approaches for tracking human involvement (e.g.,
gesture recognition, whole body tracking, gait analysis, facial emotion recognition).
These approaches are not currently included in our approach to deception detection, but
excellent review articles dealing with those topics include (Bradski, Kaehler et al., 2005;
Chellappa, Wilson et al., 1995; Gavrila, 1999; Vezhnevets, Sazonov et al., 2003; Viola &
Jones, 2004).
Tools
The Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV)5 is a free, open source collection
of computer vision routines that can be used to capture and analyze human behavior. It
contains routines for handling input and output of images and movies and also a number
of image processing routines (e.g., convolution, thresholding, morphological operations)
and other algorithms (e.g., feature detection, motion, shape descriptors) (Bradski, Kaehler
et al., 2005).

2.4 Deception
Deception has been defined in numerous ways (Masip, Garrido et al., 2004), but in a
broad sense, “deception always involves some sort of communicative situation and a
message passed from the deceiver to the target” (Galasinski, 2000). We adopt an even
more precise definition; that is, deception is “the intent to deceive a target by controlling
information to alter the target’s beliefs or understanding in a way that the deceiver knows
is false” (Buller & Burgoon, 1994, p. 192). Thus, according to this definition, for

5 http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/
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deception to exist, someone must have the intent to mislead another individual. There are
numerous ways to deceive including lying, concealing useful information, equivocating,
and telling half-truths.
A primary goal of much deception research, and in particular deception detection
research, is to identify which behaviors are correlated with deception and to identify
behavioral cues that are consistent across contexts. Decades of research have yielded
numerous insights into the nature of deception and factors influencing its detection.
However, a limited number of consistent cues have been identified. This section contains
a discussion of the major theories of deception and what cues might be exhibited when a
person deceives. It also briefly explains some existing methods that can be used to
measure deceptive cues. Finally, this section details which vocalic and kinesic cues are
correlated of deception.

2.4.1 Theories of Deception6
Theories of deception can be roughly dichotomized into non-strategic and strategic
theories. The majority of deception theory focuses on “nonrational, uncontrollable, and
low-awareness cognitive processes that trigger nonstrategic cues indicative of deception”
(Buller & Burgoon, 1994, pp. 193-194). The process of deceiving can impact an
individual’s emotions and/or an individual’s thought processes; which, in turn, may
create outwardly detectable behavior. However, a long stream of research also suggests
that individuals strategically and voluntarily adapt behavioral patterns in response to a

6 Portions of this section were previously published in (Meservy, Jensen et al., 2005a) and were
subsequently included as part of a book chapter in (Meservy, Jensen et al., in press).
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receiver’s perceived acceptance of previous messages (Buller & Burgoon, 1996a). After a
discussion of which cues may be triggered in both the nonstrategic and strategic
processes of deception, existing deception detection methods are investigated.
Nonstrategic Theory of Deception
In a general meta-analysis of the cues of deception, Zuckerman et al. (1981) formulated a
four factor model that provides an explanation of the deception cues. The basic idea is
that specific, observable behavioral cues of deception are a result of general arousal,
feelings that may accompany deception, the cognitive aspects of deception, or attempts to
control displays of deception (Zuckerman, DePaulo et al., 1981). For example, an
individual might be physiologically aroused due to intense questioning about a particular
response and as a result, vocal cords may tighten which may result in an elevated voice
pitch. The four factors of this model, with perhaps the exception of attempted control are
primarily nonstrategic in nature; that is, an individual displays these behavioral cues
independent of any long-term plan of action to achieve a particular goal. The attempted
control of behavior is strategic in intent, but the indicators associated with this factor are
inadvertently displayed. Table 2.5 summarizes the four factor model and provides
predicted behaviors or cues for each factor.
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Table 2.5 Summary of four factor theory of deception
Factor
Arousal

Feelings while lying

Greater cognitive effort

Attempted Control

Predicted Behavior / Cues
Greater pupil dilation
Increased blinking
More frequent speech disturbances
Higher Pitch
Fear or guilt
Fidget more
Sound more unpleasant
Distance themselves – more evasive, maintain less eye contact
Longer response latencies
More speech hesitations
Greater pupil dilation
Fewer illustrators
Less spontaneous behavior
Verbal and nonverbal discrepancies

(DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003; Zuckerman, DePaulo et al., 1981)

Other researchers also recognized that the process of deceiving can cause a
variety of emotions (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003; Ekman, 1985, , 1992; Vrij, 2000). An
individual may feel guilty about telling a lie or may fear being caught. In some cases,
individuals feel excitement about being able to fool or trick someone else. Ekman (1985)
refers to this sensation as “duping delight.” Emotions that accompany deception may be
manifested in observable, detectable behavior. For example, guilt might result in a
decrease of involvement or shying away from a conversation. Fear might result in
heightened arousal, including increased blood flow, heavier breathing, and a rise in vocal
pitch. Excitement might be manifested in increased smiling or laughing. In each case, the
individual may exhibit outward behavior based on changes in physiological state or
emotions felt. Ekman provides a nice overview of some of the emotions that may
accompany deception (termed “feeling cues”) (Ekman, 1985, , 1992). Ekman also
acknowledges the cognitive aspects of deception (termed “thinking cues”). As Depaulo et
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al. (2003) explain, those who over prepare a lie may seem rehearsed, while those who
have to think carefully may speak more slowly. Table 2.6 summarizes thinking and
feeling cues associated with deception.
Table 2.6 Summary of thinking and feeling cues of deception
Category / Component
Thinking cues
Feeling Cues
Fear

Guilt (sadness)

Duping Delight

Performance related thoughts
and feelings

Predicted Cognitions / Behaviors / Cues
Those who over prepare seem rehearsed
Those who think carefully may speak more slowly
Higher pitch
Faster and louder speech
Pauses
Speech errors
Indirect speech
Lower pitch
Softer and slower pitch
Downward gazing
Higher pitch
Faster and louder speech
Use of more illustrators
Thoughts about whether or not the performance is succeeding
Feelings about the performance
Feelings about any fabricated or discreditable portions of the
performance

(DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003; Ekman, 1985, , 1992)

Researchers have also noted that deception may impact the amount and type of
thinking involved in an interaction. Deception is a “highly demanding and articulated
cognitive task” that requires an individual to address mental discrepancies while
suppressing telling cues that may leak out certain channels (e.g., voice) (Anolli & Ciceri,
1997, p. 260). Creating a plausible lie often requires an individual to manage and weave
together multiple streams of information into a coherent story (Zuckerman, DePaulo et
al., 1981). Past research suggests that the mental processes for retrieving an actual event
are different than fabricating an imagined event (Schacter, Norman et al., 1998).
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Individuals may convey differing levels of detail or perhaps even different outward
behaviors when a real event is recalled compared to when an imagined one is created. For
example, speech dysfluencies, such as ums, ahs and other pauses may be indicative of
increased cognitive load when manufacturing an answer. Additionally, some researchers
have noted an increase in the amount of time it takes for an individual to respond to a
question (response latency) in situations involving unplanned communications (DePaulo,
Malone et al., 2003).
If deceivers can appropriately monitor the messages that they send and the
reactions of the receivers, and if they have control over particular communication
channels, “they may be able to suppress external manifestations of internal arousal states”
(Buller & Burgoon, 1994, p. 211). However, some researchers contend that when
individuals employ this attempted control, that some cues may still be “leaked” (Ekman
& Friesen, 1969).
Strategic Theory of Deception
Humans are thoughtful, strategic creatures who closely monitor interpersonal interactions
and voluntarily adapt behavioral patterns based on perceived acceptance of previously
transmitted messages. During a deceptive interchange, deceivers often take into account
the verbal and nonverbal messages of the receiver and adjust their strategies of
communication. In addition to the receiver’s behavior, deceivers also monitor their own
behavior and adjust their communication strategy.
Interpersonal Deception Theory (IDT) (Burgoon, Buller et al., 1996) is the
leading theory of deception that views deception as strategic communication. IDT models
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deception as a strategic interaction between participants. Both the deceiver and the
receiver approach an interaction with a number of preconceived factors that will
influence the interaction. These factors might include expectations, goals, familiarity,
suspicion, and so forth. During the course of the interaction, the deceiver and receiver
may alter strategies as their respective effectiveness is observed. Also, during the
interaction, both parties will likely unintentionally reveal behavioral signals of their
respective deception or suspicion. Figure 2.4 provides a graphical overview of IDT.

Pre-Interaction

Sender

Cognitions / Affect
Expectations
Goals
Familiarity
Detection apprehension
Behavior
Routines
Skills

Receiver

Cognitions / Affect
Expectations
Goals
Familiarity
Prior suspicion
Behavior
Routines
Skills

Interaction

Post-Interaction

Cognitions / Affect
Perceived suspicion
Behavior
Information management
Image management
Behavior management
Nonstrategic behaviors

Deception
Success

Cognitions / Affect
Credibility judgments
Behavior
Suspicion display
Uncertainty management
Nonstrategic behaviors

Deception
Detection
Accuracy

Adapted from (Buller & Burgoon, 1996b; Twitchell, 2005)
Figure 2.4 Interpersonal Deception Theory model
IDT incorporates a component of what DePaulo calls a “self-presentational” or
“impression-management” perspective on deception (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003).
Deceivers deliberately attempt to manage impressions of the interactions in which they
are involved. This process of self-regulation consumes additional mental resources
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(Maruven & Baumeister, 2000). When conveying false impressions, deceivers are likely
to experience a sense of deliberateness and often act “unnatural” (DePaulo, Malone et al.,
2003). These actions often come across as planned, rehearsed, or lacking in spontaneity.
Table 2.7 provides a summary of the major components of the self-presentational
perspective and predicted behaviors or cues for each component.
Table 2.7 Summary of self-presentational perpective of deception
Category / Component
Less forthcoming

Responses are less compelling

Less positive and pleasant
More tense

Predicted Behavior / Cues
Respond less
Provide less detail
Seem to be holding back (longer response latencies)
Slower speech
More discrepancies
Less engaging
Less immediate
More uncertain
Less fluent
Less active
Cues associated with guilt or apprehension
Higher pitch
(similar to undifferentiated arousal)

Fewer unordinary imperfections
and unusual contents

(DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003)

2.4.2 Human Deception Detection Accuracy
Most individuals believe that it is easy to detect when someone is lying. However,
empirical, scientific research shows that human accuracy in detecting deception is little
better than chance (Aamodt & Custer, 2006; Bond Jr & DePaulo, 2006; Kraut, 1980;
Vrij, 2000). Masip (2005) explains the typical experimental procedure for determining
deception accuracy:
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“The experimental procedure employed usually consists in presenting a sample of
observer or receiver subjects with a series of statements made by a group of
emitter subjects (the potential liars). These statements are presented in audiovisual
or auditory format, using tape recordings or ‘live’ performances (see Chap. 3 of
Miller & Stiff, 1993, for a description of the experimental paradigms employed).
In some cases emitters and receivers are allowed to interact freely (Buller &
Burgoon, 1996). Receivers must indicate, usually on a form, whether each
statement is true or false. Sometimes they are also required to indicate their level
of confidence in their judgment and the cues that led them to make their decision”
(Masip, 2005, p. 81).
In a meta-analysis of deception detection accuracy studies, Kraut (1980) found the
mean accuracy to be 57%. Reviewing additional studies, Vrij (Vrij, 2000) found accuracy
to be almost identical, 56.6%. In yet another meta-analysis, Aamodt and Custer (2006, p.
7) found that “’professional lie catchers’, such as police officers, detectives, judges, and
psychologists” had a mean accuracy of 55.5% and that students and other citizens were
54.2% accurate in detecting deception. Individuals, even trained professionals, often rely
on misleading cues (Vrij, 2000). Bond and DePaulo (2006), in perhaps the most extensive
study to date, found a mean accuracy of 53.4%. The preponderance of evidence suggests
that humans are not good at detecting deception. Research also suggests that training only
minimally increases deception detection accuracy rates (Levine, Feeley et al., 2005).

2.4.3 Existing Deception Detection Methods7
Through the years, researchers have attempted to develop reliable methods to detect
deception. Each method focuses on one or more cues that independently or in conjunction
with other cues are believed to discriminate truth from deception. The plethora of
deception detection methods can be divided into groups based on the types of cues they
7 Content from this section was previously published in (Meservy, Jensen et al., 2006) and subsequently
was included as part of a book chapter (Burgoon, Jensen et al., in press); see pages 196-200.
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attempt to capture—physiological, verbal, or nonverbal. Physiological methods capture
arousal-based and emotion-based cues. Verbal methods typically capture cognitiveeffort-based, memory-based cues and strategic communication-based cues. Various
nonverbal methods capture cues from all of the discussed categories. Table 2.8 provides a
brief summary of deception theories, sample cues that an individual might display, and
the category of deception detection methods that might be used to detect the cues
exhibited.
Table 2.8 Summary of major theories of deception
Nonstrategic Theories
Cognitive effort and
memory

Interpersonal deception
theory

Deception
evokes
emotions (fear, delight,
etc.)
that
trigger
physiological changes or
other outward behavior
that may be observed

Deception impacts the
amount and type of
thinking involved in an
interaction

Deception is a dynamic
interaction in which the
deceiver and receiver
adjust their actions based
on observed behavior.

Increased heart rate
Higher pitch
Faster tempo
False smiles

Response latency
Speech dysfluencies
Fewer details
Briefer messages

Over control
Guarded position
More word quantity
Planned or rehearsed
behavior
Increasing
involvement
over time

Physiological
Nonverbal

Verbal
Nonverbal

Verbal
Nonverbal

Arousal and emotions

Short
Description

Sample
of
possible cues or
states

Primary
detection
methods

Strategic Theories

(Meservy, Jensen et al., in press)
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Physiological Methods
Perhaps out of all the approaches to deception detection, the most well-known is the
polygraph or the “lie-detector.” The polygraph relies on cardiac, electrodermal, and
pneumo-respiratory measures to infer deception. The basic premise is that such
physiological measures are directly linked to conditions brought on by deception (Vrij,
2000). There are two main methods of deception detection that use the polygraph: the
Control Question Test (CQT) and the Guilty Knowledge Test (GKT). The Guilty
Knowledge Test is now called the Concealed Information Test. The CQT uses a series of
irrelevant control questions for comparison to crime-specific questions to ferret out
possible deception. However, it has often been criticized as subjective, non-scientific, and
unreliable (Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003). Accuracy rates for the CQT range from 83% to
89% for liars, but only 53% to 78% for truth-tellers (Bull, Baron et al., 2004). The GKT
determines whether an interviewee has knowledge about a crime that would only be
known by the perpetrator. A series of crime-related objects or pictures may be shown to
the interviewee and the interviewee’s reaction is recorded. The GKT enjoys a more
objective, scientific footing (Ben-Shakhar & Elaad, 2003); however, specific and
confidential details about a crime must be known for it to be used. Accuracy rates for the
GKT range from 42% to 76% for liars and between 94% and 98% for truth-tellers (Bull,
Baron et al., 2004).
Another recent method of deception detection is the analysis of brain activity.
Improvements in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have allowed the
monitoring of brain activity during an interview. Some researchers have noticed
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differences between the brain activity of truth-tellers and deceivers (Ganis, Kosslyn et al.,
2003; Johnson, Barnhardt et al., 2004). Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) (Villringer,
1993) is an alternative, noninvasive method which uses optical technology to measure
neuronal, metabolic, and hemodynamic changes. NIRS shows promise in differentiating
truth from lies based on physiological changes in deceivers (Izzetoglu, Yurtsever et al.,
2003).
Most physiological methods of deception detection require the use of invasive
sensors attached to the body. Thus, cooperation from the interviewee is required.
Verbal Methods
Statement validity assessment (SVA) is a general category of deception detection
methods which focuses on verbal content. Two common methods of SVA are CriterionBased Content Analysis (CBCA) and Reality Monitoring (RM). CBCA is based on the
Undeutsch-Hypothesis which states that “a statement derived from a memory of an actual
experience differs in content and quality from a statement based on invention or fantasy”
(Vrij, 2000, p. 116). CBCA takes place during a structured interview where the
interviewer scores responses according to predefined criteria such as logical structure,
unusual or superfluous details, and self-deprecation or pardoning the perpetrator. In one
study, CBCA accuracy rates were 73% for truthful statements and 72% for false
statements (Vrij & Mann, 2006). RM also uses a scoring mechanism to judge potential
deception, based on the supposition that truthful responses will contain more perceptual,
contextual, and affective information than deceptive responses. A study of RM yielded
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accuracy rates of 72% for both truthful and deceptive statements (Masip, Sporer et al.,
2005).
CBCA and RM require trained interviewers to conduct interviews and trained coders to
score the interviews. Although these verbal analysis methods offer more flexibility than
the physiological methods, the training required is extensive and results are not
immediate.
Nonverbal Methods
Computerized voice stress analysis (CVSA) has been proposed as a method to
automatically detect deception. Signals that accompany psychological stress are
identified from multiple cues in the voice. CVSA works best in a controlled environment
with little background noise. One study contends that accuracy of CVSA is comparable to
the polygraph (Tippett, 1994), however, other studies of CVSA have yielded accuracy
rates not significantly different than chance (Cestaro & Dollins, 1996; Janniro & Cestaro,
1996).
Observation of behavioral cues is also used as a method of deception detection.
Numerous studies have shown that deceivers act differently than truth-tellers (DePaulo,
Malone et al., 2003; Ekman & Friesen, 1969; Zuckerman, DePaulo et al., 1981). Among
the differences are lack of head movement (Burgoon & Buller, 1994) and lack of
illustrating gestures which accompany speech (Vrij, 2000). Many people suspect
deceivers act differently than truth-tellers; however, most people are mistaken in their
beliefs about which cues are associated with deception (Vrij, 2000). Other studies have
indicated that deceivers may not be able to control micro-momentary facial expressions
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when lying about emotions (Ekman, Friesen et al., 1988). Based on the change in
behavior and facial expressions observed in deceivers and truth-tellers, researchers have
investigated the possibility of determining truth through automatic analysis of the body
and face. This automated approach is appealing for its possible use in a security screening
environment.

2.5 Deception Detection Methods for Security Screening8
There are many circumstances in which a deception detection tool would be useful. The
Center for the Management of Information at the University of Arizona has focused on
methods that could potentially be used in a security screening environment. There are a
number of constraints that exist for operating in a natural environment. These constraints
limit the types of deception methods that may be employed.
For a method of deception detection to be feasible in screening, it must be usable
in a natural setting. This necessitates unobtrusive instrumentation, a prompt return of
results, and robustness under varying conditions. For example, the use of a polygraph in
each screening scenario would be infeasible as it requires each interviewee to be attached
to body sensors for an extended amount of time.
Additionally, the tool or system must scale well to match the potentially large
numbers of people who pass through screening measures. Proper scalability precludes
methods that require extensive human intervention and analysis. Methods which can take
advantage of computer processing and are, at least, partially automatable are preferred.
8 Content from this section was previously published in (Meservy, Jensen et al., 2006) and subsequently
was included as part of a book chapter (Burgoon, Jensen et al., in press); see pages 196-200.
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Finally, to gain wide-spread adoption, the method must be reasonably inexpensive
and require relatively little training in its use. For example, it may not be reasonable to
equip all screening checkpoints with expensive thermal imaging cameras which must be
maintained at a constant temperature. Such cameras may be useful in highly sensitive
areas where increased detection is necessary; however, the cost may be prohibitive for
other screening areas. Figure 2.5 displays a characterization of many deception detection
methods according to environmental requirements, potential automatability, and level of
expense. CMI has chosen to focus its efforts on methods of deception and intention
detection which are highly automatable, low in cost, and can be used in a natural
environment. These methods are linguistic analysis, vocal analysis and movement
analysis.

Environment
Controlled
$$$ - Brain Activity
Analysis
$$$ - Polygraph

Semi-Controlled

Natural

$$ - Statement Validity
Assessment

$$$ - Near Infrared
Spectroscopy

$$ - Micro-momentary
Expressions

$$$ - Thermal Scanning
$ - Linguistic Analysis
$ - Vocal Analysis
$ - Movement Analysis

Figure 2.5 Characterization of methods of deception detection
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2.6 Nonverbal Cues of Deception
As previously mentioned, nonverbal communication includes the study of kinesics,
vocalics, haptics, proxemics, chronemics, physical appearance, and artifacts (Burgoon,
Buller et al., 1996). This “diverse grouping of behaviors such as body movements, facial
expressions, postures, interpersonal spacing, touching and facial expressions” (Kenney,
1999, p. 47) often work in concert with each other to provide additional richness of
communication. This dissertation focuses on the nonverbal subcategories of vocalics and
kinesics. Vocalics, also termed paralanguage, includes “vocalizations such as hissing,
shushing, and whistling, as well as speech modifications such as quality of voice
(sepulchral, whiny, giggly) or hesitations and speed in talking” (Key, 1975). It also
includes prosodic variables, which go beyond single utterances to convey additional
meaning. For instance, the raising of the voice pitch when a question in asked is an
example of a prosodic variable. The term kinesics refers to all body movements,
including gestures and facial expressions.

2.6.1 Case for Nonverbal Behavior
The nonverbal channel conveys a tremendous amount of information (Burgoon, Buller et
al., 1996). Researchers assert that 60 to 65 percent of meaning in a social context is
conveyed nonverbally (Birdwhistell, 1955; Burgoon, Buller et al., 1996). The information
in the nonverbal channel has shown to be diagnostic in the detection of deceit, especially
if there is no information from the verbal channel that is verifiable (Vrij, 2000).
Researchers have studied a multitude of verbal and nonverbal behavioral cues
associated with deception. Nonverbal cues, and in particular, kinesic and vocalic cues,
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have emerged as some of the most promising correlates of deception (DePaulo, Malone et
al., 2003; Zuckerman, DePaulo et al., 1981).
Ekman and Friesen (1974) formulated a theory that deceivers exert more effort in
managing impressions resulting from facial expressions than those resulting from body
movements (Ekman & Friesen, 1974). The theory suggests that since individuals are
focused on controlling facial expressions, they neglect the more macro-level behavioral
cues exhibited by the body (Jarvis, 2005). Researchers contend that the body and the
voice are leakier channels than the face and the verbal channel; however, reliance on
multiple channels may be more advantageous than reliance on a single channel (Burgoon,
Buller et al., 1996). In the kinesics channel, our approach focuses on macro-level
movements of the head and the hands. In the vocalic channel, the approach incorporates
multiple aspects of the voice including pitch, intensity, fluency, and time related factors.

2.6.2 Studies of Nonverbal Correlates of Deception
The goal of most studies of deception is to identify behaviors or cues that occur or are
absent when someone deceives. The results of these studies typically indicate a
significant change (i.e., decrease or increase) in a subset of the nonverbal behaviors
studied. Most deception studies build on the same foundational literature and most
employ college students as subjects (Jarvis, 2005). The following sections summarize
past research work as it pertains to vocal cues (Section 2.6.3) and kinesic cues (Section
2.6.4) associated with deception. Zuckerman et al. (Zuckerman, DePaulo et al., 1981),
DePaulo et al. (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003), and Vrij (Vrij, 2000) provide excellent
general meta-analyses to cues of deception including kinesic and vocalic cues.
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2.6.3 Vocal Cues
Deception researchers have long been interested in vocalic cues of deception (Anolli &
Ciceri, 1997; DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003; Rockwell, Buller et al., 1997; Scherer,
Feldstein et al., 1985; Zuckerman, DePaulo et al., 1981). Based on past research and in
particular the work of (Rockwell, Buller et al., 1997) we arrange the vocal cues of
deception in a rough taxonomy as displayed in Figure 2.6. Time, intensity, frequency,
fluency, and voice quality are top-level categories in the taxonomy. Below we detail each
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category and some general findings of researchers in each category.

Vocal Cues of Deception

Frequency
General

- Length of interaction
- Response length
- Talking Time
- Response Latency

Fluency

- Pitch
- Pitch Range
- Pitch Changes
- Pitch Variety

General

Tempo

Duration

Time

- Increases with deception
- Decreases with deception
- Mixed reports
- No relationship
? - Unknown

- Rate of speaking
- Rate change

- Amplitude / Loudness
- Loudness variety

Voice Quality
General

General

Intensity

? - Clipped articulation
- Vocal tension
- Pleasantness

Figure 2.6 Rough taxonomy of vocal cues to deception

- Non-ah speech
disturbances
- Silent pauses
- Filled pauses
- Speech errors
- Interruptions
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Time
Vocal cues related to the duration or the speed of an utterance are grouped under the time
category. Table 2.9 gives an overview of the cues in the Time category.
Table 2.9 Vocal cues in the Time category
Subcategory

Duration

Cue

Description

Length
of
Interaction
Response Length

Total time of interaction between the
subject and interviewer
The length of a subject’s response
The proportion of the total time that a
subject talks
Time between when a question ends and
when the subject responds
Average number of words or syllables
Rate of speaking in the second half of a
message minus the rate of speaking in the
first half

Talking Time
Response Latency
Rate of speaking

Tempo

Rate Change

General
Directionality
with Deception
Decreases
Mixed
Decreases
Mixed
No relationship
No relationship

The duration sub-category includes cues for overall length of an interaction, the
total amount of talking time, the response length, and response latency. In general,
researchers have noticed shorter overall duration for deceivers (Rockwell, Buller et al.,
1997). Length of interaction refers to the total duration of an interaction between the
subject and interviewer. Researchers found that the length of interaction generally
decreases with deception (Bond, Kahler et al., 1985; Feeley & deTurck, 1998; Rockwell,
Buller et al., 1997). Response length refers to the total length of a subject’s response to an
interviewer’s question. Researchers have reported mixed results. DePaulo et al. (2003)
found that response length was not significantly different in deceptive versus truthful
exchanges. However, other researchers reported “longer and more eloquent utterances”
(Anolli & Ciceri, 1997). Talking time refers to the proportion of the total time of the
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interaction that the subject spends talking or interacting. Researchers have found that
deceivers take up less talk time than truth tellers (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003).
Response latency refers to the amount of time between when a question ends and when
the subject begins a response. Literature notes increased response latencies when
communications are unplanned (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003), though many reports
contend that response latency is not significantly correlated with deception (Feeley &
deTurck, 1998).
The tempo sub-category includes cues that gauge the rate of an individual’s
speaking and the change in that rate. The rate of speaking refers to how fast an individual
is speaking. It has been calculated by taking the number of words or syllables spoken
divided by the amount of time of a response. DePaulo et al. did not find the rate of
speaking significant (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003). The rate change cue refers to the
difference in the rate of speaking in the second half of a message and the rate of speaking
in the first half of the message. Researchers have also not noticed any significant changes
in the rate of speaking when deception is present (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003).
Intensity
Vocal cues dealing with the loudness of the voice are grouped under the intensity
category. Table 2.10 gives an overview of the cues in the Intensity category.
Table 2.10 Vocal cues in the Intensity category
Subcategory

Cue

Description

Amplitude
–
Loudness
Loudness Variety

Loudness of the subject’s voice

General

Variation of loudness of a subject’s voice

General
Directionality
with Deception
Mixed
Increases
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Amplitude refers to the loudness of the subject’s voice. Some researchers
observed a decreased intensity for deceivers (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003; Mehrabian,
1971), while others have found that it increases in certain situations (Buller & Aune,
1987). DePaulo et al.’s meta-analysis found that it was not significant across multiple
contexts (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003). Emotions research suggests that loudness may
reveal a speaker’s sincerity or confidence (Rockwell, Buller et al., 1997). Loudness
variety refers to the variation of loudness of a subject’s voice. Researchers have seen an
increase in volume variety in deceivers (Rockwell, Buller et al., 1997).
Frequency
Any cue that deals with pitch, such as elevated pitch levels, is grouped under the
frequency category. Table 2.11 gives an overview of the cues in the frequency category.
Table 2.11 Vocal cues in the Frequency category
Subcategory

Cue
Frequency, Pitch

General

Pitch variety
Pitch changes

Description
The average fundamental frequency or pitch of
a subject’s voice
Variation of pitch of a subject’s voice
Frequency of changes of pitch of a subject’s
voice

General
Directionality
with Deception
Increases
Increases
Increases

Of all vocal cues, perhaps fundamental frequency or pitch has been the most
studied as a potential indicator of deception. Researchers have found that often there is a
significant increase in the fundamental frequency of the voice when someone is lying
(DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003; Ekman, Friesen et al., 1976). Pitch variety and range have
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also been found to be telling cues. Researchers have noted an increase in variation of
pitch when deception is present (Anolli & Ciceri, 1997; Rockwell, Buller et al., 1997).
Fundamental frequency or pitch and its variability have been linked to physiological
changes due to arousal (Anolli & Ciceri, 1997) which may be induced by deception. Pitch
change refers to how often the pitch of a subject’s voice changes. Researchers have found
increased pitch changes when deception is present (Vrij, 1995).
Fluency
In a general sense, any cue that deals with the general flow of the speech belongs to the
Fluency category. Table 2.12 gives an overview of the cues in the Fluency category.
Table 2.12 Vocal cues in the Fluency category
Subcategory

General

Cue

Description

Non-ah
speech
disturbances
Silent pauses

Speech disturbances other than “um”s, “ur”s,
“ah”s, and other such words
Count of unfilled pauses in a subjects response
Count of pauses that include “um”s, “ur”s,
“ah”s, and other such words
General speech errors
Overlaps of subject and interviewer that
results in a change of turns

Filled pauses
Speech errors
Interruptions

General
Directionality
with Deception
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed

Researchers have looked at several cues of fluency—non-ah speech disturbances,
silent pauses, filled pauses, mixed pauses, unfilled pause length, filled pause length, and
interruptions—and have noted a general decrease in fluency for deceivers (DePaulo,
Malone et al., 2003; Rockwell, Buller et al., 1997). Non-ah speech disturbances include
speech disturbances other than “um”s, “ur”s, “ah”s, and other such words. Counter to
most intuition, some researchers have found that non-ah speech disturbances are less
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prevalent in deceiver speech than truth-teller speech (Bond, Kahler et al., 1985). DePaulo
et al. (2003) did not find a significant relationship between deception and non-ah speech
disturbances. Silent pauses refer to the total number of breaks in a subject’s response that
are not filled with any filler words (e.g., “um”s, “ur”s). Unfilled pause length refers to the
length of time of the silent pauses in a subject’s speech. Silent pauses are not significantly
associated with deception across contexts (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003), though some
researchers have reported an increase or decrease in particular data sets (Buller,
Comstock et al., 1989; deTurck & Miller, 1985). The filled pauses cue refers to the
amount of “um”s, “ur”s, “ah”s, and other such words that fill the otherwise silent
segments of a subject’s speech. Filled pause length refers to the length of time of the
filled pauses in a subject’s speech. Mixed pauses refer to the total number of silent and
filled pauses. Some researchers have noted that deceivers commit more speech errors and
hesitations (Feeley & deTurck, 1998), while others have found no relationship between
deception and filled pauses (Bond, Kahler et al., 1985). Interruptions are overlaps in
speech of the subject and the interviewer that results in a change of turns. Literature
suggests that interruptions may decrease with deception (Buller, Comstock et al., 1989),
though others have not found a significant relationship (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003).
Voice Quality
Vocal cues that deal with the tenseness of the voice, articulation, or pleasantness of the
voice are grouped under the voice quality category. Table 2.13 gives an overview of the
cues in the Voice Quality category.
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Table 2.13 Vocal cues in the Voice Quality category
General
Directionality
with Deception

Subcategory

Cue

Description
Punctuated emphasis on syllables in words

General

Clipped
Articulation
Vocal Tension
Vocal Pleasantness

Voice sounds tense, not relaxed
Various attributes of voice
Resonance, breathiness, nasality

Unknown
Increases

quality—

No relationship

Articulation may be associated with perceptions of different emotions.
Researchers have observed that emotions such as pleasantness, happiness, and surprise
exhibit more clipped articulation than boredom, disgust, and sadness (Rockwell, Buller et
al., 1997). Clipped articulation may vary based on whether or not deception is present,
though no empirical evidence was found supporting this association.
Vocal tension or stress in the voice can be caused by a physiological change due
to arousal. When a person is under stress, micro-muscle tremors of muscles in the vocal
tract are transmitted through speech (Hopkins, Ratley et al., 2005). These micro-muscle
tremors are generated by the vocal chords that vibrate in the 8 to 12 Hz range.
Researchers have noticed a significant increase in vocal tension when an individual is
being deceptive (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003).
Other attributes of voice quality related to vocal pleasantness—such as,
resonance, breathiness, nasality—may also change during deception. Researchers have
seen that individuals often deem utterances false when there is a switch in the speaker’s
voice quality (Scherer, Feldstein et al., 1985), though a meta-analysis revealed that voice
pleasantness isn’t significantly associated with deception (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003).
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2.6.4 Kinesic Cues
Building on an initial categorization proposed by (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003), kinesic
cues of deception can be arranged in a rough taxonomy as displayed in Figure 2.7.
Activity, engagement, immediacy, pleasantness, tenseness, and uncertainty are top-level
categories in the taxonomy. Below we detail the cues in each category and some general
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findings of researchers for each cue.

Kinesic Cues of Deception

Activity

Engagement

Immediacy

- Facial expressiveness
- Gestures - Hands
- Gestures - Illustrators

- Foot and leg movements
- Hand/arm movements
- Hand/finger movements
- Head movements
- Posture shifts
- Trunk movements

Pleasantness
- Brow lowering
- Facial pleasantness
- Head nods
- Laughing
- Smiling

- Increases with deception
- Decreases with deception
- Mixed reports
- No relationship

- Eye contact
- Gaze aversion
- Lip presses

Tenseness
- Eye blinks
- Fidgeting
- Gestures – adaptors
- Pupil dilation

Uncertainty
- Brow raise
- Chin raise
- Lips apart
- Shrugs

Figure 2.7 Rough taxonomy of kinesic cues to deception
Activity
The activity category contains any movements by the head, arms, hands, legs, and feet, as
well as any trunk movements or posture shifts. Table 2.14 summarizes cues in the activity
category.
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Table 2.14 Kinesic cues in the Activity category
Cue

Description

Foot
and
leg
movements
Hand/arm
movements
Hand/finger
movements
Head movements
Posture shifts
Trunk movements

Movement of the legs or feet
Movement of the hand or arm
Smaller movements involving the hand or fingers, but not the
arm
Any head movement (nods, shakes, tilts)
Change in posture or leaning
Movement of the trunk (forward, side to side, lean)

General
Directionality
with Deception
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
No relationship
Decreases

The meta-analysis by DePaulo et al. found that many cues in this category—foot
and leg movements, arm movements, hand movements, head movements, and posture
shifts—did not significantly differ between truth-tellers and deceivers (DePaulo, Malone
et al., 2003). However, in specific contexts, other researchers did note that many of these
cues were correlated with deception. For example, some researchers have noted
deceiver’s display a decrease in the movement of the legs or feet (Greene, O'Hair et al.,
1985; Vrij, 2000), a decrease in smaller movements involving the hand or fingers
(excluding arm movements) (Vrij, 1995, , 2000), and a decrease in head movement
(Greene, O'Hair et al., 1985; Vrij, 1995). Vrij (1995) notes a decrease in trunk movement
correlated with deception. These decreases in movement may be explained by individuals
who are less forthcoming and who are attempting to monitor but mistakenly overcontrol
their behavior. Researchers also suggest that increased cognitive load may result in
decreased animation (Ekman & Friesen, 1972). Research on the movement of the hand or
arm yield mixed results with some researcher noting a significant increase (deTurck &
Miller, 1985) and others contending a decrease (Greene, O'Hair et al., 1985) in the
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presence of deception. Several studies did not find significant correlation between posture
shifts and deception (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003; Feeley & deTurck, 1998; Vrij, 2000).
Engagement
Kinesic cues that deal with the amount of engagement in an interaction include facial
expressiveness, general gestures involving the hands, and illustrator gestures. Table 2.15
summarizes cues in the activity category.
Table 2.15 Kinesic cues in the Engagement category
Cue

Description

Facial expressiveness
Gestures – Hands
Gestures – Illustrators

Subjective evaluation of the expressivity of facial
expressions
Gestures primarily involving the hands
Gestures that accompany speech

General
Directionality with
Deception
No relationship
Increases
Decreases

Subjective evaluations of the expressivity of facial expressions are not
significantly correlated with deception (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003). Some researchers
have noted increased gesturing with the hands (deTurck & Miller, 1985), however, there
is strong evidence that suggests that typically there is a decrease in the amount of
illustrator gestures—gestures the typically accompany speech—in deceptive
communications (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003; Greene, O'Hair et al., 1985; Vrij, 2000).
The combination of these cues reflects the profile of a less engaged individual.
Immediacy
Cues that convey involvement—such as, eye contact, gaze aversion, lip presses—belong
to the immediacy category. Table 2.16 summarizes cues in the activity category.
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Table 2.16 Kinesic cues in the Immediacy category
Cue

Description

Eye Contact
Gaze Aversion
Lip presses

The amount of eye contact with the interviewer
A deliberate focusing of the eyes away from the interviewer
Pressing of the lips together

General
Directionality
with Deception
Mixed
No relationship
Increases

Perhaps the most cited nonverbal cue for detecting deception by the commoner is
a deliberate focusing of the eyes away from the interviewer. While researchers have cited
this as a sign of managing cognitive load (Glenberg & Schroeder, 1998), there is little
empirical evidence that it is diagnostic for detecting deception (DePaulo, Malone et al.,
2003). Some researchers report a decreased amount of eye contact with the interviewer
(Buller, Comstock et al., 1989; Greene, O'Hair et al., 1985), however, the meta-analysis
by DePaulo et al. found no significant relationship (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003).
Decreased eye contact contributes to a less involved, more removed interaction and
contributes to a feeling that the subject is holding back. Lip presses, another sign of
someone holding back, have been found to have a positive correlation with deception
(DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003).
Pleasantness
Pleasantness, or the lack thereof, can be conveyed nonverbally by lowering the brow,
nodding the head, laughing, smiling, and conveying overall facial pleasantness. Table
2.17 summarizes cues in the pleasantness category.
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Table 2.17 Kinesic cues in the Pleasantness category
Cue

Description

Brow lowering
Facial pleasantness
Head nods
Laughing
Smiling

Lowering of the eyebrows
Subjective measure of the pleasantness of facial expressions
Forward and backward tilt of the head
Laughing and nonverbal movement associated with laughter
Any form of smiling

General
Directionality
with Deception
No relationship
Decreases
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed

A premise for measure cues in this category is that deceivers are less pleasant than
truth-tellers. The only significant cue in this category is facial pleasantness. Subjective
assessments of the pleasantness of facial expressions decrease with deception (DePaulo,
Malone et al., 2003); that is, those who are deceptive have more unpleasant facial
expressions. The meta-analysis by DePaulo et al. reports that all other cues in this
category—brow lowering, head nods, laughing, smiling—and also sneers and lip corner
pulls, are not significant discriminators between truth and deception across all the studies
analyzed. Individual researchers with specific datasets have found a decrease in head
nods (Greene, O'Hair et al., 1985), decrease in laughing (Vrij, 1995), and a decrease in
smiling (Vrij, 1995; Vrij, 2006).
Tenseness
Nonverbal, kinesic cues associated with tenseness include eye blinks, fidgeting, adaptor
gestures, and pupil dilation. Table 2.18 summarizes cues in the activity category.
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Table 2.18 Kinesic cues in the Tenseness category
Cue

Description

Eye blinks
Fidgeting
Gestures–
Adaptors
Pupil dilation

Blinking of the eyes
Undifferentiated fidgeting of the hands, arms, legs, or body
Self-manipulation gestures that often fulfill a psychological
need
Enlargement of the pupil

General
Directionality
with Deception
No relationship
Increases
Increases
Increases

Undifferentiated fidgeting of the hands, arms, legs or body is more common when
individuals deceive than when they tell the truth (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003; deTurck
& Miller, 1985; Zuckerman, DePaulo et al., 1981). Pupil dilation, which may be
indicative of increased arousal, is also a significant indicator of deception (Zuckerman,
DePaulo et al., 1981). Adaptor gestures, those self-manipulation gestures that often fulfill
a psychological need, have also been found to increase with deception (Zuckerman,
DePaulo et al., 1981). However, other cues such as eye blinks, relaxed posture, and object
fidgeting are not significant correlates according to (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003).
Uncertainty
Kinesic cues that accompany uncertainty may include a lifting of the brow, lifting of the
chin, separation of the lips, or shrugs. Table 2.19 summarizes cues in the activity
category.
Table 2.19 Kinesic cues in the Uncertainty category
Cue

Description

Brow raise
Chin raise

Raising of one or both eyebrows
Raising of the chin or movement of the chin closer to the
interviewer
Separation of the lips
Lifting and subsequent lowering of the shoulders

Lips apart
Shrugs

General
Directionality
with Deception
No relationship
Increases
No relationship
No relationship
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Chin raises, a sign of uncertainty, significantly increase with the deception
(DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003). The meta-analysis performed by Zuckerman et al. (1981)
found that shrugs significantly increased during deception, however, the studies analyzed
by DePaulo et al. found no significant relationship with shrugs (DePaulo, Malone et al.,
2003). Other cues which may signal uncertainty, such as brow raises and separation of
the lips, do not discriminate deception and truth (DePaulo, Malone et al., 2003).
While the above taxonomies and explanation of vocal and kinesic cues provide some of
the general findings of research in this area, there are likely to be exceptions and even
reversals in the directionality of relationships due to a number of moderating factors,
including context, communication median and culture. For example, certain cues may not
be significant across all contexts, but may be highly significant in a particular situation. A
careful perusal of the deception literature reveals that, even though on the surface cues
may seem similar, it is often difficult to understand how specific cues were
operationalized. Additionally, much of the literature focuses on fairly short deceptive
interactions which may not be indicative of all contexts (e.g., longer secondary screening
interviews at the border).
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CHAPTER 3
AUTOMATED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
3.1 General Framework
To guide our research efforts, a framework has been developed that integrates deception
cues and theories with technical behavior extraction algorithms in order to arrive at a
judgment of an individual’s behavior. Figure 3.1 illustrates this framework.

Figure 3.1 General overview of the behavioral analysis system
A premise of this approach is that outward, observable behavior often
accompanies and reveals information about the intentions of an individual. These
behaviors may be the result of emotions felt (e.g., guilt, fear), increased cognitive load, or
may be a result of employing a specific strategy during an interaction. Automated
systems can capture at least a portion of these behaviors including some kinesic and
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vocalic behaviors. Systems capture this behavior in the form of text, audio, or video.
Combinations of the low-level behaviors can be fused together into a behavioral profile
which then can be compared against individual and group norms. “Group norms” is
purposefully defined abstractly. Group norms might include groupings based on cultural
factors, socio-economic factors, educational level, etc. Significant deviations from
behavioral norms may trigger violations of expectations. Ultimately, these violations can
be used in formulating judgments about an individual’s behavior.
The implementation of this model is a work in progress. This dissertation focuses
on the extraction of kinesic and vocalic cues which may be used to predict suspicion or
deception. In two studies, vocalic and kinesic cues are used in conjunction to predict
suspicion and deception. However, much work remains in the area of fusion of cues into
behavioral profiles and the comparison of those profiles to individual and group norms.

3.1.1 Introduction
In order to answer the research questions posed earlier (see Section 1.3 ), vocalic- and
kinesic-based system components were created that can identify nonverbal indicators
which may be associated with deception or truth. The approach to categorize nonverbal
behavior into deceptive/truthful classes is similar to the approach commonly used in
pattern classification (Duda, Hart et al., 2001). First, raw data is collected and then
segmented into meaningful units. Low-level features are extracted from these segments
and then, additional features are computed for the segments. Finally, all of the features
for the segment are summarized and the summarized values are used to classify the
segments.
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The input to this process is nonverbal behavior of an individual captured as video
and/or audio frames and the output of the systems is a classification or level of deception.
In the particular datasets analyzed, there are both categorical dependent variables (e.g.,
truth/deception) and interval data (e.g., level of suspicion, level of deception). Figure 3.2
illustrates this categorization process for both kinesic and vocalic behavior.

Subject Turn
Interviewer
Turn

Response Latency

Interruption

Silent Pause

Figure 3.2 Overview of extraction and classification of vocal and kinesic cues from audio
and video
The following sections (3.1.2 to 3.1.7) provide a general overview of the approach
to extract and classify kinesic and vocalic behavior. Section 3.2 details the specific steps
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involved for analyzing audio data and section 3.3 details the steps involved for analyzing
video data.

3.1.2 Digitization of Audio and Video
Digitized video and audio files of an individual serve as input to this approach. Behavior
is most often captured on magnetic tape via a camera and microphone. It is then digitized
using video and audio hardware and software. Most of the data that we evaluate was
captured using Digital Video (DV) cameras and microphones attached to the cameras.
The majority of data was digitized using Avid Express Pro, version 4.6.

3.1.3 Segmentation
Data segmentation involves partitioning the digitized data into logical units. These units
are often portions of an interaction that deal with the same concept. For example, a
logical unit might consist of question/answer exchanges dealing with the same topic. At
this stage of the research program, these logical units are manually identified. Ultimately,
judgments such as truth or deception will be calculated for each identified segment.
In addition to segmenting data into logical units, the audio approach requires the
interviewer and respondent voices to be on separate audio channels. If the audio was not
recorded on separate channels, voices must be manually segmented into separate
channels.
Segmentation, from an image processing view, refers to the identification of
particular regions of interest in an image. These areas of an image often match a
particular pattern (e.g., skin color or texture) or are candidates to be identified as a
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particular object. We address this type of segmentation in section 3.3.1 where we discuss
the extraction of low-level kinesic cues.

3.1.4 Extraction
In this step, general metrics are extracted from the digitized segments. These general
metrics are calculated multiple times per second. In the data set analyzed, video data was
captured at approximately thirty frames per second. General metrics are extracted for
each video frame. Features for audio data are typically calculated with a frame window of
approximately thirty frames per second. This approach will allow, in the future, to couple
together the audio and video streams in order to perform real-time analysis of the data.
Low-level audio features are extracted directly from the audio signal. These
features include the pitch of an individual’s voice and the intensity of the voice as
measured by the energy of the audio signal. Speech and silence segments can be easily
calculated based a minimal number of assumptions or constraints (e.g., if the signal-tonoise ratio exceeds some threshold). Basic audio signal processing techniques are utilized
to extract these metrics. See section 3.2 for specific details of the audio extraction
process.
The video process tracks the head and hands of an individual throughout a video
segment. We employ a basic 2D, skin color distribution approach for tracking the head
and the hands. Ellipses are fit to probable regions of skin tones and then these regions are
labeled as head or hands based on a minimal number of constraints. Section 3.3.1
explains this process in detail.
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3.1.5 Feature Calculation
Additional features are then calculated from the basic metrics extracted in the previous
step. For example, response latency and speech turns can be calculated from the
speech/silence segments which were identified from the audio signal. In the video
channel, additional metrics can also be calculated which might provide additional
understanding of behavior. These additional metrics or features provide insight to
behaviors such as how fast an individual’s hands are moving or approximately how open
an individual’s posture is.

3.1.6 Summarization
Next, data from an individual needs to be summarized for the entire segment before the
selected classification techniques can be applied.
Before any of the features are summarized, individual, frame-level features are
first inspected for outliers. When a summarized feature is calculated for any nondichotomous feature, extreme outliers—values greater than three standard deviations
from the feature’s mean—are excluded.
Simple means are calculated for the majority of the audio and video features, as
well as the average deviation from the mean. As explained in Equation 1, average
deviation is calculated as the summation of the absolute value of the individual data point
minus the mean divided by the total number of measurements.
Equation 3.1 Average deviation calculation

AvgDev =

∑ x−x
n
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Initially, variances were calculated for most features, however, after inspection of
the variances it was noted that many of the values were not normally distributed. The
average deviation produces less-skewed distributions than variances of the same features.
The minimum, maximum and range values are calculated for some of the audio
features including pitch, energy, and the value of the low-pass filter (see section 3.2 for
more information about these features). The calculation of minimums, maximums, and
ranges was contemplated for a subset of the video features (e.g., movement per frame),
but those features were not implemented as part of the approach at this time.9 The
detailed sections explaining the audio and video process provide information about how
each feature was summarized.

3.1.7 Classification Methods
There are numerous possible classification methods that could be. As with any data
analysis, the selection of appropriate methods largely depends on the data being analyzed.
As previously mentioned, the data analyzed as part of this dissertation containes both
categorical dependent variables (e.g., truthful/deceptive) and also interval dependent
variables (e.g., levels of suspicion, deception). The features that were calculated serve as
the independent variables in the analyses presented.
Most data analysis methods make certain statistical assumptions about the data
which are to be analyzed (e.g., normality, homoscedasticity). Before proceeding with any

9 There is variability introduced in the video channel (such as how closely an individual is framed) which
adds significant noise to some of the features when calculating minimum, maximums, and ranges.
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analysis we check these assumptions and where feasible, we attempt to remedy the
situation. In certain cases, we acknowledge the limitation, but proceed with the analysis.
In all of the data sets analyzed, we have a fairly limited number of cases. Thus,
data reduction strategies are employed to reduce the number of features used in the
analysis.
Discriminant analysis is employed when the dependent variable is dichotomous;
though, in past work we have also used support vector machines, neural networks, and
decision trees. Multiple regression is used when the dependent variable is an interval
level measure. Chapter 4 discusses the specific statistical methods employed.

3.2 Audio Process
The following sections provide additional details of the approach to extract vocalic
features from audio in order to ultimately classify a segment as deceptive or truthful.
Figure 3.3 illustrates this approach.

Figure 3.3 Overview of extraction and classification of vocal cues from audio
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3.2.1 Input and Segmentation
Audio Input
Recorded voices in the form of digitized audio files serve as input. The audio data
analyzed in this dissertation was recorded at a higher sampling rate then is used in the
vocalic feature extraction process. For example, the audio from the mock theft audio-only
condition was digitized as 16 bit, linear Pulse-code manipulation (PCM) stereo sampled
at 48000 samples per second (48 kHz). All audio input files need to be down sampled to
8000 samples per second (8 kHz). Down sampling to 8 kHz is performed because it
reduces the total number of data points that need to be analyzed. Some of the proprietary
toolkits that are used to extract low-level audio features require the data to be sampled at
8 kHz.
Audio Segmentation
While there are many strategies that exist to automatically segment audio data into
logical units (Kemp, Schmidt et al., 2000), these strategies are not error-proof. To
increase our understanding of vocal cues, we minimize the amount of error introduced
into the classification task by manually segmenting the input audio files into logical
question-level units.
In addition to the segmentation of audio files into question-level units, the audio
signals for both the subject and the interviewer also need to be identified. This
dissertation does not address automatic identification and segmentation of speech
segments spoken by multiple individual in a conversation, though several automated
methods do exist (Adami, Kajarekar et al., 2002). Ideally, audio from the subject and
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interviewer would always be recorded on a specific stereo channel. That way, no
segmentation would be needed. In one data set analyzed in this dissertation, the mock
theft audio-only condition, subject and interviewer voices were recorded on separate
channels, and thus features for each individual were extracted using audio in each of the
respective channels. However, in other audio data analyzed, the interviewer and subject
voices were manually segmented into separate channels.

3.2.2 Extraction
Research partners at the Air Force Research Lab’s (AFRL) Audio Processing Group,
located in Rome, NY, created a set of proprietary tools for extracting low-level audio
features including fundamental frequency, gain/energy, low-pass filter output, response
latency, and identification of speech and silence segments for both the subject and the
interviewer. Figure 3.4 illustrates a few of these features.
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A) Fundamental Frequency

B) Gain and Energy

Response Latency

C) Low-pass filter

D) Speech/Silence Flags and Response Latency

Figure 3.4 Illustrations of low-level audio features
Many of these features are computed multiple times per second. A frame duration
of approximately 1/30th of a second (i.e., 33 milliseconds) was used. This frame duration
was selected so that vocalic features from each frame, eventually, could be fused directly
with kinesic features extracted from video frames. A few features—interviewer and
subject speech/silence and the low-pass feature—were calculated for each sample (8000
per second).
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Fundamental Frequency
The fundamental frequency (i.e. reciprocal of pitch in seconds) is computed for any
segments where the subject is deemed to be speaking. Those frames that had a signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) less than or equal to 9 dB were declared silence frames, other frames
were considered ‘speech’ frames. Fundamental frequency was not computed for silence
frames. Fundamental frequency was computed 30 times for each second of audio. A pitch
filter was used to eliminate any signals that were either too high (e.g., greater than 800
Hz) or too low (e.g., less than 40 Hz) to have been produced by human speech.
Fundamental frequency features are grouped under the frequency category of the
taxonomy introduced in section 2.6.3. Figure 3.4a illustrates fundamental frequency for a
subject’s response.
Gain / Energy
The subject’s vocal tract filter gain and audio sample energy are also calculated thirty
times per second. The energy for each frame can be thought of as the area underneath the
raw audio signal’s curve. Gain can be thought of as the resulting signal strength after it
has been multiplied by a constant gain factor (Nathan, 1998). Silence frames were
detected if the signal-to-noise ratio was less than or equal to 9 dB. Both the gain and
energy features are reflections of the intensity of an audio signal and thus are grouped
under the intensity category of the taxonomy of vocal cues to deception. Figure 3.4b
provides an example of gain and energy for a subject’s response.
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Response Latency
Response latency measures the time between when an interviewer’s question ends and
when the subject responds. Thus, the response latency feature captures the length of time
of silence between the end of an interviewer’s question and the beginning of the subject’s
response. The response latency feature is grouped under the time category of the
taxonomy. Figure 3.4d illustrates response latency.
Low-pass Filter
The subject’s audio channel was low-pass filtered using a band from 0 Hz to 30 Hz. The
Low-pass feature is the output of the low-pass filter, standardized to a real number
between -1 and 1. Typically, a low-pass filter is used in deception detection because
lower frequencies in this range may indicate a change in background noise (e.g., when
someone splices audio segments together). Frequencies in this range may also hint at
tension in the voice of the subject, however, identification of the micro-tremor patterns
that accompany stress are likely lost during the summarization phase. The low-pass
feature is categorized under the voice quality category of the taxonomy. Figure 3.4c
graphs the results of a low-pass filter on a subject’s response.
Speech/Silence
Speech and silence were calculated for both the subject and the interviewer. If the signalto-noise ratio for a sample exceeded 9 dB it was classified as speech, otherwise it was
considered a silent frame. Speech and silence features fall under the time category of the
taxonomy. Figure 3.4d depicts when the subject and the interviewer are speaking.
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3.2.3 Feature Calculation
From the low-level features, we compute additional higher-level features that may help to
distinguish deception from truth. A simple feature to capture turn-taking in a
conversation was created from the speech and silence segments. A turn begins when an
individual begins talking, and is the only one talking, and ends when the other individual
begins talking and is the only one talking. The number of interviewer turns and the
number of subject turns are recorded, as well as the duration of each turn. Response
latency was also re-calculated based on these speech segments. Figure 3.5 depicts speaker
and interviewer turns, and response latency.
From the speech/silence segments a number of additional features were calculated
that can be grouped under the fluency category of the taxonomy. These features include
when someone is speaking (i.e., non-silence), when no one is speaking (i.e., silence), and
when both the interviewer and the subject are speaking (i.e., interruptions or overlap). A
feature was also created for the unfilled pause length cue (i.e., within turn silent pause).
This feature is calculated by summing all silent pauses within each turn for the subject.
This feature provides insight into the fluency of a subject’s response. Figure 3.5
illustrates silent pauses and interruptions.
From observation of graphs illustrating the results of the low-pass filter it was
noticed that this feature had non-zero values when the subject was deemed to be not
speaking. To narrow the focus of this feature to only when the subject is talking, a new
feature, adjusted low-pass, was created. This new feature only includes low-pass feature
data for when the subject is talking, rather than data for the whole segment.

Interviewer Flags
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Subject Turn

Subject Flags

Interviewer
Turn

Response Latency

Interruption

Silent Pause

Figure 3.5 Illustrations of higher-level audio features—turns, response latency,
interruptions, and silent pauses.

3.2.4 Summarization
Before the classification methods that have been selected can be used, all features need to
be summarized for each of the segments. Simple means are calculated for the majority of
features, as well as, the average deviation from the mean. Minimums, maximums, and
range values are calculated for many of the features. The following table lists all
summarized features that are created for each segment. Some of the features listed were
not summarized because the raw feature was calculated for the entire segment (e.g., count
of subject turns, first response latency of subject).
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Table 3.1 Summarized vocal features
Category

Feature

Summarization
Percentage

Speech

Time

Percentage

Silence

Average,
Avg Dev,
Min,Max,Range
Duration, Count

Response
latency
Turns

Intensity

Gain / Energy

Frequency

Fundamental
Frequency

Fluency

Pauses
Overlap
(interruptions)

Voice
Quality

Low
filter

pass

Average,
Avg Dev,
Min,Max,Range
Average,
Avg Dev,
Min,Max,Range
Average
Average,
Avg Dev
Average,
Avg Dev,
Min,Max,Range

Description
Percentage of the total audio frames that contain
frequencies in the range of human voice that are load
enough to be heard (typically a signal-to-noise ratio > 9
dB); calculated for three scenarios—when the
interviewer is speaking, when the subject is speaking, or
when either one is speaking.
Percentage of time when no one was deemed to be
talking.
Length of time between when an interviewer’s question
ends and when the subject responds; the first response
latency is also separately tracked.
Segments of speech by a single individual that may
contain silent segments; turn continues until speech is
detected by other individual.
The loudness or intensity of the audio signal.

The fundamental frequency or pitch of an individual’s
voice.
Silent segments within a turn.
When both interviewer and subject are deemed to be
talking.
Lower frequencies (0 Hz to 30 Hz) that are inaudible to
the human ear.

3.3 Video Process
The following sections provide additional details of the approach to extract kinesic
features from video in order to ultimately classify a segment as deceptive or truthful.
Figure 3.6 illustrates this approach.
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Figure 3.6 Overview of extraction and classification of kinesic cues from video

3.3.1 Input and Segmentation
Video Input
Human behavior captured by a single video camera in the form of digitized video files
serves as input for this approach. The current approach employs the Intel’s OpenCV
toolkit to analyze each video frame. OpenCV allows processing of multiple file formats,
including AVI video files, but the current prototype utilizes a set of sequentially
numbered JPG image files. Thus, each digitized video to be analyzed is output to a
sequence of image files.
Video Segmentation
Videos are segmented into logical units. Like the audio process, these segments are
typically question answer exchanges between the interviewer and interviewee. We do not
address automatic segmentation of video files as part of this approach.
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Another important, more granular category of segmentation deals with
identification of important regions of interest within each image file. For instance,
identification of particular objects within a given frame, such as, detection of a face, is
also considered a segmentation problem. The current approach handles a single
individual within a video frame. Future prototypes will need to address technical issues
such as the identification and segmentation of multiple individuals in a given video
frame. This is especially important when evaluating data from environments where
individuals queue up in lines, such as, at an airport or international border crossing
stations.

3.3.2 Extraction
General metrics are extracted from video using a method called “blob analysis.” We
employ a refined version of blob analysis developed by the Computational Biomedicine
Imaging and Modeling Center (CBIM) at Rutgers University. This method uses color
analysis, Eigenspace-based shape segmentation and a handful of straightforward
constraints to track the head and hands of an individual for a video segment. Lu et al.
explain this process in detail (Lu, Tsechpenakis et al., 2005). Table 3.2 summarizes the
approach at a very high level.
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Table 3.2 Blob analysis overview
1.
2.
3.
4.

Skin tone samples are extracted by hand from a number of video frames from the segment to be
analyzed
A configuration file with segment-specific parameters (e.g., input and output directories, skin
color file path, skin color thresholds) is created
A 3D lookup table based on the RGB colorspace is created based on the skin sample file
Each image file is processed by:
a. Each pixel in the current image is binarized using the 3D lookup table and a predefined
skin color threshold (the 3D lookup table contains a probability that this pixel is a skin
tone)
b. Interconnected binarized regions are identified and the 3 largest areas that meet a number
of predefined constraints become candidate blobs.
c. Simple labeling and tracking mechanisms are employed
d. Metrics for each blob and output images are saved to disk

The blob analysis approach utilized here identifies three candidate blob regions
that should correspond to the head and hands of an individual. Ellipses are fit to identified
regions and general metrics from these ellipses are output for every frame in the video.
These basic metrics include the center point of the ellipse (i.e., x, y), the major axis
length (often corresponds to height in the case of the head blob), minor axis length, and
angle of the major axis. Figure 3.7 shows a video frame that has been subjected to blob
analysis.
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Figure 3.7 Video frame after being processed by blob analysis
Lu et al. (2005) recognize a number of constraints in creating a near real-time
system using this current approach. “Another issue confounding the creation of a near
real-time system is the considerable effort required to create the training skin samples.”
Thus, as part of this dissertation effort, enhancements were implemented to reduce the
time involved in initialization. Specifically, we utilize a face detection algorithm to
identify candidate faces. A color distribution model based on a background image
(background_model) is trained and subsequently pixels in the identified candidate faces
that are likely background image pixels are removed from around the face. Additional
parameters can be specified to erode (i.e., reduce) or dilate (i.e., enlarge) the background
pixels. What remains of the candidate face is likely to be facial skin tones. Typically
twenty or thirty candidate faces are identified, and a new skin model is created
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(facial_skin_model) based on all of the candidate faces. Subsequently, a number of
images are processed using the facial_skin_model in order to identify candidate hands. A
pre-specified region of interest in each image is binarized using the facial_skin_model
and a task-specific skin color threshold. These areas are deemed to be skin tones. All of
the pixels from the candidate head and hands are saved into a separate image file. Figure
3.8 displays a portion of an image file containing automatically extracted candidate heads
and hands.

Figure 3.8 Candidate heads and hands extracted from a video sample
A filtering process was also implemented to eliminate any extreme color values.
This allows removal of the image’s background color or other cases of near white or
black that may be introduced in the image but which are not candidate colors. Filtering of
such extreme values allows for a more precise skin model, which will be used in
identifying the head and hands for the entire video segment. Figure 3.9 displays a sample
image file of candidate head and hands as collapsed skin tones
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Figure 3.9 Collapsed skin color file
A few additional enhancements were also made to the initial blob analysis
approach including enhanced tracking of the head and hands, and also the ability to
further dilate or erode candidate skin tones during the processing of the main video. Head
tracking is enhanced by periodically employing a face detection algorithm and
subsequently labeling the blob nearest to the identified face as the head blob.
Additionally, blobs are also tracked in relation to each other so that when blobs are
combined (e.g., a hand touches the face), the collapsed blob tracks which head or hands
are together.
Ideally behaviors of an individual would be recorded against a solid blue or green
background. However, this is often impractical. Typically, experimental environments
can be instrumented to record against a uniform background (e.g., white cinderblock
walls); however, field data often lacks even this luxury. In these environments, skin
models might identify background pixels as possible skin candidates. Additional erosion
of noisy pixel areas may be needed. There are also other issues that might prevent
accurate tracking of a valid skin region. For example, an individual’s watch may separate
her hand from her arm. In some cases it is possible to “bleed” together the two blobs to
form a single blob representing the entire arm. Thus, a few parameters were added to
allow enhanced dilation or erosion of the candidate skin pixels depending on the situation
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being analyzed. Table 3.3 provides an overview of blob analysis including the
enhancements discussed. Enhancements are bolded.
Table 3.3 Revised blob analysis overview
1.
2.

3.
4.

A configuration file with segment-specific parameters (e.g., input and output directories, skin
color file path, skin color thresholds) is created
Skin tones are automatically extracted and saved to a collapsed skin sample file
a. Background_model is trained from a background image
b. Candidate heads are identified using a face detection algorithm
c. Background pixels are removed
d. Facial_skin_model is trained
e. Candidate hands are identified
f. Candidate heads and hands are saved to a new sample file
A 3D lookup table based on the RGB colorspace is created based on the skin sample file
Each image file is processed by:
a. Every 5 seconds a face detection algorithm identifies a candidate face
b. Each pixel in the current image is binarized using the 3D lookup table and a predefined
skin color threshold (the 3D lookup table contains a probability that this pixel is a skin
tone)
c. Additional erosion and dilation possible
d. Interconnected binarized regions are identified and the 3 largest areas that meet a number
of predefined constraints become candidate blobs.
e. Simple labeling and tracking mechanisms are employed
i. Blob closest to last detected face is labeled as the head blob
ii. Blobs track nearest neighbor when 3 blobs are present; otherwise track
which blobs are combined
f. Metrics for each blob and output images are saved to disk

3.3.3 Feature Calculation
A number of additional features can be extracted or inferred from the relatively simple
metrics produced by blob analysis. These features attempt to capture some of the key
building blocks of behaviors that researchers would look for when trying to detect
deception (e.g., behavioral over control). However, the approach also allows for
calculation of features that humans typically do not calculate (e.g., distance of movement
per frame). In the current work, many of the same features are utilized that we originally
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proposed in (Meservy, Jensen et al., 2005a). Some of the content of this section is
excerpted from that work.
These movement-based or kinesics-based features that are extracted from video
can be dichotomized into single frame and multiple frame features. Single frame features,
as the name implies, are calculated using information from a single video frame. These
features can be further categorized as descriptive, relational, or multi-relational features.
Multiple frame features require information from two or more frames. The original paper
(Meservy, Jensen et al., 2005a) proposed three sub-categories of multiple frame features.
The current work only utilizes features in the descriptive sub-category.10 Figure 3.10

Descriptive

MultiRelational

Relational

Descriptive

illustrates a taxonomy of these kinesics-based features.

Figure 3.10 Taxonomy for kinesics-based deceptive features in video data

10

Other sub-categories included in the original work are the angular movement and directionality
subcategories. When these features were created, it was hypothesized that their values would be
particularly useful when doing time-series analysis. The supposition is that features in these sub-categories
capture information associated with illustrator and adaptor gestures.
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Single Frame Features
The features in the descriptive category of single frame features are provided as the
output of blob analysis. These features include the center position of each blob (x, y), the
height (h) and width (w) of each blob, and the angle of the major axis (θ). Figure 3.11
illustrates these features as they relate to a single blob.

Figure 3.11 Single frame descriptive Figure 3.12 Blob distance feature
features
The relational category of single frame features contains features that represent
relationships between two objects—either between two blobs, or between a blob and a
reference point or area. In the former case, the distance between the center point of two
blobs of interest is calculated using a simple Euclidean distance formula. Figure 3.12
demonstrates some single frame relational features; specifically distance features. The
distance between the head, the right hand, and the left hand allows us determine when
two blobs are touching (i.e., the distance is zero) or how far apart two blobs are. The
distance between blobs may be highly correlated with gestures that are indicative of
nervousness (e.g., preening, scratching, rubbing), but only between the blobs involved.
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Features that track a blob in comparison to other regions are also part of the
relational category. Quadrants derived from the head position and head width have been
used in other studies (Burgoon, Adkins et al., 2005a). We extract quadrant information in
a similar manner, creating one region for the area above the shoulders (quadrant 1) and
three areas below (quadrants 2-4). Quadrant 3 is derived based on the width of the head.
Quadrants 2 and 4 occupy any additional area to the left and right, respectively. Figure
3.13 displays quadrant calculations for a sample video frame. This feature allows us to
understand the amount of time that each blob is in each quadrant. It was hypothesized
that the hands of deceivers, who are more closed in their posture, would spend more time
in quadrant 3 than truth tellers (Burgoon, Adkins et al., 2005a).
Head

Triangle
Area
Right Hand

Figure 3.13 Quadrant features

Left Hand

Figure 3.14 Triangle area feature

The multi-relational category contains features that involve information from
three or more blobs or objects. The features of interest in our approach include
calculating the area of the triangle between the center points of each blob, the distance
from each blob to the center point of the triangle, and the angle of each blob in relation to
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the center of the triangle. The area of the triangle is calculated using the center points
from the head and hands and the formula for its calculation is displayed in Equation .
Equation 3.2 Triangle area calculation

((x

head

∗ yleft − xleft ∗ yhead ) + (xright ∗ yhead − xhead ∗ yright ) + (xleft ∗ yright − xright ∗ yleft ))
2

Figure 3.14 depicts the triangle area feature. This feature hints at the openness of
the individual’s posture. Additionally, from this single metric we can tell when multiple
blobs are touching (e.g., the triangle area is zero); however, we have to rely on other
features to determine which blobs are involved.
The distance from each blob to the center of triangle uses a simple Euclidean
distance formula. The formula uses the center point coordinates from one of the blobs
and the center point of the triangle. Figure 3.15 illustrates this feature. This feature
captures the relationship of one blob to the two other blobs in a single metric and may
provide insight into posture of an individual.

Figure 3.15 Distance to triangle center

Figure 3.16 Triangle center angle feature
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A blob’s angle relative to the center of the triangle is also categorized as a multirelational, single frame feature. The center point of a blob and the triangle center are used
when calculating the angle. This angle, initially in radians, is converted to degrees. Figure
3.16 illustrates the triangle center angle feature for a right hand blob. This feature can
discriminate when one hand is up but not the other or when the body is asymmetric (both
hands to the left or right of the head).
Multiple Frame Features
The features in the descriptive category of multiple frame features are calculated using
the descriptive single frame features. The distance feature tracks how much a single
blob’s center point has moved from one frame to another. Figure 3.17 illustrates this
concept for a right-hand blob between two frames; blobs in frame one have dashed
borders and blobs in frame two have solid borders. Since we calculate this metric for each
frame, which represents approximately 1/30th of a second, we can also view this metric
as a representation of speed of movement. This gives us insight into how much an
individual moves her head and hands over time.

Figure 3.17 Multiple frame distance feature
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Another feature in the multiple frame descriptive category is angle difference. To
calculate this feature we simply subtract the last frame’s angle for a specific blob from
the current frame’s angle for that same blob. Whether this feature is positive or negative
captures not only the rotation of the major axis, but also the direction of rotation. It was
hypothesized that the angle differences for the head may be useful, but not for the hands.
By casual observation it was noticed that the shape of the hand blobs and the major axis
frequently change when the hands are pivoted at the wrist.

3.3.4 Summarization
Similar to the audio approach, features must be summarized before we can use the
selected classification methods. Simple means are calculated for the majority of features,
as well as the average deviation from the mean. The following table lists all summarized
features that are created for each segment.
Table 3.4 Summarized kinesic features
Feature
X, Y
Triangle center X, Y

Blob Involved
Head, RH, LH
Head, RH, LH

Summarization
Avg Dev
Avg Dev

Difference

Head, RH, LH

Angle

Head

Angle difference

Head

Distance between

Head, RH, LH

Distance to triangle
center
Triangle
center
angle
Triangle area

Head, RH, LH

Head, RH, LH

Quadrants

Head, RH, LH

Average,
Avg Dev
Average,
Avg Dev
Average,
Avg Dev
Average,
Avg Dev
Average,
Avg Dev
Average,
Avg Dev
Average,
Avg Dev
Percentage

Head, RH, LH

Description
Center point of each blob
Center of triangle area between all three
blobs
Distance of movement of each blob
between frames
Angle of the major axis
Change of head angle
The distance between the center points of
every set of blobs
The distance from the head and the hands to
the center point of the triangle
The angle of the head and the hands in
relation to the center point of the triangle
Area between the center points of all three
triangles
Dichotomous measures of the head and
hand in all four quadrants
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3.4 Discussion
With the explanation of the approach give, the research questions first posited in Chapter
1 can be revisited. Most of the research questions will be addressed in Chapter 4, where
the system’s predictive ability is evaluated using both experimental and field data.
However, research question number two, “which kinesic and vocalic cues of deception
can be automatically extracted?” can be addressed now.
The previous chapter reviewed cues that have been empirically shown to be
correlated with deception and it also detailed several approaches for extracting aspects of
human behavior. Obviously the presented approach does not attempt to extract all of the
cues that might possibly be extracted, though algorithms to extract cues from many
categories in the kinesic and vocalic taxonomies have been implemented. The focus of
development and implementation of extraction algorithms has been on those features that
are ‘easiest’ to extract.
We can extract cues from all the vocalics categories and a few of the kinesics
categories. However, the difficulty of extraction varies greatly. For example, in the case
of vocalic data, cues extracted for the frequency and intensity categories are fairly
straightforward as they can be directly extracted from the audio signal without any
additional contextual information. In contrast, the silent pauses cue not only needs to
identify when there is silence, but it also needs to understand when it is the subject’s turn.
Figure 3.18 displays a general characterization of the ease of extraction of each category
in the vocal taxonomy.
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Figure 3.18 Ease of extraction for each category of the vocal cues taxonomy
Mapping the features presented in the kinesics-based approach back to the
theoretical taxonomy of cues reveals that many of the features belong in the activity
category (e.g., features involving movement of the head and the hands). However, there
are a number of features that don’t map directly to any specific category. That is, the
theories of deception haven’t addressed issues such as tracking the distance between the
left and right hand or between the head and one of the hands. Additionally, while many
studies in the literature create normalized counts of certain kinesic features (similar to
calculating averages), most studies do not calculate variances.
Figure 3.19 shows a rough categorization of for each category in the kinesic
taxonomy.

Figure 3.19 Ease of extraction for each category of the kinesic cues taxonomy
Each cue identified in the original taxonomies can also be categorized by the ease
of automatic extraction. Figure 3.20 shows a rough categorization of vocalic cues into
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one of three categories: easier to extract, medium difficulty to extract, and harder to

Key

extract. Figure 3.21 shows a similar categorization for kinesics features.

Vocal Cues of Deception

Frequency
General

E - Length of interaction
E - Response length
E - Talking Time
E - Response Latency

E - Pitch
E - Pitch Range
E - Pitch Variety

M - Rate of speaking
M - Rate change

E - Amplitude / Loudness
E - Loudness variety

M
M
E
E
M
M
M
E

- Non-ah speech
disturbances
- Silent pauses
- Unfilled pause length
- Filled pauses
- Filled pause length
- Mixed pauses
- Interruptions

Voice Quality
General

General

Intensity

Fluency

General

Tempo

Duration

Time

E - Easier to extract
M - Medium
H - Harder to extract

H - Clipped articulation
M - Vocal tension
H - Pleasantness

Figure 3.20 Ease of automatic extraction for each feature in taxonomy

Key
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E - Easier to extract
M - Medium
H - Harder to extract

Kinesic Cues of Deception

Activity
E
E
M
E
M
M

Engagement

Immediacy

H - Facial expressiveness
M - Gestures - Hands
M - Gestures - Illustrators

- Foot and leg movements
- Hand/arm movements
- Hand/finger movements
- Head movements
- Posture shifts
- Trunk movements

Pleasantness
H
H
M
M
M

- Brow lowering
- Facial pleasantness
- Head nods
- Laughing
- Smiling

M - Eye contact
M - Gaze aversion
M - Lip presses

Tenseness
M
E
M
M

- Eye blinks
- Fidgeting
- Gestures – adaptors
- Pupil dilation

Uncertainty
H
M
M
M

- Brow raise
- Chin raise
- Lips apart
- Shrugs

Figure 3.21 Ease of automatic extraction for each kinesic feature in taxonomy
There is often more than one way to measure each cue. Some are these
measurement approaches are more representative (as perceived by humans) than others.
Additionally, some of these measurement approaches are easier to implement than others.
Many cues depend on one or more lower-level cues that must be extracted before
that cue can be calculated. The ease of extraction of these cues depends on the ease of
extraction of the earlier cues. For example, identification of certain types of gestures
(e.g., illustrators or adaptors), requires identification and tracking of hand movement
prior to being able to interpret patterns in the hand movement.
The calculation of some cues requires additional contextual information. For
example, vocal tension requires a known truthful baseline. While it is possible to create
simpler cues that may hint at tension (e.g., low-pass filter), automatic extraction of such a
cue requires additional input besides the audio signal.
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Other cues, such as pleasantness, are largely perceptual. Aspects of the cue might
be easy to extract, but a universal measure that is representative of the perception likely
requires the merging of many features.
Certain cues require more precision than others. Tracking of the gross movement
of head and hands requires much less precision than the identification of lip presses. With
a lip press, the head must first be identified and then the mouth located. Subsequently, the
oft-times minute contraction of the muscles requires more precision than others. This
constraint complicates the ease of extraction.
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CHAPTER 4
VALIDATION OF APPROACH USING EXPERIMENTAL AND FIELD DATA
4.1 Introduction
Central to design science research is the evaluation of the IT artifact or theory using
techniques such as case studies, simulations, experiments, and field data. Knowledge and
insights from the evaluation provide new knowledge to refine the artifact for a specific
context. This chapter is dedicated to rigorously evaluating the kinesic and vocalic
approach to detecting deception.
Four separate evaluative studies are presented in this chapter. Both experimental
and field data are analyzed. Perhaps the biggest challenge involved is the determination
of ground truth; that is, the certainty as to whether or not an individual is lying (Vrij,
2000). In the case of experiments subjects have been induced into a specific condition
(e.g., guilty, innocent; cheated, didn’t cheat). Thus, the condition allows the
establishment of ground truth and manipulation checks can be utilized to confirm proper
induction into the condition. For field data, we don’t have any suitable measures of
ground truth. Instead, judgments of suspicion and deception were gathered from officers
in the field and the kinesic and vocalic features have been used to account for variance in
their judgments.
The first study uses data from a cheating study conducted at a large mid-western
university. Participants were provided an opportunity to cheat on a trivia game.
Cheating in this case was theoretically unsanctioned, which might create higher levels of
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guilt and arousal in the subject when questioned about cheating (Levine, Kim et al.,
2006).
The second and third study use data from a mock theft experiment. In this study,
those in the guilty condition were associated with the theft of a wallet from a classroom.
Other participants (i.e., innocent condition) were in the classroom and may have observed
the theft, but they weren’t specifically informed of the theft beforehand. All participants
were instructed to convince an interviewer that they didn’t have anything to do with the
theft. Thus, in this experiment, lies were sanctioned. Interviews were conducted by text
chat, by walkie-talkie (i.e., audio-only), and in a face-to-face environment. The second
study looks at eight questions about the theft from the audio-only condition. The third
study analyzes vocalics and kinesics for a single narrative question about the theft for
participants in the face-to-face condition.
The fourth study analyzes data from a field environment where deception
frequently occurs. Data was collected from the Dennis DeConcini port of entry in
Nogales, AZ. Officer judgments of suspicion and deception were regressed on kinesic
and vocalic features, and in a separate analysis, on separate factors representing these
features.

4.2 Study 1 – Cheating Study
This first study to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach uses data that was recorded
as part of a cheating study conducted at Michigan State University. An earlier iteration of
this experiment was conducted at the same university and a comprehensive write up of
the experimental design can be found in (Levine, Kim et al., 2006).
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Ground truth is known in this study and any lies told by participants are
unsanctioned. That is, participants weren’t instructed to lie as part of the experiment.
Sanctioned lies “may be associated with lower levels of guilt and arousal making them
potentially less different from truthful messages” (Levine, Kim et al., 2006, p. 248).

4.2.1 Experiment Description
This experiment was referred to as the “trivia game study.” The cover story for the
experiment dealt with teamwork. Participants (P) were told that they would be playing a
trivia game with another individual; however, they didn’t know that the other individual
was a confederate (C) associated with the experiment. Each of the study subjects
received course credit for participating in the study. They were also offered monetary
incentives based on how many trivia questions were answered correctly. The trivia
questions were extremely difficult such that few participants knew more than one correct
answer.
During the course of the interview, an experimenter (E) asked the participant (P)
and the confederate (C) trivia questions. Between the third and fourth questions, another
experimenter (E2) rushed into the room to tell E that she was needed elsewhere. E
excused herself momentarily, but left the answer sheet and the reward money sitting on a
table in the experiment room. With approximately three fourths of the subjects, C then
attempted to instigate cheating citing desires to improve performance to increase the
monetary reward. However, C did not apply excessive pressure. With the other subjects,
C engaged P in small talk or studied. After about five minutes, E returned. After a brief
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apology the rest of the trivia questions were asked. At the conclusion of the last question,
E explained that P and C would be interviewed separately.
E2 interviewed P and asked a series of 8 questions. These interactions were
captured on video and audio. The interviewer (E2) wore a lapel microphone. The first
few questions were somewhat innocuous and associated with the trivia game. The
participant was then made to believe that perhaps they had done better than other groups
and was given a chance to explain the team’s performance. Then, the participant was
asked directly whether or not any cheating had occurred and what the partner would say
about that. Table 4.1 contains the eight questions that were asked as part of the
interview. Following this interview, the principal investigator debriefed the participants
and committed them to secrecy. Fourteen out of the sixty-three taped participants
cheated. Five of the fourteen confessed to having cheated.
Table 4.1 Cheating study interview questions
1. How much experience have you had doing teamwork activities?
2. Have you played games like trivial pursuit before? How often?
3. In the current game, did you find the questions difficult? On a scale of 1 to 10 (10
being the most difficult) where would you put those questions?
4. Was teamwork much of a factor in your performance?
5. What would you say if I told you that you did better than most groups?
6. How would you explain your performance?
7. Did you cheat when the experimenter left the room?
8. What would your partner say if I asked her the same thing?

4.2.2 Cue extraction
Sixty-three interactions were captured from MiniDV video tape using AvidExpress Pro
v4.6. Kinesic cues were extracted using the process outlined in Section 3.3 . After cues
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were extracted, videos were reviewed on a frame by frame basis to determine the quality
of tracking. Three cases were discarded due to misclassifications and other tracking
difficulties. These three cases did not cheat. Thus, cues were successfully extracted for
sixty cases.

4.2.3 Analysis
Since the interviewer for this study asked all participants the same questions in the same
order, repeated measures was employed to evaluate whether or not an individual’s kinesic
behavior could be used to differentiate if an individual cheated. Subsequently,
discriminant analysis was used to evaluate the predictive capabilities of the approach in a
between-subjects manner. Since the number of cases in this dataset was limited and the
number of features was large, principal components analysis was employed as a data
reduction strategy. Generated factor scores were independent variables in the analysis.
Features were first screened for missing or problematic variables. As part of this
process, features were correlated and any extreme correlations (i.e., r>.9) were resolved
by removing at least one of the offending variables.

4.2.4 Feature Reduction
An exploratory factor analysis using a principal components extraction method and a
varimax rotation with Kaiser normalization was conducted using the kinesic features
extracted from the entire interview (i.e., feature values summarized across all eight
questions). A preliminary analysis extracted eleven factors with Eigenvalues greater than
1.0. These eleven factors accounted for 80.9% of the variance. However, only a minimal
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number of features loaded on the last factor. Based on an inspection of the scree plot,
another analysis with forced loading on eight factors was conducted. This extraction was
subjectively judged to be cleaner and accounted for 78.2% of the variance. Table 4.2
summarizes the extracted factors and provides a general description for the factor.
Appendix A contains a factor loading matrix that maps raw features to the specific factors
listed here.
Table 4.2 Factors identified from entire cheating interaction
Factor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Description
Head movement
Hands away from face
Hands down and apart
Hands vertical movement
Hands horizontal movement
Hands in quadrant 2 (left side of torso)
Head angle (likely based on touch)
Right hand movement

#
features
9
6
6
9
5
2
2
2

Eigenvalue

Variance

11.617
5.799
4.383
3.393
2.267
1.734
1.563
1.292

16.99%
13.15%
12.23%
11.58%
9.83%
6.00%
4.37%
4.02%

Cumulative
Variance
16.99%
30.14%
42.37%
53.95%
63.78%
69.78%
74.15%
78.17%

Component score coefficients from these eight factors were then used to create
eight factor scores for each of the eight individual questions from the cheating interview.
The component score coefficients were derived using the Anderson-Rubin method, which
ensures orthogonality of the estimated factors (Anderson & Rubin, 1956).
To do this, feature values from each of the questions had to be standardized. Zscores were calculated using the mean and standard deviation associated with a particular
feature within each question. Then, these standardized feature scores were multiplied by
the appropriate component coefficient and subsequently all values were summed to create
the factor score. This process was repeated for all cases and all factors for each of the
eight questions.
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4.2.5 Results
Cheating – Repeated Measures
Eight separate 2x8 repeated measures analyses of variance were conducted with cheating
(i.e., did/did not) as the between subjects variable and question as the repeated factor.
The eight factor scores served as the dependent variables.
Box’s Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices was significant in six of the
analyses (all except for Factor 5 and Factor 7). Thus, most data displayed violations of
the assumption of equality of covariance matrices of the dependent variable across
groups. Mauchly’s test of sphericity was significant (p < .05) for all factors. Thus, the
Huynh-Feldt correction estimate was used when evaluating within-subjects effects.
However, there were no main effects (i.e., question) and only a single interaction effect
(i.e., question X condition). The interaction effect for Factor 3 was statistically significant
at α = .10, F(6.388, 370.519) = 1.997, p = .061, partial η2=.033. Figure 4.1 plots factor 3,
hands down and apart, for each condition and each question. The green line (top) plots
estimated marginal means based on the factor scores for those who cheated, the blue line
(bottom) contain estimated marginal means for those who did not cheat. This plot also
reveals an interesting mirroring of data values for this factor.
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Condition
Didn't cheat
Cheated

Estimated Marginal Means of Factor 3
0.6

Estimated Marginal Means

0.4

0.2

0.0

-0.2

-0.4
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Question

Figure 4.1 Estimated marginal means of Factor 3 scores for each condition
Originally, the author hypothesized that question 5 (i.e., What would you say if I
told you that you did better than most groups?) would be the first question to elicit any
significant change in behavior by those who cheated. This graph reveals an increase in
factor 3, hands down and apart, for cheaters as early as question 3 (i.e., In the current
game, did you find the questions difficult?). After this point, average scores for this factor
remain higher for cheaters. This means that cheaters tended to have a larger distance
between the hands and between the head and the hands (i.e., in general, the average
distance between each combination of the three blobs was greater for cheaters); the left
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hand spent a larger percentage of time to the right of the torso (i.e., more time in quadrant
4 and less time in quadrant 3); the right hand was closer to the face; and there was greater
variance in the area of the triangle (e.g., the right hand moving up to touch the face).
Cheating Study – Discriminant Analysis
Eight discriminant analyses, one for each question, were conducted to determine which
kinesic factors could accurately discriminate a subject’s condition. Factor scores were
selected for entry into (or removal from) the model in a stepwise fashion using
Mahalonobis distance and strict entry and exit criteria (p-in= 0.05; p-out = 0.10).
Question 3 was the only question that a model could be built for using the strict entry and
exit criteria, which suggests that none of the eight factors were significantly correlated
with the subjects’ condition (α=.05) for any of the other questions.
As expected, the model for question 3 was significant—õ = .904, χ2(1, N=60) =
6.176, p = .016. Box’s M was significant, indicating a violation of the assumption of
equal covariance. The squared canonical correlation suggests that a fair amount of
variance can be explained by the predictor in the model (Rc2 = 0.096). Factor 3, when
hands are down and apart, is the only predictor in the model.
In a cross-validated discriminant function analysis, 76.7% of the cases were
correctly classified. Subject conditions are not evenly balanced between cheaters (N=14)
and non-cheaters (N=46). Thus, this cross-validated rate, though better than the 54%
deception detection accuracy rate, does not outperform the accuracy of a naïve judgment
(i.e., assuming everyone didn’t cheat) which would also yield an accuracy of 76.7%.
Table 4.3 displays cross validated classification results.
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Table 4.3 Cross-validated classification results for cheating study - question 3
Predicted
Predicted
Didn’t
Cheated
Cheat
Actual Didn’t Cheat
95.7%
4.3%
Actual Cheated
85.7%
14.3%
76.7% of cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified

In this analysis, two subjects who didn’t cheat were predicted to have cheated,
and of the fourteen subjects who actually cheated only two were predicted in that
condition. Those who confessed are grouped in the “cheated” condition. Even though
prior probabilities were calculated from the group size there are still numerous
misclassified cheaters.
The inclusion of factor 3 as a predictor in the model suggests, like discussed
before, that cheaters were differentiated on question 3 from truth tellers by several cues
including where the left hand was positioned (more time in quadrant 4, less time in
quadrant 3), the distance between the head, left hand, and right hand (i.e., generally
farther apart), the right hand being closer to the face, and greater movement in the head or
hands (i.e., greater variability in the triangle area).

4.3 Study 2 - Mock Theft – Audio Only Condition
The second study analyzes data from a mock theft experiment (Burgoon, Blair et al.,
2003). One purpose of the mock theft experiment was to reveal cues that could be used
to detect deception.
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4.3.1 Experiment Description
In this experiment, students were recruited from an undergraduate communication class
at Michigan State University by offering credit and a chance to win money if they were
successful at convincing an interviewer of their innocence. Students were randomly
assigned to the role of “thief,” or the role of “innocent”. Individuals in the thief or guilty
condition were instructed to deceive about the theft of a wallet that was left unattended
on a chalkboard ledge in a classroom. Individuals in the innocent condition, were
instructed that a “theft” would occur in class on an assigned day, but otherwise were not
involved. Participants were randomly divided into one of four conditions: guilty/high
motivation, guilty/low motivation, innocent/high motivation, innocent/low motivation.
Subjects in a guilty condition committed the theft. Innocent subjects were present during
the theft and may or may not have observed it. Those in the high motivation condition
were offered additional financial incentives if they could convince both the interviewer
and an additional observer of their “innocence.”
All of the participants were interviewed by trained interviewers via chat, radio
(audio-only), or in a face-to-face environment and these interactions were recorded. The
goal of all participants was to convince the interviewer that they did not take the wallet.
The interviews followed a standardized Behavioral Analysis Interview format. Table 4.4
lists questions related to the theft that were examined as part of this analysis.
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Table 4.4 Mock theft study interview questions
1. If you had anything to do with taking the wallet you should tell me now.
2. Do you know where the wallet is now?
3. Walk me through what happened in class.
4. Did you notice anyone that you suspect?
5. Were you near the chalkboard at anytime during class?
6. What should happen to the person who stole the wallet?
7. Would you ever give that person a break?
8. How do you think the investigation with turn out in regards to you?

A total of 33 interviews from the audio-only interactions from the mock theft
experiment were used in the current study. There was a slight, disproportionate number
of subjects belonging to the guilty condition (N = 20) compared to the innocent condition
(N = 13). The motivation variable was not examined in this study. Not all of the
interviews contained usable data for all questions. Some interviews did not contain all
questions and some interview questions contained unusable audio or audio suitable for
only a subset of the features. For example, in some questions the interviewer could not
be heard, thus response latency could not be calculated.

4.3.2 Cue Extraction
The thirty-three audio-only interactions were digitized as 16 bit, linear Pulse-code
manipulation (PCM) audio sampled at 48000 samples per second (48 kHz). All audio
files were down sampled to 8000 samples per second (8 kHz). The actual processing of
audio files varied slightly from the approach noted in Section 3.2 . To streamline the
processing, segmentation occurred after the extraction of low level features. Partners at
the Air Force Research Lab’s Audio Processing group located in Rome, NY extracted the
low-level features for the entire interview including work and class question segments
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that were not part of this analysis. Start and end times for each question were manually
extracted for each question. These question start and stop times were used to segment the
low-level audio features in order to compute higher-level features and summarized
feature values for all questions for all cases.

4.3.3 Analysis
In this experiment the interviewer asked all of the interview questions in the same order
(with the exception of missing questions). Thus, a 2x8 repeated measures analysis of
variance with condition (i.e., guilty/innocent) as the between subjects variable and
question as the repeated factor was conducted for each of the eight factor scores.
Subsequently, several repeated measures analyses were conducted using each of the
vocalic features as dependent variables in the analyses. Discriminant analysis was then
employed to evaluate the predictive capabilities of the approach in classifying individual
cases as “guilty” or “innocent.”
Features were first screened for missing or problematic variables. As part of this
process, a bivariate correlation analysis was conducted and any extreme correlations (i.e.,
r>.9) were remedied by removing one of the variables. Since the number of cases in this
dataset was limited and the number of features was rather large, principal components
analysis was used to extract a reduced number of representative factors.

4.3.4 Feature Reduction
An exploratory factor analysis using a principal components extraction method and a
varimax rotation was conducted using the kinesic features extracted from the entire
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interview (i.e., summarized feature values for all eight questions). A preliminary analysis
extracted eight factors with Eigenvalues greater than 1.0. These eight factors accounted
for 88.6% of the variance. However, only a single feature loaded on the last factor.
Additional principal component analyses were conducted with forced loading on a
predetermined, reduced number of factors. The model containing 6 factors provided the
cleanest extraction; however, there was still a fair amount of cross-factor loading. This
extraction accounted for 80.7% of the variance. Table 4.5 summarizes the extracted
factors and provides a general description for each factor. Appendix A contains a factor
loading matrix that maps raw features to the specific factors listed here.
Table 4.5 Factors identified from all questions dealing with the mock theft
Factor

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6

Latency and silence
Low pass and energy
Variability of talk time
Subject pitch range
Minimum latency and average pitch
Variability of pitch and intensity

#
features
8
6
6
4
2
3

Eigenvalue

Variance

7.678
6.736
3.488
2.213
1.899
1.396

19.92%
18.85%
15.73%
12.49%
7.20%
6.54%

Cumulative
Variance
19.92%
38.77%
54.50%
66.99%
74.19%
80.73%

Component score coefficients from these six factors were then used to create eight
factor scores for each of the eight individual questions from the mock theft interview for
all cases. The component score coefficients were derived using the Anderson-Rubin
method. The process of calculating these factor scores is similar to that of the previous
study.
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4.3.5 Results
Mock Theft Audio – Repeated Measures with Factor Scores
A 2x8 repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted for each of the six factor
scores. Each factor score served as the dependent measure and question served as the
within-subjects variable to test if there were significant changes in vocalic cues between
questions. The subject’s condition, either guilty (i.e. the subject committed the theft) or
innocent (i.e., the subject did not commit the theft), served as the between-subjects factor
and was included to determine if the representative vocalic factor scores could be used to
differentiate those who responded deceptively (i.e., lied about the theft) from those who
responded truthfully (i.e., were innocent of the theft).
The data of three of the analyses displayed a violation of the assumption of
equality of covariance matrices of the dependent variable across groups. Mauchly’s test
of sphericity was significant (p < .05) for all factors except Factor 4, W(8) = .283, p =
.153, and Factor 5, W(8) = .235, p = .056. However, there were no main effects (i.e.,
question) or interaction effects (i.e., question X condition) for any of the factors.
Mock Theft Audio – Repeated Measures with Vocalic Features
It was conjectured that the values of some meaningful features could have been masked
by consolidating features into factor scores and that additional repeated measures
analyses using raw scores of vocalic features as dependent variables might reveal
interesting interaction patterns. Since this work is exploratory in nature, several repeated
measures analyses were conducted to test if there were significant changes in vocalic
cues between questions. If any feature value was missing, the mean feature value of other
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cases in that condition for a particular question was substituted. Again, the subject’s
condition (i.e., guilty or innocent) was used as the between-subjects factor. It is important
to note that the results presented here have not been corrected for multiple systematic
tests.
Five features displayed significant (p < .10) interaction effects (i.e. question X
condition): fundamental frequency minimum, low pass average, low pass minimum, low
pass range, and low pass average deviation. Box’s Test of Equality of Covariance
Matrices was significant for two features (fundamental frequency minimum, low pass
average) suggesting a violation to the assumption of equal covariance matrices of the
dependent variable across groups. Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was statistically
significant for all but the low pass range, indicating the need to use adjusted degrees of
freedom in the interpretation of the within-subjects F tests for four of the features. In
these four cases, the Huynh-Feldt correction was used. Table 4.6 displays results of tests
to evaluate statistical assumptions and Table 4.7 provides data dealing with the main
effect and interaction effect for these features.
Table 4.6 Box’s M and Mauchly’s W for features with significant interaction effects
Feature
Fundamental frequency minimum
Low pass average
Low pass minimum
Low pass range
Low pass average deviation

N
32
32
32
32
32

Box's M
103.705
89.139
50.012
54.795
60.039

p
<.001
0.006
0.543
0.391
0.251

Mauchly's W
0.008
0.067
0.211
0.464
0.156

p
<.001
<.001
0.03
0.784
0.004
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Table 4.7 Within-subjects effects for features with significant interaction effects
Feature
Fundamental frequency
minimum
Low pass average
Low pass minimum
Low pass range
Low pass average
deviation

Question
p
partial η2

Question x Guilty
p
partial η2

Correction

df

dferror

Huynh-Feldt

3.577

107.318

<.001

0.189

0.067

0.072

Huynh-Feldt
Huynh-Feldt
-

4.549
5.754
7

136.47
172.614
210

<.001
<.001
<.001

0.23
0.196
0.278

0.086
0.067
0.03

0.063
0.063
0.07

Huynh-Feldt

5.441

163.225

<.001

0.257

0.078

0.062

An inspection of the estimated marginal means plots for these features displayed
that there was not consistent differentiation between guilty and innocent individuals for
these questions across the eight questions. However, many of the plots reveal that the
biggest difference in estimated marginal means between groups is on question 2 (i.e., Do
you know where the wallet is now?). For this question, guilty individuals on average
have less average deviation in low pass values, a narrower low pass range, lower average
of low pass values, and a higher minimum pitch.
There were only three features, that had significant (p < .10) between-subjects
effects for condition in the repeated measures analyses: average fundamental frequency,
F(1, 30) = 2.974, p = .095, partial η2 = .09; the number of subject turns, F(1, 30) = 3.047,
p = .091, partial η2 = .092, and the average deviation of someone speaking, F(1, 30) =
13.160, p = .001, partial η2 = .305.
The estimated marginal means of these three features suggest that guilty
individuals display a higher average fundamental frequency than innocents, take more
turns on average, and have a higher average deviation of someone speaking. Under
normal conditions, the third feature, average deviation of someone speaking, is higher
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when a greater percentage of the interaction is filled with silence or overlapped speech.
Thus, it may also be interpreted that there is likely more silence in interviews involving
guilty individuals. Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3, and Figure 4.4 display the estimated marginal
means of these features.
Condition

Estimated Marginal Means of
Fundamental Frequency Average

Innocent
Guilty

280.0

Estimated Marginal Means

260.0

240.0

220.0

200.0

180.0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Question

Figure 4.2 Estimated marginal means of fundamental frequency average for each
condition
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Condition

Estimated Marginal Means of Subject Turns

Innocent
Guilty

Estimated Marginal Means

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Question

Figure 4.3 Estimated marginal means of subject turns for each condition
Condition

Estimated Marginal Means of
Someone Speaking Average Deviation

Innocent
Guilty

Estimated Marginal Means

0.45

0.40

0.35

0.30

0.25
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Question

Figure 4.4 Estimated marginal means of someone speaking average deviation for each
condition
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Mock Theft Audio – Discriminant Analysis
The discriminatory power of representative factors and also vocalic features was
evaluated by conducting multiple analyses using discriminant function analysis. Two sets
of analyses were conducted; one with factor scores as independent variables and another
with the raw scores of the vocalic features.
A discriminant analysis was conducted for each question using the representative
factor scores (see section 4.3.4). The factor scores were selected for entry into (or
removal from) the model in a stepwise fashion using Mahalonobis distance and strict
entry and exit criteria (p-in= 0.05; p-out = 0.10). Not a single discriminant function
could be built for any of the eight questions, suggesting that no factor was significantly
correlated with the condition of the subjects. A bivariate correlation analysis confirmed
this. However, when entry and exit criteria were loosened (p-in= 0.10; p-out = 0.20),
factors entered the model for three different questions. Table 4.8 displays significant (p <
.10) discriminant analysis models including cross-validation accuracy rates.
Table 4.8 Mock theft audio discriminant analyses using vocalic factor scores
Question
1

Model Summary
Ʌ = .904,
χ2(1, N = 32) = 2.978
Rc2 = .096
p = .084
Box’s M Sig. = .823

2

Ʌ = .766,
Rc2 = .234
Box’s M Sig. = .160

3

Ʌ = .897,
Rc2 = .103
Box’s M Sig. = .692

χ2(2, N = 32) = 7.720
p = .021

2

χ (1, N = 32) = 3.195
p = .074

Accuracy Rates
Guilty
84.2%
Innocent 38.5%
Total
65.6%
Naive
Guilty
Innocent
Total

59.4%
84.2%
46.2%
68.8%

Naive
Guilty
Innocent
Total

59.4%
78.9%
38.5%
62.5%

Naive

59.4%

Factors
Factor 1

Factor 1
Factor 5

Factor 1
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In all cases, the cross validation rates performed better than a naïve classification
scheme based on the largest group size (59.4%); but, only minimally better. There is also
a heavy misclassification of innocent participants. The unbalanced conditions likely
contribute to this problem.
The features that contribute to factor 1 suggest for all three questions, in
interviews involving those in the guilty condition, that interviewer and interviewee talk
time took up a larger percent of the interaction, that average response latencies of guilty
individuals were longer, more varied, and had a wider range (i.e., some shorter but others
longer), that the first response latency was generally longer, that maximum loudness was
less and that there was a narrower range of loudness. Additionally, for question 2, the
features contributing to Factor 5 suggest that guilty individuals displayed an increase in
the average fundamental frequency and a shorter minimum latency.
Eight more discriminant analyses, one for each question, were conducted with the
summarized vocalic features as independent variables. Like before, feature values were
selected for entry into (or removal from) the model in a stepwise fashion using
Mahalonobis distance and strict entry and exit criteria (p-in= 0.05; p-out = 0.10). Table
4.9 displays significant (p < .05) models from the analysis and also cross-validated
accuracy rates. These cross-validated models improve accuracy rates compared to a naïve
classification by 3.1% to 16.9%.
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Table 4.9 Mock theft audio discriminant analyses using vocalic feature values
Question
1

Model Summary
õ = .855,
χ2(1, N = 27) = 3.841
2
Rc = .145
p = .05
Box’s M Sig. = .463

2

õ = .727,
Rc2 = .273
Box’s M Sig. < .001

4

5

χ2(1, N = 25) = 7.720
p = .007

2

õ = .753
Rc2 = .247
Box’s M Sig. = .057

χ (1, N = 31) = 8.077

õ = .436
Rc2 = .564
Box’s M Sig. = .228

χ2(3, N = 31) = 22.812

p = .004

p < .001

Accuracy Rates
Guilty
68.4%
Innocent 69.2%
Total
68.8%

Factors
Subject Turns

Naive
Guilty
Innocent
Total

59.3%
100%
38.5%
75.0%

Naive
Guilty
Innocent
Total

64.4%
84.2%
53.8%
71.9%

Someone
(average)

Naive
Guilty
Innocent
Total

58.1%
73.7%
76.9%
75.0%

Someone
speaking
(average dev)

Naive

58.1%

Energy (Average)

speaking

First Response Latency
Within turn silent
pauses (average)
6

8

õ = .743,
Rc2 = .257
Box’s M Sig. = .372

õ = .581,
Rc2 = .419
Box’s M Sig. = .296

χ2(1, N = 32) = 8.749
p = .003

2

χ (3, N = 30) = 14.401
p = .002

Guilty
Innocent
Total

78.9%
38.5%
62.5%

Naive
Guilty
Innocent
Total

59.4%
84.2%
53.8%
71.9%

Naive

60.0%

Someone speaking
(average dev)

Someone speaking
(average dev)
Subject Talking
Fundamental
Frequency
(range)
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The model for question 1 contained a single feature, subject turns, which increases for
those in the guilty condition. This could be a result of probing by the interviewer. The
model for question 2 suggests that the average energy value for an individual in the guilty
condition is less than that of an individual in the innocent condition. This can be viewed
as decreased intensity. A larger percentage of time that either the interviewer or
interviewee is talking significantly discriminates guilty individuals from innocent
individuals on question 4. This indicates that a larger percentage of the interview is filled
with speech (i.e., interviewer talking or interviewee talking, but not both) in interviews of
guilty individuals. The model for question 5 indicates that guilty individuals’ first
response latency was greater than that of innocents and also that the average duration of
within turn silent pauses (normalized for question length) was higher than that of
innocents. This model also contained the average deviation of when someone is
speaking. In this model the value for this feature was less for guilty individuals, but in
question 6 and 8 it increased. Caution must be employed when interpreting this feature.
The value for this feature is highest when there is equal speech and silence in an
interaction and decreases when there is disproportionately more silence or more speech.
Thus in the case of the model for question 5, this feature suggests that a higher
percentage of speech contributes to the differentiation between truth and deception. The
model for question 6 only contains a single predictor, the average deviation of someone
speaking. Contrary to question 5, the feature in this model is higher for question 6,
suggesting that there is more silence or overlapped speech in interviews of “guilty”
individuals. The model for question 8 displays the same directionality, though, it also
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contains two additional predictors. The fundamental frequency range is greater for guilty
individuals and the percentage of time that the subject is speaking is less for guilty
individuals than it is for innocent participants.

4.4 Study 3 - Mock Theft Narrative – Face-to-Face Condition
Over the past several years our approach has been evaluated using data from the mock
theft face-to face condition in order to validate our kinesics approach (Jensen, Meservy et
al., 2005b; Meservy, Jensen et al., 2005a; Meservy, Jensen et al., 2005b; Meservy, Jensen
et al., 2006). Since then, revisions have been made to this approach to screen for outliers
in the frame-level data before summarizing the features for a particular segment.
Recently, kinesic, vocalic, and linguistic features were combined and evaluated using this
dataset (Jensen, Meservy et al., under review); however, analysis involving just kinesic
and vocalic features has not yet been conducted.

4.4.1 Experiment Description
The data for this study comes from the mock theft experiment described in Section 4.3.1.
However, in this study, we utilized the face-to-face interactions rather than the audio-only
interactions analyzed earlier. As explained previously, the interview consisted of multiple
question answer exchanges. This study only investigates the narrative question about the
theft.11 Of the forty interactions ultimately included in the study, nineteen subjects were
truthful and twenty-one were deceptive.

11

As explained earlier, this data set was used in previous research and blob analysis had been conducted for
this question. Future work may investigate all of the questions in the face-to-face condition.
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4.4.2 Cue Extraction
Audio from the interactions was captured by a microphone attached to the video camera.
Both the interviewer’s and the interviewee’s voice were recorded on the same channel.
Interviewer and interviewee voices were segmented into left and right channels manually
using Sonic Foundry’s Vegas Video 4.0. The audio was down sampled and saved as
8KHz WAV files and then vocal cues were extracted using the process described in
section 3.2 .
Forty-two interactions were captured from video tape, but kinesic cues could only
be extracted for forty of the participants due to complications with the tracking
algorithms for two of the cases. These interactions have previously been analyzed with
an earlier version of the blob analysis algorithms that required color samples to be
manually extracted. Calculations for additional features follow the exact process outlined
in Section 3.3 .

4.4.3 Analysis
To test the predictive power of the extracted cues, discriminant analysis was used to
classify individuals as guilty or innocent. Two separate analyses were conducted, one
with generated factor scores as independent variables and another with the vocalic and
kinesic features as independent variables in the analysis.
The experimental conditions of the included subjects are fairly balanced (47.5%
innocent; 52.5% guilty). Interestingly, if an individual judged all participants as guilty,
they would approach the performance of most humans attempting to detect deception.
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Independent variables were first screened for missing or problematic variables. A
few audio features were removed based on the inspection of their values including energy
minimum, fundamental frequency maximum, and low pass maximum. Values for
minimum energy were near zero except for one outlier value. Many features values for
fundamental frequency maximum were similar, but clearly much higher than typical for
those individuals. The low pass maximum values were all 1. Additionally, fundamental
frequency could not be calculated for three cases because the subject speech was not
detected (e.g., signal-to-noise ratio did not exceed the threshold). Individual feature
values which were set to zero because only the interviewer or interviewee was detected
were also removed, but the case was retained.
Independent variables were then correlated and any extreme correlations were
resolved by removing one of the variables contributing to the correlation. All of the gain
variables were removed as they were highly correlated with energy feature values.
Energy maximum was highly correlated with energy range. Several of the low pass
features (low pass minimum, low pass average, and low pass average deviation) were
correlated with the adjusted low pass features. Latency minimum and maximum were
extremely correlated with latency average. Interviewer turns and the length of the
subject’s first response latency were also removed. In this study, kinesic features revealed
extreme correlations between the left and right hand movements. All kinesic features
were retained.12

12

This analysis and the next were conducted before the previous one (where kinesic features were
removed). In retrospect these values probably should have been removed, though the impact of
correlations is likely minimized. Using a varimax rotation in principal components analysis would likely
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4.4.4 Feature Reduction
An exploratory factor analysis using a principal component extraction method and a
varimax rotation with Kaiser normalization was conducted using kinesic and vocalic
features extracted from the mock theft narrative question. A preliminary analysis
extracted seventeen factors with Eigenvalues greater than 1.0. These seventeen factors
accounted for 90.3% of the variance. However, a minimal number of features loaded on
each of the last several factors. Another analysis with loading on a reduced number of
pre-specified factors (e.g., one less than the previous analysis) was conducted. This
process was repeated until all factors had at least two features loading on them. The final
extraction contained twelve factors and accounted for 80.7% of the variance. Table 4.10
summarizes the extracted factors and provides a general description for each factor.
Factor scores for each of the twelve factors were generated for the forty independent
cases using the Anderson-Rubin method. Appendix A contains a factor loading matrix
that maps raw features to the specific factors listed here.

cause highly correlated features to load on the same factor and the use of step-wise regression in
discriminant analysis should prevent multiple highly correlated features from entering the model.
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Table 4.10 Factors extracted from permit data
Factor

Description

1

Hands away from face
(inverse of hands touching face)
Head movement
Right and left hand movement
Subject speech
Hands down and away from the body
Variability of right and left hand movement
Left hand vertical movement
Response latency and intensity
Misc speech and head movement
Low pass filter
Left hand movement involving head
Fundamental frequency and intensity range

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

#
features

Eigenvalue

Variance

Cumulative
Variance

10

12.299

11.9%

11.9%

9
11
6
4
4
4
6
4
3
4
3

7.661
6.335
4.936
4.756
4.357
3.035
2.751
2.635
2.232
2.038
1.821

9.6%
8.9%
6.9%
6.4%
6.1%
6.1%
5.9%
5.4%
4.9%
4.7%
3.9%

21.6%
30.4%
37.3%
43.7%
49.8%
55.9%
61.8%
67.1%
72.0%
76.7%
80.7%

4.4.5 Results
Two different discriminant function analyses were conducted to evaluate the potential
usefulness of the approach. The experimental condition (e.g., guilty or innocent) was the
criterion measure in the analysis. In the first discriminant function analysis, generated
factor scores were included as predictor variables. The overall evaluation of the approach
of detecting deception and its usefulness was exploratory in nature. Thus, a second
analysis using all of the individual kinesic and vocalic features as predictor variables is
presented here. It is important for the reader to understand that due to the large number
of features involved, the ideal ratio of cases to variables is violated (Meyers, Gamst et al.,
2006). Hence, caution is urged in the interpretation of the results.
Analysis 1 – Discriminant Analysis Using Factor Scores
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Discriminant analysis was conducted to determine which factor scores best predict the
experimental condition of each individual. Factor scores were entered/removed from the
model in a stepwise fashion using Mahalonobis distance and strict entry and exit criteria
(p-in= 0.05; p-out = 0.10). The overall Wilks’ lambda was significant—õ = .842, χ2(1, N
= 40) = 6.449, p = .011. The analysis indicated homogeneity of covariance matrices
between groups and that the assumption of equal covariance was met. The amount of
variance accounted for by the model (Rc2=0.1576) was not as high as the previous model.
A single factor was used in the discriminant function: factor 10, which represents low
pass filter features. Since there is only a single predictor in the discriminant function, the
correlation coefficient and standardized coefficient are both 1.0.
The discriminant function, which only contains a single factor, correctly classifies
67.5% of the cross-validated grouped cases. Correct classification of individuals in the
innocent and guilty condition is approximately equal. Table 4.11 displays cross validated
classification results.
Table 4.11 Cross-validated classification results for kinesic and vocalic features
Predicted
Predicted
Innocent
Guilty
Actual Innocent
68.4%
31.6%
Actual Guilty
33.3%
66.7%
67.5% of cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified

Factor 10, which represents low pass feature values, is the only predictor in the
discriminant function. The low pass feature captures audio frequencies below typical
human speech in the 0-30 Hz range. The model suggests that guilty individuals had
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lower frequencies in this range, but that they were less varied than that of innocents.
However, the range of the low pass feature was greater for guilty individuals.
Analysis 2 – Discriminant Analysis Using Kinesic and Vocalic Features
A bivariate correlation analysis revealed that only a few individual kinesic and vocalic
features were significantly correlated with the experimental condition. Table 4.12
summarizes these cues including the direction of each cue with the experimental
condition. The minimal number of individually significant cues was a surprise, as many
of the kinesic and vocalic cues have been found significant in other studies (Meservy,
Jensen et al., 2005b). Perhaps one explanation for this may be that the screening
procedures at the frame-level (e.g., throwing out outliers), which were recently
introduced, might have eliminated some valid values which could potentially
discriminate between conditions. For example, features such as how often hands come
together and then apart introduce drastic jumps in the center position of the hand blobs.
Many of these values were eliminated during this screening process.
No studies were found in the deception detection literature that used a band-pass
filter for lower frequencies. Thus, there is no precedence for the directionality of the low
pass values. With this dataset, a larger low pass range was associated with those in the
guilty condition. Individuals in that condition had lower average values for the low pass
filter than those in the innocent condition. Additionally, the data suggest that guilty
individuals take fewer turns than those in the innocent condition. However, this might
have been a result of interviewer suspicion rather than a result strictly linked to the
interviewee.
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Table 4.12 Significant bivariate correlations of kinesic and vocalic cues and experimental
condition
Variable
Low pass (range)
Adjusted low pass (average)
Subject turns (count)

Directionality
with guilty
.468
-.345
-.314

Significance

N

0.002
0.029
0.048

40
40
40

A discriminant analysis was conducted to determine which kinesic and vocalic
features best predict the condition of an individual. Variables were selected for entry into
(or removal from) the model in a stepwise fashion using Mahalonobis distance and
conventional entry and exit criteria (p-in= 0.05; p-out = 0.10). The overall Wilks’
lambda was significant—õ = .661, χ2(2, N = 40) = 12.825, p = .002. The analysis
indicated homogeneity of covariance matrices between groups and Box’s M was not
significant, indicating that the assumption of equal covariance was met. The square
canonical correlation, which indicates the amount of variance accounted for by the
model, suggests that a fair amount of variance can be explained by the predictors in the
model (Rc2 = 0.339). Two variables are used in the discriminant function—the range of
the low pass filter, and the average duration of the interviewer turn. Table 4.13
summarizes the standardized coefficients and correlations of the predictor variables.
In a “hold-one-out” cross-validated analysis, the discriminant function correctly
classifies 80% of the cases. Correct classification of individuals in the innocent and guilty
condition is approximately equal. Table 4.14 displays cross validated classification
results.
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Table 4.13 Discriminant function standardized coefficients and correlations of predictor
variables
Variable
Low pass (range)
Interviewer turn duration (average)

Correlation
Coefficients
.685
.315

Standardized
Coefficients
1.078
.828

Table 4.14 Cross-validated classification results for kinesic and vocalic features
Predicted
Predicted
Innocent
Guilty
Actual Innocent
78.9%
21.1%
Actual Guilty
19%
81.0%
80% of cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified

The raw scores that serve as predictors of this model indicate that individuals in
the guilty condition have a larger range of low frequencies (i.e., low pass range is
greater). Additionally, the model suggests that the average length of interviewer turns
during the narrative question was longer for guilty individuals than for innocents. A
further investigation of the turn taking revealed that interviews of guilty individuals had
less turn switches. This might signal decreased involvement. Also, this provides evidence
that longer average duration of the interviewer turn is likely due to a decreased number of
interviewer turns rather than verbosity on the part of the interviewer.

4.5 Study 4 - Permit Counter Interviews
The stakes involved in deceiving can vary greatly between situational contexts. While
most of the lab experiments that study deception try to increase the motivation of subjects
by offering financial rewards or making subjects believe that conveying credibility is an
important skill, rarely will these incentives induce the same level of motivation found in
some high stakes situations (Vrij, 2000). The last set of data analyzed as part of this
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dissertation was collected from a field environment where deception frequently occurs
and where the stakes for deceivers exceeds that introduced in most laboratory
environments. While this data may be the most representative of deception as it occurs in
a natural environment, this benefit is not without its own set of challenges.
Perhaps the biggest challenge involved is the determination of ground truth; that
is, the certainty as to whether or not an individual is lying (Vrij, 2000). The nature and
duration of the interactions that we present from the field environment prevent
establishing the veracity of the interaction, unless an individual explicitly contradicts the
story presented or confesses the lie. However, even when this occurs, the interviewer
does not know with certainty that the new story or fact is valid. In the study presented
here, we rely on experienced officer judgments of suspicion and deception. It is
important to recognize that the cues that may predict these measures may not correlate
directly with deception cues. However, we assert that there is still value in employing a
system that could automatically predict expert judgments of suspicion and deception.
Over the course of several years, the Center for the Management of Information at
the University of Arizona has developed a relationship with Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) personnel in Arizona. Customs and Border Protection Officers’ are
expected “to detect and prevent terrorists and terrorist weapons from entering the United
States” (Bonner, 2004). Specifically, at a port of entry, their mission “is to control and
guard the boundaries and borders of the United States against the illegal entry of aliens”
(CBP, 2006). The following is a list of duties extracted from the CBP website (see (CBP,
2006)):
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevent the entry of terrorists, drug traffickers, criminals, and other persons who
may subvert the national interest;
Deter illegal immigration through the detection of fraudulent documents and entry
schemes;
Initiate prosecutions against individuals who attempt or aid and abet illegal entry;
Facilitate the entry of persons engaged in commerce, tourism, and/or other lawful
pursuits;
Examine individuals and their related documents in a professional manner;
Continue to employ innovative methods to improve the efficiency and cost
effectiveness of the inspections process.

Clearly, CBP’s mission presents a challenge—to facilitate lawful entry while
screening for and preventing entry of those who may harbor hostile intent.
Before March 2003, there were two separate organizations that dealt with
individuals and material entering the United States: Customs and the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS). Customs and Border Protection was formed in March 2003
in response to some of the challenges associated with September 11, 2001. CBP falls
under the stewardship of the Department of Homeland Security.
To test the feasibility and robustness of our approach, we have collected a
substantial amount of ecologically-valid data from the Dennis DeConcini Port of Entry
located in Nogales, AZ. The DeConcini Port of Entry screens three main modes of
crossing: pedestrian, motor vehicle, and freight train crossing. We have collected a
substantial amount of data from three locations at the port of entry which represent
different points in the entry process.
Individuals legally cross into the United States at this port of entry either in motor
vehicle or by foot at the pedestrian crossing. Each individual or group of individuals
presents themselves for entry to a CBP officer. This officer carries on a brief
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conversation with the individual to ascertain whether or not the individual has a legal
right to enter and also whether or not an individual poses a threat. Typically there are no
concerns and the individual passes into the United States and proceeds to their final
destination. The type of a visa that an individual has legally dictates the distance that an
individual can go into the United States and the amount of time he or she is allowed to
stay. If an individual wishes to stay for an extended period of time, or if he or she wishes
to travel further into the United States, the applicant must apply for an extended stay
permit. If an officer’s suspicions are raised sufficiently during the initial crossing or at the
permit counter, the applicant may be diverted to secondary screening. If an individual
enters the United States illegally or if false information is used during the entry process
(e.g., false documents, fake IDs, using another’s ID), then the individual will be
processed for ‘removal’ from the United States. This administrative process occurs in the
“expedited removal” (ER) room. A more complete description of the entry process can
be found in Appendix B. Appendix C details our data collection efforts at the pedestrian
crossing and the ER room. Appendix D contains excerpts from the author’s field journal
and is provided because it provides experiences and challenges that may paint a more
complete picture of the field environment.

4.5.1 Field Data Environment
At the extended stay permit counter, individuals apply for a permit to travel further into
the United States or to stay longer than the typical provisions stipulated by their visa. In
order to secure these permits, the applicant has to convince the CBP Officer that they will
not violate the terms of the permit. Often this includes showing that the applicant
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currently lives in Mexico and has a job there. In an effort to convince the CBP officer,
some individuals focus primarily on the presentation of the documents and do not
monitor their behavior. Officers often incorporate an applicant’s behavioral cues in their
overall assessment whether or not to extend a permit, however, there are many other
factors that influence these decision as well. For example, the documentation that is
presented or the plausibility of the story is also considered.
Officers use a variety of tactics to elicit responses that are factored into their final
judgment. Some officers will ask to see an individual’s wallet, which at times, has
receipts or business cards from the United States. This often casts suspicion, especially
when the individual has indicated that they’ve never been to the States before. Other
officers will carry on a natural conversation with applicants about where they work or
where they go to school and then ask about additional contextual information specific to
the occupation or education of the individual.
Data Collection Process
We have collected both audio and video data at the extended stay permit counter. Figure
4.5 displays a video frame taken from data collected at the counter.
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Figure 4.5 Video frame from a permit counter interview
Typical interactions at the extended stay permit counter last anywhere from a
minute and a half to several minutes. Often the individual carries with her documents as
evidence that she has a home and a job in Mexico. Officers enter information into a
computer (to the right of the window) and take fingerprints and photos of the individual
that are used to verify the individual’s identity.
Permits are issued individually; however, often a group of individuals (e.g., a
family or a group of friends) approaches the counter together. In the case of a family,
only the provider needs to show proof of work and residency. Our current, automated
approach focuses on single applicant interactions, though we have collected data about
groups which may be analyzed in the future. The group data is excluded in this analysis.
As part of our data collection efforts, officers completed a simple rating
instrument when they finished with an interaction. Figure 4.6 displays this instrument.
Officers note the start time of each interaction and then rate the interaction on a scale of
suspicion (from 1 to 7) and also on a scale of deception (from 1 to 7). The lower end of
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the scale indicates no suspicion or deception and the upper end of the scale indicates
extreme suspicion and deception. Brief explanations of the ratings are also collected,
though not many officers provided specific reasons.
The level of suspicion refers to how suspicious an officer was of a subject
independent of whether or not the subject provided false information. The officer’s level
of deception, on the other hand, incorporates contradictions and false information. The
deception measure can be thought of as a measure of when the officers “knew” the
subject was lying.
Time stamps are used to make sure that the ratings provided by the officer are
associated with the correct video after it is captured. By retroactively tagging the videos,
we also know whether or not a permit was issued.

Figure 4.6 Sample rating instrument used for the permit counter
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4.5.2 Cue Extraction
Thirty-seven permit interactions which were recorded over the course of three different
days were captured and edited using Avid Express Pro v4.6. These interactions involved
three different officers.
The audio from the permit counter was captured by a single channel boom
microphone; thus, both the officer’s and the applicant’s voices were recorded in the same
channel. Officer and applicant voices were split into left and right channels manually
using Sonic Foundry’s Vegas Video 4.0. The audio was down sampled and saved as
8KHz WAV files and then vocal cues were extracted using the process described in
section 3.2 . Due to the amount of noise in the environment (i.e., higher than in other data
sets analyzed), the signal-to-noise ratio threshold was adjusted to 6 for thirty-five of the
interactions, and adjusted down to 3 for the remaining two interactions. Adjusting the
signal-to-noise ration threshold to lower levels allowed for speech to be detected more
often than with a higher theshold. Other audio noise found in the permit counter data
includes the roaring of a freight train’s diesel engine and the opening and closing of the
door next to the permit counter. Where feasible, these noises were not included in our
current analysis. However, this problem needs to be addressed before a field-deployable
system is implemented.
Kinesic cues were extracted for the thirty-seven applicants using the process
outlined in Section 3.3 . There were a number of technical challenges involved in
processing these videos. The camera was positioned such that it captured more than just
the current applicant. For example, other individuals who were waiting to apply for a
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permit were often captured in the background. This is especially problematic if an
individual was wearing shorts or sandals, as the skin detection algorithms often
recognized these skin tones in the background. Additionally, officers who entered or
exited the ER room or the administrator’s office were often captured on tape and
misclassification sometimes occurred.
The lighting by the permit counter also presented challenges. The lighting above
the counter in combination with the configuration of the counter created a number of
shadows which dramatically changed the coloring of the hands and arms. A number of
can lights positioned over the counter also skewed the coloring of skin, especially when
the hands were closer to the lights (e.g., propped on top of the side counter).
Another challenge was the use of face detection algorithms. Because of the
cluttered environment, the face detection algorithms sometimes misclassified regions of
the video frame as a potential face. Since the face detection algorithms were used to
appropriately label the head blob, at times, this introduced mislabeling of the head and
hands which had to be manually corrected.
These challenges, among others, introduced less reliable tracking of the head and
the hands. Each video was viewed, frame by frame, and misclassifications were
corrected by hand in the output files.13 Two cases had technical complications with the
tracking and were excluded from the analysis. One individual was wearing a light-orange
shirt which introduced misclassifications of skin. When his hands/arms were in the
13

We still believe that the approach is valuable, even though the data had to be screened closely. It is
anticipated that other hand and head tracking techniques may be applied in the near future with much less
human intervention. However, we also feel that it is important to note the challenges of the field
environment.
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shadow of the counter, the skin tones closely matched portions of the shirt. Another
individual was wearing a large cowboy hat that prevented accurate tracking of the head.
Table 4.15 provides a summary of some of the noise that was introduced in the audio and
video.
Table 4.15 Summary of noise introduction in audio/video data
Audio
Freight trains
Door opening and closing
Fans (for the heat)
Applicant conversations
Conversations between officers
FM radio – to calm interviewees/officers

Video
Other individuals waiting to apply for permits
Officers walking past to / from administrators
office or ER room
Interviewing officer’s head or hands
Shadows cast by lighting
Objects that appear like faces

4.5.3 Analysis
Standard multiple regression was used to approximate the level of suspicion and the level
of deception that was specified by the officer. The vocalic and kinesic features or the
generated factor scores were the independent variables in the analysis.
Most of the individuals applying for visas were not deemed suspicious (M = 2.0;
SD =1.55) or deceptive (M = 1.65; SD = 1.413). Thus, the dependent variables were
heavily skewed toward the lower end of the rating scale. Because of extreme skewness
and kurtosis, both deception and suspicion were transformed with a log base-10
transformation. While these transformations helped to minimize the problem, they did not
completely remedy it. Though not ideal, this data is representative of the actual
judgments made in this field setting. Due to the limited size of the data set we decided to
proceed with analysis despite this violation. Table 4.16 displays the effects of
transforming the truth and suspicion values.
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Table 4.16 Kurtosis and skewness of permit judgments of suspicion and deception
Suspicion
Skewness
Kurtosis

1.199
-0.038

Transformed
Suspicion
0.919
-1.008

Deception
2.579
6.395

Transformed
Deception
1.770
2.139

Next, the independent variables were screened for missing or problematic
variables. A few audio features were removed based on the inspection of their values,
including energy minimum, fundamental frequency maximum, and low pass maximum.
Values for minimum energy were near zero with one exception. Many individual values
of fundamental frequency maximum were the same, but clearly higher than the typical
human voice. Perhaps some other background noise was captured. The low pass
maximum values were all 1. Additionally, fundamental frequency could not be
calculated for one case because the subject speech was not detected (e.g., signal-to-noise
ratio did not exceed the threshold). Features that had values of zero because only the
officer’s or the applicant’s voice was detected were also removed.
Independent variables were then correlated and any extreme correlations (i.e., r >
0.90) were resolved by removing one of the variables from the analysis. All of the gain
variables were removed as they were highly correlated with energy feature values.
Energy max, average deviation of the latency duration, low pass minimum, interviewer
turns, and the average duration of interviewer turns were also removed due to extreme
correlations. Kinesic features revealed only a few extreme correlations between the left
and right hand movements. Similar to the previous study, all kinesic features were
retained.
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4.5.4 Feature Reduction
Like the other studies in this chapter, we have a limited number of independent cases and
a large number of features. An exploratory factor analysis using a principal component
extraction method and a varimax rotation with Kaiser normalization of the kinesic and
vocalic features was conducted on the permit counter cases. A preliminary analysis
extracted seventeen factors with Eigenvalues greater than 1.0. These seventeen factors
account for 88.2% of the variance. However, it was noted that the last several factors had
a single feature loading on them. By observing the scree plot, it was noted that several
factors (i.e., factors 14-17) accounted for approximately the same amount of variance.
Another analysis with forced loading on thirteen factors was conducted. Again, the last
factor only represented a single factor. Analyses were re-run, reducing the number of
factors until a satisfactory extraction was found. The final extraction contained ten
factors and accounted for 73.50% of the variance. Table 4.17 summarizes the extracted
factors and provides a general description of the features that each factor contains. Factor
scores for each of the ten factors were generated for each case using the Anderson-Rubin
extraction method. Appendix A contains a factor loading matrix that maps raw features to
the specific factors listed here.
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Table 4.17 Factors extracted from permit data
Factor

Description

# features

Eigenvalue

Variance

1
2

Hands down and apart
Hands away from face (inverse of
hands touching face)
Hand and head movement
Frequency of hand to head
movements
Latency and head movement
Fundamental frequency and subject
speech
Voice intensity
Low pass features
Left hand movements
Adjusted low pass features

15

11.737

11.7%

Cumulative
Variance
11.7%

8

8.725

11.3%

23.1%

7

5.9

8.8%

31.8%

10

5.29

8.2%

40.0%

6

4.156

6.4%

46.4%

6

3.626

5.9%

52.3%

6
5
4
2

3.607
2.968
2.472
2.23

5.7%
5.6%
5.5%
4.4%

58.0%
63.6%
69.1%
73.5%

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

4.5.5 Results
Four different multiple regressions were conducted to evaluate the potential of the
described vocalic and kinesic approaches with the permit data. The transformed
variables of suspicion and deception were used, separately, as dependent variables. As
this approach is exploratory, all of the kinesic and audio features were evaluated as
predictor variables, and in separate analyses, generated factor scores were predictor
variables. Table 4.18 summarizes the four analyses. In each multiple regression, a
stepwise method of entering and removing variables was used. We employed strict
criteria for entering and removing variables from the models (p-in= 0.05; p-out = 0.10).
Bivariate correlations are also included to illustrate the number of cues which were
significantly correlated with suspicion and deception.
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Table 4.18 Permit regression analyses
Analysis
Permit-1
Permit-2
Permit-3
Permit-4

Dependent Variable
Suspicion
Suspicion
Deception
Deception

Independent Variable
All kinesic and vocalic features
Factor scores
All kinesic and vocalic features
Factor scores

Analysis Permit–1
A bivariate correlation analysis revealed that there are a number of individual kinesic and
vocalic features that are highly correlated with the suspicion rating of the officer. Table
4.19 summarizes these cues including the direction of each cue with judged suspicion.
The directionality of the significant cues is supported by findings in the literature.
For example, someone who is deceptive tends to have more deviation in their voice pitch.
Many of the kinesic features appear to be derived from the fact that individuals are likely
touching their face with their hands more when they are deemed to be suspicious. For
example, the distance between the left hand and the head is less and the left and right
hands are more often in quadrant 1 for those who are deemed more suspicious than less.
Other cues, such as the head angle, are heavily influenced by face touches. When a hand
touches the face, the “head” blob includes the hand (and possibly the arm of the
individual if the applicant is wearing short sleeves). This causes a shift in the orientation
of the major axis. Thus, the feature labeled ‘head angle’ should be interpreted with this
in mind.
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Table 4.19 Bivariate correlation of kinesic and vocalic cues and suspicion
Variable

Coefficient

Fundamental frequency (average deviation)
Distance between head and triangle center (average
deviation)
Head angle (average deviation)
Left hand in quadrant 1 (average)
Subject turns
Triangle center Y (average deviation)
Right hand in quadrant 1 (average)
Low pass (average deviation)
Low pass (average)
Distance between left hand and head (average)
Head to triangle center distance (average)
Head to triangle center angle (average)
Subject intra-turn latency (average)
Head angle (average)

.626
.492
.487
.423
.427
.418
.398
.386
.339
-.439
-.408
-.374
-.381
-.336

Significance
p
< 0.001
0.003
0.003
0.011
0.012
0.012
0.018
0.022
0.046
0.008
0.015
0.027
0.029
0.049

N
34
35
35
35
34
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
33
35

A multiple regression was conducted with all kinesic and vocalic features as
candidates to be entered into the model in a stepwise fashion using strict entry and exit
criteria (p-in= 0.05; p-out = 0.10). The resulting model contained five variables that
explain 74.5% of the variance of the officer’s judgment of suspicion. Results are
summarized in Table 4.20. The regression model was statistically significant, F(5, 25) =
14.592, p < 0.001, R2= .745, R2 adj = 0.694.
Statistical assumptions such as the presence of multivariate outliers, linearity,
multivariate normality, and homoscedasticity were assessed. Multivariate outliers were
checked by calculating Mahalanobis distance for each case using the five independent
variables in the model. No extreme values were found. Linearity was checked by
analyzing standardized residuals. The scatterplot contained an interesting bounding of
predictions and residuals (i.e., no negative values). This was likely a result of the skewed
distribution of the dependent measure (i.e., many individuals were deemed not
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suspicious). Other than this peculiarity, the scatterplot did not reveal any problems with
linearity. Partial regression plots revealed that each independent variable’s relationship
was linear. A normal plot of the residuals did not reveal any substantial or systematic
departures; thus, the regression variate conformed to many of the assumptions of
normality.
Table 4.20 Permit regression analysis summary for kinesic and vocalic cues predicting
suspicion
Predictor

Unstandardized
Coefficients

(Constant)
Fundamental frequency
(average deviation)
Right hand X
(average deviation)
Head to triangle center
angle
(average deviation)
Triangle area
(average deviation)
Head angle (average)

Standardized
Coefficients
ß

.020

Significance
p

Zero-order
correlation

Partial
Correlation

< 0.001

.00012

.699

<0.001

0.641

0.747

-.035

-0.271

0.036

-0.256

-0.405

.086

0.502

<0.001

0.179

0.628

-.001

-0.348

0.014

0.039

-0.469

-.544

-0.324

0.020

-0.466

-0.445

Note: R2=.745 (N=31, p < .001)

This model suggests that those deemed suspicious had more variance in the pitch of their
voice. The right hand of these individuals moved less left and right, though not
necessarily less up and down. Suspicious individuals display a greater angle of the head
to the center point of the triangle. This feature, because it is influenced by all of the
blobs, is likely heavily influenced by the right approaching and touching the face. The
model also suggests that the average deviation of the triangle area is less for suspicious
individuals. This could be that they are less animated and more locked down than those
who were deemed less suspicious. The average head angle predictor, which is less for
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suspicious individuals, suggests that individuals are bending their head to their left.
However, this feature is heavily influenced by hand touches and suggests that the right
hand is likely touching the face a greater percentage of the interaction with suspicious
individuals than with truth tellers.
Analysis Permit-2
Next the officer ratings of suspicion were regressed on the ten factor scores. A bivariate
correlation revealed two factors that were significantly correlated with suspicion. Factor
2, which contains features dealing with hands staying away from the face was negatively
correlated with suspicion, r(33)=-.444, p =.008. Re-examining the feature loadings
suggests that those who are deemed more suspicious have their hands by their face for
more of the interaction. Factor 6, which represents fundamental frequency features and
subject speech was positively correlated, r(33)=.551, p =.001.
Those who are deemed more suspicious have greater fundamental frequency
range and deviation from the mean pitch. An inspection of how features loaded on
particular factors also suggest that individuals who are deemed more suspicious have
participated in more exchanges and that the average duration of within-turn silent pauses
is less than those who are deemed less suspicious.
A multiple regression was conducted with suspicion as the dependent variable and
all generated factor scores as independent variables. The factor scores were entered in a
stepwise fashion using strict entry and exit criteria (p-in= 0.05; p-out = 0.10). The
resulting model contained two variables. Multiple R for regression was statistically
significant, F(2, 32) = 13.467, p < 0.001, R2= 0.457, R2 adj = 0.423. The presence of
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multivariate outliers was checked by calculating Mahalanobis distance for each case
using the two independent variables in the model. One extreme multivariate value was
found. This case was removed and another multiple regression was run. The new model
was statistically significant, F(2, 31) = 11.981, p < 0.001, R2= 0.436, R2 adj = 0.400, and
conformed to assumptions of multivariate normality. Results are summarized in Table
4.21. The scatterplot of standardized residuals displayed the same bounding behavior as
previously discussed. There were no other major violations of regression assumptions
noted including linearity, multivariate normality, and homoscedasticity.
Table 4.21 Permit regression analysis summary for factor scores predicting suspicion
Predictor

Unstandardized
Coefficients

(Constant)
Fundamental frequency
and subject speech
Hands away from face

Standardized
Coefficients
ß

.185

Significance
p

Zero-order
correlation

Partial
Correlation

< 0.001

.184

0.568

< 0.001

0.520

0.600

-.161

-0.410

0.005

-0.344

-0.477

Note: R2=0.436 (N=35, p < .001)

The model contained two factors as predictors: fundamental frequency and subject
speech, and hands away from face. An inspection of the coefficients of the factor
loadings suggest that suspicious individuals have greater pitch variance, lower minimum
pitch values, and a greater pitch range. The number of subject turns is greater for those
deemed suspicious and the average duration of within turn silent pauses is less. The
second factor, hands away from face, indicates that individuals deemed more suspicious
have the left or right hand in quadrant 1 more of the time (i.e., above the bottom of the
head blob). This idea is further enforced by the concept that the distance between the left
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hand and the head and the distance between the right hand and the head is less. The
model also suggests that the average head angle is negative for those deemed more
suspicious. This is likely an artifact of the right hand touching the face. The triangle
center point’s Y varies more with individuals who are deemed more suspicious
suggesting the vertical movement of the head or hands.
Analysis Permit-3
The goal of this analysis was to understand which vocalic and kinesic features were the
best predictors of officer’s judgment of deception. First, a correlation analysis was
conducted and revealed that, similar to Analysis Permit-1, there are numerous individual
kinesic and vocalic features that are correlated with the officer’s rating of deception.
Table 4.22 summarizes these cues including the direction of each cue with judged
suspicion.
There are many cues that are significantly correlated with the officer’s rating of
deception that are also significantly associated with the judgment of suspicion. As
expected, in all cases, the directionalities of the cues remain consistent between suspicion
and deception. There are two new variables that are correlated with deception that were
not correlated with suspicion—the percentage of time that the right hand is in quadrant 2,
and the average angle of the right hand blob in relation to the center of the triangle. The
relationship between deception and the percentage of time the right hand is in quadrant 2
is not clear. The angle of the right hand in relation to the center of the triangle indicates
that the right hand generally was closer to the face than the left hand on average when the
subject was deemed deceptive.
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Table 4.22 Bivariate correlation of kinesic and vocalic cues and deception
Variable
Coefficient
Significance
Fundamental frequency (average deviation)*
.588
< 0.001
Head angle (average deviation) *
.601
< 0.001
Head to triangle center distance (average) *
.596
< 0.001
Subject turns*
.600
< 0.001
Low pass (average deviation) *
.411
0.014
Low pass (average) *
.379
0.025
Triangle center Y (average deviation) *
.373
0.027
Right hand in quadrant 2 (average)
.350
0.039
Subject intra-turn latency (average) *
-.455
0.008
Right hand to triangle center angle (average)
-.339
0.046
* Variable also significantly correlated (p < .05) with officer’s rating of suspicion

N
34
35
35
34
35
35
35
35
33
35

A multiple regression was conducted with all kinesic and vocalic features as
candidates to be entered into the model in a stepwise fashion using strict entry and exit
criteria (p-in= 0.05; p-out = 0.10) with deception as the criterion. Multiple R for
regression was statistically significant, F(1, 29) = 24.578, p < 0.001, R2= .459, R2 adj =
0.440. One extreme multivariate outlier was found. That case was eliminated and the
stepwise regression was re-done. The new model was statistically significant, F(2, 27) =
19.197, p < 0.001, R2= .587, R2 adj = 0.557. When checking for multivariate outliers, yet
another case was identified. A third significant, regression model was created which
contained the same predictor variables as the second model, F(2, 26) = 12.766, p < 0.001,
R2= .495, R2 adj = 0.457. With this last model there were no extreme multivariate
outliers. The scatterplot of standardized residuals displayed bounding behavior, but
appeared to be amplified. Perhaps this can be explained by the number of non-deceptive
judgments made by the officers. There were no other major violations of regression
assumptions noted including linearity and multivariate normality. Due to the limited
number of data points, it was not clear by observing the standardized residuals plot if the
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assumption of homoscedasticity was satisfied. Regression results are summarized in
Table 4.23.
Table 4.23 Permit regression analysis summary for kinesic and vocalic cues predicting
deception
Predictor

Unstandardized
Coefficients

(Constant)
Head angle (average
deviation)
Triangle
center
Y
(average deviation)

Standardized
Coefficients
ß

-.430

Significance
p

Zero-order
correlation

Partial
Correlation

0.001

.770

0.534

0.001

0.572

0.599

.063

0.412

0.007

0.462

0.500

Note: R2=.495 (N=29, p < .001)

In this model, those deemed as being more deceptive show increased deviation of
the head angle and increased deviation of the triangle center Y. These are both likely a
result of a hand touching the face. When a hand touches a face, the head angle typically
changes. The more a hand repeatedly touches the face, the greater the average deviation
of the head angle. Similarly, the center point of the triangle’s Y value is influenced by
vertical movement of the head or the hands. Thus, those deemed more deceptive are
likely more frequently moving a hand vertically (e.g. touching the face).
Analysis Permit-4
Finally, the officer ratings of deception were regressed on the ten generated factor scores.
A bivariate correlation revealed that the same two factors that were significantly
correlated with suspicion were also correlated with deception. Factor 2, which contains
features dealing with hands staying away from the face was significantly, negatively
correlated with suspicion, r(33)=-.363, p =.032. Factor 6, which represents fundamental
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frequency features and subject speech was positively correlated, r(33)=.570, p =.001.
The directionality of the correlations remains the same between suspicion and deception.
A multiple regression was conducted with deception as the dependent variable and all
generated factor scores as independent variables. The factor scores were entered in a
stepwise fashion using strict entry and exit criteria (p-in= 0.05; p-out = 0.10). The
resulting model contained two variables. Multiple R for regression was statistically
significant, F(2, 32) = 11.581, p < 0.001, R2= 0.420, R2 adj = 0.384. Like has been done
previously, the presence of multivariate outliers was checked by calculating Mahalanobis
distance for each case using the single variable in the model. One extreme multivariate
value was found. This case was removed and another multiple regression was run. The
new model was statistically significant, F(1, 32) = 13.025, p = 0.001, R2= 0.289, R2 adj =
0.267. Results are summarized in Table 4.24. The new model was once again checked for
multivariate outliers. No extreme values were found. The scatterplot of standardized
residuals once again displayed the same bounding behavior as previously discussed.
There were no other noted major violations of regression assumptions including linearity,
multivariate normality, and homoscedasticity.
Table 4.24 Permit regression analysis summary for factor scores predicting deception
Predictor

Unstandardized
Coefficients

(Constant)
Fundamental frequency
and subject speech
Note: R2=0.289 (N=34, p < .001)

Standardized
Coefficients
ß

.101
.145

Significance
p

Zero-order
correlation

Partial
Correlation

.538

.538

0.006
0.538

0.001
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Fundamental frequency and subject speech is the only factor in this model. This factor
was also a predictor in the model for predicting suspicion and thus, the interpretation of
the factors is the same. The model suggests that deceptive individuals have greater pitch
variance, lower minimum pitch values, and a greater pitch range. The number of subject
turns is greater for those deemed deceptive and the average duration of within turn silent
pauses is less.

4.6 Discussion
Research questions outlined in Chapter 1 serve as the framework for the discussion of the
four studies’ results presented here.
Can extraction and classification of reliable nonverbal indicators of deception be
automated to augment human abilities in detecting deception (i.e., exceed typical human
accuracy in detecting deception)?
In all studies, cross-validated models using kinesic and vocalic features or representative
factors exceed typical human performance (i.e., 53.4% to 57% as described in section
2.4.2) in detecting deception. However, in many cases this comparison is not appropriate
with the data that was analyzed because in some cases a naïve classification scheme
would outperform typical human performance. Thus, a better comparison is to contrast
the cross-validated classification accuracy classification rates with the accuracy of a
naïve classification scheme. Table 4.25 provides a summarized view of accuracy rates
for the first three studies.
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Table 4.25 Summary of cross-validated classification percentages
Factors or
Features

Study
Study 1 – Cheating
Study 2 – Mock theft
audio-only

Factors
Factors

Features

Study 3 – Mock theft
face-to-face

Features
Factors

Entry
Criteria
p-in = .05;
p-out = .10
p-in = .10;
p-out = .20
p-in = .05;
p-out = .10

p-in = .05;
p-out = .10
p-in = .05;
p-out = .10

Question
Number

Naïve
Accuracy

Classification
Accuracy

3

76.7%

76.7%

1

59.4%

65.6%

2
3

59.4%
59.4%

68.8%
62.5%

1

59.3%

68.8%

2
4
5
6
8
narrative
(3)
narrative
(3)

64.4%
58.1%
58.1%
59.4%
60.0%

75.0%
71.9%
75.0%
62.5%
71.9%

55.8%

80%

52.5%

67.5%

In all cases, the cross validated rates meet or exceed the naïve classification
accuracy rates. The face-to-face mock theft analysis displays the biggest improvement
using the system (24.2%). However, on average, use of the system improves accuracy
rates by slightly more than 10% (M = 10.31%, SD = 6.75%).
Data from the field also suggest that the automatically extracted vocalic and
kinesic features can be used to explain the variance of judgments of suspicion and
deception. Table 4.26 summarizes findings from study 4.
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Table 4.26 Summary of explained variance for permit counter judgments
Study
Study 4 – Permit Counter

Dependent
Variable
Suspicion
Deception

Factors or
Features
Features
Factors
Features
Factors

Entry Criteria
p-in = .05; p-out = .10
p-in = .05; p-out = .10
p-in = .05; p-out = .10
p-in = .05; p-out = .10

R2

Adj. R2

.745
.436
.459
.289

.694
.400
.440
.267

The data suggest that the described, automatable approach could augment human
abilities in detecting deception.
Which combination of these automatically-extractable kinesic and vocalic cues are the
best predictors of deception in a controlled environment?
The limited number of studies analyzed and the limited number of cases in each study of
this dissertation prohibits a definitive or authoritative answer to this question. In order to
examine which kinesic and vocalic cues are the best predictors of deception as displayed
the data sets analyzed, a few summary tables were created. These tables will be used to
provide answers to the rest of the research questions.
Each column in the table corresponds to a specific model presented earlier in this
chapter. The heading also indicates whether the predictors in the model were factors or
features. For example, Cheating-Q3-Factor 3 refers to the model created for the third
question of the cheating study where Factor 3 was a significant predictor. Features are
listed in the second column. The intersection of a column and a row in either table
displays the relationship of significant predictors from each model including if each
feature increases (+) or decreases (-) when deception or suspicion is present. For
discriminant analysis models, standardized coefficients and group centroids were used to
determine if features and factors increased or decreased with deception/suspicion. For
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multiple regression analyses, standardized beta weights were used. Factor loading scores
were also considered when determining the directionality of each feature for models that
have factors as predictors. Table 4.27 summarizes kinesic cues and the directionality of
those cues as they relate to deception or suspicion. Table 4.28 summarizes vocalic cues
that were significant predictors in one or more models when predicting deception or
suspicion. These tables will be used to provide answers to the rest of the research
questions.
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Hands

Left hand in quadrant 1 (average)
-

Left hand in quadrant 4 (average)

+

Left hand to head distance (average)
Right hand to head distance

Head

Right hand X (average deviation)

+

+

Head angle (average)

-

Head to triangle center angle (average
deviation)

+

Triangle

Head to triangle center distance
(average)
Left hand to triangle center angle
(average)

-

+
-

Right hand to triangle center angle
(average)

-

Right hand to triangle center distance
(average)

+

Triangle area (average deviation)

+

Triangle area (average)

+

Triangle center Y (average deviation)

Permit-Deception-Factor

+
-

Right hand in quadrant 1 (average)

Right hand to triangle center angle
(average)

Permit-Deception-Features

+

Left hand in quadrant 3 (average)

Right hand, left hand distance
(average)
Head angle (average deviation)

Permit-Suspicion-Factor

Permit-Suspicion-Features

MT FTF-Narrative-Features

MT FTF-Narrative-Factor 10

MT Audio-Q8-Features

MT Audio-Q6-Features

MT Audio-Q5-Features

MT Audio-Q4-Features

MT Audio-Q2-Features

MT Audio-Q1-Features

MT Audio-Q3-Factor 1

MT Audio-Q2-Factor 1 & Factor 5

MT Audio-Q1-Factor 1

Cheating-Q3-Factor 3

Table 4.27 Summary of kinesic cues used in models including directionality

+

+

+
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Permit-Deception-Features

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

Permit-Deception-Factor

MT FTF-Narrative-Features

MT FTF-Narrative-Factor 10

MT Audio-Q8-Features
+

Energy (average)

-

Energy (maximum)

-

-

-

Energy (range)

-

-

-

Adjusted Latency (average)

+

+

+

First response latency

+

+

+

Latency (average deviation)

+

+

+

Latency (average)

+

+

+

+

-

Latency (minimum)
+

+

+

+

Adjusted low pass (average
deviation)
Adjusted low pass (average)

+

Low pass (range)

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

Subject talking (average)
Subject Turns (count)

Permit-Suspicion-Factor

Fundamental frequency (range)

Within turn silent pauses (average)

Low pass

MT Audio-Q6-Features

Fundamental frequency (minimum)

Duration of interviewer turn
(average)
Someone Speaking (average
deviation)
Someone Speaking (average)

+
+

Fundamental frequency (average)

Latency (range)

Speech

MT Audio-Q5-Features

MT Audio-Q4-Features

MT Audio-Q2-Features

MT Audio-Q1-Features

MT Audio-Q3-Factor 1

MT Audio-Q2-Factor 1 & Factor 5

MT Audio-Q1-Factor 1

Fundamental frequency (average
deviation)

Permit-Suspicion-Features

Latency

Intensity

Fundamental
Frequency

Cheating-Q3-Factor 3

Table 4.28 Summary of vocalic cues used in models including directionality

+
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An examination of each column reveals the combination of cues that were
predictors of deception in the data analyzed. Examining all but the last four columns
reveals the cues that were predictors for data collected from an experimental
environment. Only models for the cheating study incorporated kinesic predictors. The
models generated for the mock theft audio-only condition and the mock theft face-to-face
condition only contained vocalic predictors, though the face-to-face condition also had
kinesic features as independent variables. It is important to note that all of the kinesic and
vocalic features that may predict deception or suspicion are not necessarily listed in the
previous two tables. There are likely other significant correlates that did not enter the
model due to multicollinearity with other predictors.
The cheating data suggest that those who cheated (and likely deceived about it),
spent time with hands away from the body with the left hand in quadrant 4 (where you
would expect it). The distance between the left and the right hand is more for cheaters,
with cheaters having their right hand closer to their face than the left hand. It appears that
cheaters’ hands may have touched the head or other hands more frequently than noncheaters.
In general, those in the guilty condition in mock theft spoke with decreased
intensity and smaller changes in intensity. Individuals in this condition also took longer
on average to respond to questions and displayed more variability in the duration of
response latencies. Lower frequencies, as noted by the low pass filter, tend to be lower on
average and have a greater range for guilty participants. There also is less silence (i.e., a
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larger percentage of the total interaction in filled with either interviewer or interviewee
speech) during interviews of guilty participants.
In summary, there appear to be multiple cues that help to distinguish deceivers
from truthtellers in a controlled environment. However, even within the datasets
analyzed, there is little recurrence of the predictive cues. In most cases, multiple cues in
combination yielded a higher predictive accuracy than any single cue independently. One
possible explanation for the inconsistency of cues is that there are many cues that are
predictive. However, the most predictive cue in one question is less predictive in
another. This is likely due to numerous factors that influence the interaction. For
example, interviewer style (engaging, distance), the amount of probing, and question
length all have an impact on the elicited response.
Which combination of automatically-extractable kinesic and vocalic cues are the best
predictors of suspicion and deception as perceived by professionals in a field
environment where deception often occurs?
Examining the last four columns reveals that both kinesic and vocalic cues were
predictors in models that explain the variance of officers’ judgments of suspicion and
deception. The bivariate analyses conducted earlier indicate that there are other kinesic
and vocalic features that are significantly correlated with the officers’ judgments but
these features did not enter the model due to an overlap in variance accounted for.
Kinesic features indicate suspicious individuals’ hands are closer to the face and
more time is spent with the hands on the face than those who were deemed less
suspicious. In general, the head angle changed more often for deceivers and was less on
average for suspicious individuals. Head angle values are heavily influenced by face
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touches. Negative head angle values are likely if the right hand frequently touches the
head. The data also indicate that suspicious individuals’ hands are frequently moved
vertically (Triangle center Y), though the left hand is likely not the one moving (Left
hand triangle to center angle). Individuals deemed suspicious have greater variance of
pitch and also a greater pitch range. Suspicious and deceptive individuals take more
turns (likely answering probing questions from the officer). However, within turn silent
pauses are shorter than those who are deemed less suspicious.
It is interesting to note that even though the judgment of suspicion or deception is
different than knowing whether or not an individual actually deceived, that the same
nonverbal approach can be used to account for a large amount of variance in the
judgments. Additionally, there appear to be a large number of individual cues which are
highly correlated with these judgments of deception and suspicion.
Are there any kinesic or vocalic cues that are significant predictors of deception in both
experimental and field data?
There are only four features that show up as significant predictors in both experimental
and field analyses: triangle area (average deviation), fundamental frequency (range),
within turn silent pauses (average), subject turns (count). The directionality of
fundamental frequency (range) and the count of subject turns remain consistent for
deceivers between experimental and field environments in the data analyzed. However,
variability of the triangle area and within turn silent pauses both displayed a reverse in
directionality. In all cases, the predictors showed up in the permit counter data and only
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in one other model. Thus, there is not sufficient data to make any suggestion as to the
generalizability of these cues across environments.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
The technological approach to detecting deception based on kinesic and vocalic cues that
is presented in this dissertation demonstrates potential for increasing humans’ ability in
correctly identifying those who display behaviors indicative of deception. This
noninvasive approach overcomes some weaknesses of other deception detection methods
as it can be used without cooperation from the individual of interest. This approach is
firmly grounded in deception theory and past empirical studies. An evaluation of the
system suggests that the use of such a system can augment human abilities in detecting
deception by as much as 15-25%. While there are a number of challenges that remain
and that need to be addressed before such a system could be deployed in the field, there
are numerous environments where such a system would be potentially useful.
This chapter describes some of the potential applications of the described
approach, as well as, some of the technical challenges that would need to be addressed
before a field-deployable system could be implemented. Finally, a summary of the
contributions of this dissertation are listed and the research is evaluated using established
design science guidelines.

5.1 Potential Application of Approach
As was mentioned in section 2.5 , the primary focus of the research efforts at the Center
for the Management of Information have been on methods of deception detection which
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are highly automatable, low in cost, and can be used in a natural environment. However,
this approach could also be used in other contexts, not related to deception detection.
The approach outlined in this dissertation is best suited to personal or secondary
screening interviews, whether an individual is standing or sitting. For example, the
permit counter interviews that were presented earlier are an example of a personal
standing interview. However, there are many other similar security interviews. Many
security areas have a secondary screening room where individuals can be questioned in
more depth. At the U.S. port of entry in Nogales, AZ, there is a room where secondary
screening interviews are conducted and where individuals who have been caught entering
the U.S. illegally or smuggling people or drugs are interviewed and processed before they
are returned to their home country. Embassies and consulates around the world conduct
thousands of visa interviews everyday. The interview process in all of these cases could
be more efficient and effective if interviewers had systems that could help ferret out
individuals whose behavior was indicative of deception.
Another potential application for such a system in a security screening
environment is deployment at security checkpoints. Security checkpoints are now
common at international borders, airports, warehouses, or wherever there is sensitive
material/information. For example, individuals who wish to enter into the U.S. by foot at
the U.S./Mexico border in Nogales, AZ are subjected to questioning by a CBP officer. A
system that could monitor not only the interactions with the security screeners, but also
track behaviors of those who are queued up in line would allow security personnel to
focus attention and assets on those individuals who likely are concealing information.
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There are other scenarios, not necessarily tied to security screening where this
approach of recognizing nonverbal behavior could add value. A few possibilities include
automatically assessing an individual’s presentation or leadership style, perceptual
understanding of behaviors displayed during a negotiation, automated coding and
searching of individual behaviors in a large set of videos.

5.2 Challenges
Though this approach shows promise and there are numerous potential applications to
which this approach could be applied, there are numerous challenges that must be
resolved before such a system could be fielded for use in a security environment.
The greatest challenge is securing the large amounts of data necessary that are
required to create robust models for a particular culture or context. As explained earlier,
cues may only be evident in a particular culture or context. Factors, such as, interviewer
interpersonal communication style, interviewee socio-economic, interviewee education
status may also impact the behaviors that are displayed. Before any firm conclusions can
be made about the effectiveness of specific kinesic or vocalic cues in discriminating truth
from deception, a substantial number of cases must be collected and evaluated for a
particular context.
Prior to deployment, the feasibility of circumventing the approach also needs to
be evaluated. All deception methods have weaknesses and individuals may be trained to
exploit these weaknesses. Popular media is filled with accounts of individuals ‘beating’
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the polygraph or other detection methods. Future research needs to evaluate any
weaknesses of this approach.
The current approach of summarizing values over the length of an interaction may
not provide the level of granularity that security screening personnel would desire.
Ideally, a system would be able to provide an evaluation of deception on a statement-bystatement basis. Future work will need to address real-time analysis of data.
Currently, all processing occurs offline. Adjustments would need to be made in
order to process the video and audio online including enhancing the initialization routines
and automatically segmenting the data. Automatic initialization routines were
implemented as part of this dissertation, however, currently these routines rely on
parameters that are changed for each case that is processed.
Automatic segmentation presents a number of technical challenges. The current
approach requires the main part of an interaction to be segmented. For example, an
interaction might begin when individual approaches the permit counter and it might end
when the officer is ready to make a decision whether or not to give a permit. Interviewer
and interviewee voices would also need to be segmented automatically. If there are
multiple individuals captured in the video, each person would need to be tracked
separately. Ideally, other noise—such as, doors opening and closing, voices not pertinent
to the conversation, individuals in the background—would also need to be filtered out
automatically.
There are a number of environmental factors that can affect the accurate tracking
of the head and hands. Environment lighting can drastically affect the accurate
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identification of the head and hands. As seen in the data at the permit counter, the
configuration of counters, lights, and other factors can cast shadows which are
problematic with this approach. Objects in the environment may also totally occlude the
head or the hands. For example, the hands of an individual sitting in a chair behind a desk
might be occluded when the individual places her hands in her lap.
The current speed of processing may also need to be addressed. A 2D head and
hand tracking algorithm was employed as it is relatively fast. However, additional face
detection algorithms and other calculations were also implemented to ensure accurate
labeling of the head and hands. While the resulting system is relatively fast on a low-end
desktop computer, specialized hardware or optimization of the approach might be needed
if the system were to be deployed in the near future.

5.3 Contributions
The research presented in this dissertation makes a number of contributions primarily
through the unique application of technology to create a potential solution to a difficult
problem. Contributions include both technical (as applied to the problem space) and
knowledge contributions.
The approach outlined in this dissertation builds on past technical research in
order to create a system that recognizes building blocks of nonverbal behavior. Technical
contributions include 1) a novel approach for augmenting human intellect by
automatically recognizing aspects of nonverbal behavior, 2) identification of several
automatically extractable vocalic and kinesic features which can be used to differentiate
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between truth and deception, and 3) a prototypical instantiation of the approach
demonstrating the feasibility of the approach.
Knowledge contributions include 1) lessons learned from the approach and
development of the prototype which provides useful information for developers of
systems that assess an individual’s potential threat at ports of entry or other sensitive
entrance areas and 2) increased understanding of which automatically extractable
correlates of deception are useful based on data collected in laboratory experiments and
data collected from a field environment.
The technical contributions and new knowledge have the potential to impact
security personnel policy and programs by 1) informing the design, development, testing
and deployment of an enhanced Port of Entry Threat Assessment System that
incorporates vocalics- and kinesics-based cues and by 2) allowing for standardization of
the measurement of certain vocalics- and kinesics-based cues across contexts.
Additionally, as part of this dissertation, a new data set of high-stakes deception
collected from a field environment was created. This data set contains hundreds of
interactions, some of which are deceptive. Subjects from the same population were
captured in three different scenarios—1) a pedestrian line that queues up as participants
wait to enter the United States, 2) a short (two to five minute) standing interaction where
individuals request permission to stay an extended period of time in the United States,
and 3) a long (1-4 hr), seated interview. Only data from the second scenario was
evaluated as part of this dissertation. Approved researchers will be able to glean
numerous insights from this data set including insights about deception as it relates to
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multiple scenarios involving a particular sub-culture of individuals who are internally
motivated.

5.4 Evaluation of Research Using Design Science Guidelines
Hevner et al. (2004) provide seven guidelines for design science research that are useful
in guiding the creation of and evaluation of design-science research. These guidelines are
summarized in
Table 5.1. A brief discussion of these guidelines as they relate to the dissertation is given
here.
Table 5.1 Design-science research guidelines
Guideline
Guideline 1:
Design as an artifact
Guideline 2:
Problem relevance
Guideline 3:
Design evaluation
Guideline 4:
Research contributions
Guideline 5:
Research rigor
Guideline 6:
Design as a search process
Guideline 7:
Communication of research

Description
Design-science research must produce a viable artifact in the form of
a construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation.
The objective of design-science research is to develop technologybased solutions to important and relevant problems.
The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be
rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods.
Effective design-science research must provide clear and verifiable
contributions in the areas of the design artifact, design foundations,
and/or design methodologies.
Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous
methods in both the construction and evaluations of the design
artifact.
The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing available means
to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the problem
environment.
Design-science research must be presented effectively both to
technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences.

(Hevner, March et al., 2004)

Guideline 1: Design as an artifact
Design-science research must produce a viable artifact. The artifact in this dissertation is
principally in the form of a method, approach, or algorithm for detecting deception in a
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non-invasive, relatively low-cost manner. A prototypical instantiation was created as part
of this dissertation to process data from laboratory experiments and field environments in
order to evaluate the approach. In this case the instantiation itself is not evaluated (i.e.,
the system itself was not deployed in the field environment and used by field personnel),
rather data from lab experiments and the field are processed by the instantiation in order
to evaluate the approach.
Guideline 2: Problem relevance
The ability to detect deception is essential in numerous criminal, business, interpersonal,
and security contexts. Security personnel and others must filter through a tremendous
amount of information in order to find telling cues that likely indicate deception.
Additionally, individuals are not particularly good at detecting deception; typically only
slightly better than chance (Bond Jr & DePaulo, 2006; Kraut, 1980). A system that could
flag potentially deceptive interactions by monitoring an individual’s behavior could
increase deception detection accuracy.
Guideline 3: Design evaluation
The utility, quality, efficacy and practicality of the automated approach to detect
deception are rigorously demonstrated via statistical evaluation methods using data from
multiple environments. Data from well-designed laboratory experiments and
ecologically-valid field environments was processed using the presented approach and
then was analyzed using rigorous statistical methods.
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Guideline 4: Research contributions
Contributions of this research are primarily in the area of the automated approach to
detect deception in a non-invasive environment; that is, the main contribution is the
artifact itself. Knowledge of which cues can be easily extracted and knowledge of the
extraction approach and calculation of features may allow future researchers or systemsbuilders to focus efforts on the most promising cues and allow them to refine the methods
contained in this dissertation. A contribution back to the existing knowledgebase of
deception literature includes additional understanding of particular, automaticallyextractable, machine-based correlates of deception. The collection of an extensive
amount of field data may allow researchers to validate or contrast lab findings with
deception in a natural environment.
Guideline 5: Research rigor
Design-science applies rigorous methods during the construction and evaluation of the
design artifact. As previously explained, the proposed automated approach for deception
detection builds on the rich foundation of literature dealing with deception detection and
behavioral correlates of deception, computer vision techniques to track the head and the
hands over time, and signal processing techniques to extract information about the voice.
The approach uses basic features extracted from the video and audio signals to calculate
additional meaningful features which are based on the promising indicators of deception.
These features were then used to differentiate between truth and deception, or in the case
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of field data, levels of suspicion and deception. Rigorous statistical methods were used to
evaluate the approach in multiple contexts.
Guideline 6: Design as a search process
The design process is iterative in nature. Once evaluated, adjustments to the
approach/algorithm may be desirable or requisite. Improvements may yield a higher level
of accuracy or may increase interpretation of discriminatory features. The research
presented in this dissertation has evolved over the last several years and though a
comprehensive view of the current state of the approach is presented, it is important to
note that the general approach has been refined, low-level video and audio extraction
algorithms have been updated, additional promising correlates of deception have been
added, and a variety of statistical methods have been employed. Certainly this iteration is
not the last, but it is an improvement on the past.
Guideline 7: Communication of research
Over the last several years, the author has had to opportunity to present this research to
numerous groups of individuals including Customs and Border Protection officials,
Certified Fraud Examiners, faculty at several universities with varying backgrounds, and
students. Portions of earlier forms of this research have been published in a wide variety
of outlets including IEEE Intelligent Systems (Meservy, Jensen et al., 2005b), Hawaii
International Conference on Systems Sciences (Burgoon, Adkins et al., 2005b; Meservy,
Jensen et al., 2006; Meservy, Jensen et al., 2005c), IEEE Conference on Information
Security Informatics (Meservy, Jensen et al., 2005a), IEEE Intelligent Transportation
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Systems Conference (Jensen, Meservy et al., 2005b), the International Conference for
Multimedia and Expo (Tsechpenakis, Metaxas et al., 2005), Intelligence Analysis
Conference (Burgoon, Jensen et al., 2005), and other conferences (Burgoon, Kruse et al.,
2005; Jensen, Meservy et al., 2005a; Jensen, Meservy et al., 2005c). This dissertation
serves as a mechanism to communicate a comprehensive view of the advances of this
approach of automated deception detection, of which the author has been a primary
contributor.

5.5 Closing Remarks
Humans often reveal information about their current internal state through externally
observable behavior. These behavioral cues convey useful information to those who
interact with or who are around this individual. Whether an individual is communicating
with a close friend, negotiating a business deal, or screening individuals at a security
checkpoint, most professional and personal interactions necessarily rely on these cues as
a mechanism to establish credibility and trust. More must be done to augment human
intellect in recognizing and understanding human behavior. This dissertation presented an
initial solution: an approach to augment human intellect and a prototypical instantiation
that can automatically extract kinesic and vocalic features that are correlated with
suspicion and deception. Empirical evidence suggests the value of the approach.
However, more research is needed to better understand vocalic and kinesic correlates of
deception and to enhance approaches and algorithms to automatically extract these cues.
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As was mentioned earlier, this iteration is not the last, but it is an improvement on the
past.
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Appendix A
ADDITIONAL STATISTICAL TABLES

Table A.1 Cheating study factor loadings
Component
Avg_Q4_RH

1
0.919

2

Avg_Head_diff

0.862

AD_Head_angle

0.828

Avg_Head_angle_diff

0.813

AD_Head_x

0.802

0.251

AD_Head_height

0.751

0.273

0.297

AD_Head_angle_diff

0.654

AD_RH_tri_center_angle

0.642

AD_Head_tri_center_angle

0.573

0.297

0.483

0.214
-0.957
-0.938

Avg_LH_Head_distance

0.912

Avg_RH_Head_distance

0.897
-0.253

0.764

-0.241

0.712

0.567

Avg_Tri_area

0.919

Avg_Q4_LH

0.869

Avg_RH_LH_distance

0.868

Avg_Q3_LH

0.538

AD_Tri_area

0.210

-0.510

-0.202
0.280

-0.559

0.361

0.707

0.403

0.693

0.220

0.713

AD_LH_y

0.650

AD_RH_Head_distance

0.279

0.205

0.208

0.573

0.493

0.539

0.215

0.312

0.827

AD_RH_x

0.784

AD_Tri_center_x

0.357

AD_RH_LH_distance

0.229

-0.354

0.247

0.615

AD_LH_x

Avg_Q2_LH

0.297

-0.375

0.671

0.444

0.458

0.221

0.357

-0.240

0.374

0.281
0.223

0.679

AD_LH_Head_distance

0.330

0.345

-0.340

AD_RH_y

AD_LH_tri_center_distance

-0.224

-0.726

AD_Tri_center_y

AD_Head_width

8

0.240

0.236

0.490

AD_RH_tri_center_distance

7

-0.443

AD_Head_tri_center_distance

AD_Head_y

6

0.379

0.666

Avg_RH_tri_center_angle

5

-0.205

Avg_Q1_RH

Avg_RH_tri_center_distance

4

0.301

Avg_Q1_LH

Avg_Q3_RH

3

0.726
0.542

0.213

0.587

0.263

0.367

0.472

0.240
0.270
0.814

0.210
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Avg_Q2_RH

0.334

Avg_LH_tri_center_angle
Avg_Head_angle
Avg_RH_diff

0.290

0.774

-0.286

0.234

0.857

0.282

AD_LH_tri_center_angle
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 9 iterations.

0.204
-0.219

0.565
0.821

0.201

0.321

0.760
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Table A.2 Cheating study component score coefficient matrix
Component
1
-0.042

2
0.016

3
0.007

4
0.133

5
-0.112

6
0.064

7
0.312

8
0.019

Avg_Head_angle_diff

0.172

0.032

0.021

-0.085

-0.007

-0.010

0.013

-0.202

Avg_Head_diff

0.161

0.020

-0.055

-0.097

0.017

0.023

-0.032

0.036

Avg_RH_diff

0.000

-0.020

-0.006

-0.005

-0.116

0.005

-0.083

0.557

-0.034

-0.039

0.209

0.034

-0.059

-0.062

-0.151

0.077

Avg_RH_Head_distance

0.028

0.178

0.006

-0.016

-0.057

0.051

0.081

0.007

Avg_LH_Head_distance

-0.002

0.170

0.022

-0.002

-0.052

0.017

0.001

0.019

Avg_RH_tri_center_distance

-0.005

0.116

0.136

0.010

-0.094

0.008

-0.103

0.022

Avg_RH_tri_center_angle

-0.007

-0.078

-0.106

0.011

-0.026

0.058

0.140

0.010

Avg_LH_tri_center_angle

0.016

0.017

-0.014

-0.059

0.102

-0.024

0.497

-0.014

Avg_Head_angle

Avg_RH_LH_distance

Avg_Tri_area

-0.019

0.010

0.234

-0.005

-0.097

0.009

0.051

-0.069

Avg_Q1_RH

0.008

-0.186

0.037

0.044

-0.049

-0.019

-0.032

0.024

Avg_Q1_LH

-0.040

-0.200

0.049

0.092

-0.078

-0.031

-0.035

0.028

Avg_Q2_RH

-0.037

0.003

0.033

-0.047

0.008

0.331

0.009

-0.010

Avg_Q2_LH

-0.001

0.004

-0.059

-0.036

0.005

0.367

0.014

-0.028

Avg_Q3_RH

-0.022

0.146

-0.042

0.016

0.038

-0.188

0.036

-0.021

Avg_Q3_LH

0.035

0.117

-0.177

-0.027

0.060

0.001

-0.069

-0.064

Avg_Q4_RH

0.176

0.018

-0.033

-0.121

-0.013

0.080

-0.072

0.036

Avg_Q4_LH

-0.009

0.016

0.190

-0.029

-0.012

-0.090

0.105

0.062

AD_Head_x

0.120

-0.008

-0.013

0.000

-0.027

-0.010

-0.060

0.045

AD_Head_y

-0.126

-0.061

0.008

0.275

0.019

-0.264

0.031

0.025

AD_Head_height

0.095

-0.016

-0.028

-0.002

0.037

-0.026

0.010

0.093

AD_Head_width

0.027

-0.017

-0.015

0.138

0.014

-0.139

0.049

-0.010

AD_Head_angle

0.130

-0.009

0.033

0.064

-0.110

-0.055

0.070

-0.065

AD_Head_angle_diff

0.112

-0.009

0.001

0.025

-0.093

-0.039

0.089

0.000

AD_LH_x

-0.067

0.004

-0.062

-0.042

0.300

-0.024

0.129

0.034

AD_LH_y

-0.064

-0.036

-0.016

0.188

-0.113

0.120

-0.204

0.079

AD_RH_x

-0.016

-0.008

-0.042

-0.059

0.276

-0.021

-0.009

-0.100

AD_RH_y

0.013

-0.015

0.029

0.187

-0.027

-0.060

0.146

-0.133
-0.061

AD_RH_LH_distance

-0.006

-0.013

0.074

-0.012

0.137

-0.044

-0.029

AD_RH_Head_distance

0.000

0.046

-0.076

0.113

0.002

0.084

0.116

0.099

AD_LH_Head_distance

0.029

-0.010

0.031

0.139

-0.094

0.060

-0.111

-0.019

AD_Tri_center_x

0.034

0.002

-0.093

-0.084

0.243

0.073

0.036

-0.003

AD_Tri_center_y

0.009

-0.011

-0.047

0.148

-0.019

0.073

-0.002

0.004

AD_RH_tri_center_distance

-0.048

-0.027

0.055

0.136

0.085

-0.102

0.023

-0.074

AD_LH_tri_center_distance

-0.035

0.001

0.013

0.032

0.089

0.070

-0.072

-0.010

AD_Head_tri_center_distance

0.030

0.017

0.005

0.151

-0.052

0.031

0.053

-0.026

AD_RH_tri_center_angle

0.102

0.017

-0.005

-0.068

0.078

0.021

-0.097

-0.046

AD_LH_tri_center_angle

-0.062

0.005

-0.007

-0.004

0.045

-0.044

0.083

0.482

AD_Head_tri_center_angle

0.070

0.019

-0.060

-0.011

0.143

-0.052

0.059

-0.026

AD_Tri_area

0.011

0.005

0.123

-0.040

0.017

0.119

0.000

-0.100

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
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Table A.3 Mock theft audio-only factor loadings
Component
latencyavg

1
0.885

latencyvar

0.876

latencyrange

0.836

subjectLatencyDurationavg

0.796

subjectLatencyFirstDuration

0.642

2

3

4

5
0.253

6

0.319
-0.521
-0.274

energyrange

-0.557

0.338

0.250

0.334

0.429

0.252

energymax

-0.557

0.338

0.250

0.334

0.429

0.252

0.551

0.482

0.508

someoneSpeakingavg

-0.302

energymin

0.958

energyavg

0.860

0.240

lowpassavg

0.835

0.386

lowpassvar

0.809

0.411

lowpassmin

0.288

0.771

-0.210

someoneSpeakingvar

0.423

-0.554

interviewerflagsavg
noOneSpeakingavg

-0.301

-0.357

subjectTurns
noOneSpeakingvar

0.473

-0.264

-0.737

-0.453

-0.730

-0.470

-0.216

0.728

ffreqrange
lowpassrange

0.312

-0.502
0.226
0.407

-0.233

-0.362
0.237
0.712

-0.258

0.708

interviewierTurnDurationavg

0.582

-0.689

subjectflagsavg

0.235

latencymin

0.369

0.413

-0.337

-0.309

-0.833
0.782

subjectIntraTurnLatencyavg
overlapavg

0.274
0.912

0.217

0.330

0.666
-0.230

ffreqavg

-0.240
0.697
-0.473

ffreqvar

0.870

energyvar
ffreqmin

-0.334
-0.230

-0.315

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 9 iterations.

-0.221

-0.311

0.735
0.425
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Table A.4 Mock theft audio-only component score coefficient matrix
Component
Energyavg

1
-0.015

2
0.161

3
-0.003

4
-0.008

5
0.089

6
0.086

Energymax

-0.058

0.040

0.056

0.034

0.198

0.130

Energymin

-0.070

0.244

-0.061

-0.127

-0.069

0.024

energyrange

-0.058

0.040

0.056

0.034

0.199

0.130

Energyvar

0.009

-0.011

-0.016

-0.057

-0.140

0.381

Ffreqavg

-0.047

0.061

-0.005

-0.037

-0.246

0.029

Ffreqmin

-0.044

-0.026

-0.023

-0.049

-0.076

0.207

0.029

0.010

-0.072

0.228

-0.036

-0.004

Ffreqrange
Ffreqvar

0.080

-0.014

0.015

0.089

0.070

0.487

Lowpassavg

-0.003

0.152

-0.039

0.048

-0.052

-0.083

Lowpassmin

-0.069

0.229

-0.078

-0.163

-0.215

-0.120

lowpassrange

0.030

-0.055

0.000

0.228

0.068

-0.055

Lowpassvar

0.021

0.131

-0.022

0.069

0.014

-0.063

subjectflagsavg

0.106

-0.013

0.016

0.238

-0.083

0.112

-0.049

-0.024

0.256

-0.179

0.057

-0.078

Latencyavg

0.218

-0.049

0.020

0.114

0.199

0.016

Latencymin

0.101

-0.016

0.049

-0.041

0.383

-0.043

latencyrange

0.199

-0.073

0.003

0.134

0.030

0.034
0.089

interviewerflagsavg

Latencyvar

0.176

0.006

0.000

0.080

-0.024

Overlapavg

-0.033

-0.109

0.204

0.035

0.111

0.023

0.053

0.074

0.089

-0.067

-0.106

-0.031

someoneSpeakingavg
noOneSpeakingavg

-0.035

-0.018

-0.183

0.047

0.048

0.019

interviewierTurnDurationavg

0.043

0.062

0.077

-0.224

0.083

0.006

subjectTurns

0.088

-0.113

0.177

0.146

-0.035

-0.018

subjectLatencyFirstDuration

0.137

-0.022

0.015

-0.008

0.114

0.134

subjectLatencyDurationavg

0.128

0.004

0.022

-0.100

0.130

0.015

subjectIntraTurnLatencyavg

-0.004

-0.027

-0.133

-0.053

0.048

-0.056

someoneSpeakingvar

0.095

-0.156

0.086

0.058

-0.178

0.000

noOneSpeakingvar

0.105

-0.043

-0.174

0.108

-0.042

-0.031

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
Component Scores.
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Table A.5 Mock theft narrative factor loadings
Component
Avg_Head_tri_center_distance

1
0.933

Avg_RH_tri_center_angle

0.859

0.309

Avg_Head_tri_center_angle

0.855

0.372

Avg_Q1_LH

-0.844

Avg_Q1_RH

-0.831

Avg_LH_Head_distance

0.827

Avg_RH_Head_distance

0.796

Avg_LH_tri_center_angle

0.761

Avg_LH_tri_center_distance

0.760

Avg_RH_tri_center_distance

0.525

AD_Head_angle_diff

2

3

0.204

-0.262
0.247

0.218

-0.293

0.217
0.536
0.506

-0.840
0.790

Avg_LH_diff

0.788

Avg_Head_diff

0.757

AD_Head_y

0.597

AD_LH_diff

0.590

Latencyavg

0.523

AD_Head_width

0.437

0.425
-0.210
-0.244
0.338
0.861

Avg_Q2_RH

0.729
0.374

0.588
0.331

Avg_RH_LH_distance

-0.369

-0.233

0.237

AD_Tri_area

0.242

0.637

0.432

0.626

-0.265

0.566
0.216

0.436

AD_Tri_center_y

0.256
0.383

0.261

0.237
0.316

0.827

AD_LH_y

-0.215

AD_Head_tri_center_distance

0.237

AD_LH_Head_distance

0.276

AD_RH_y

0.287

AD_RH_tri_center_angle

0.213

-0.257

0.776

0.264

0.763

-0.271

0.728
0.473

0.382

0.447

interviewerflagsavg

0.306

0.418

0.376

0.377

-0.884

subjectTurns

-0.726

someoneSpeakingavg

0.313

Energyvar

0.426

0.700
0.210

Ffreqmin

-0.262

0.639
-0.603

-0.320

Avg_RH_diff

0.929

AD_RH_diff

0.912

Avg_Q4_RH
subjectflagsavg

0.358

-0.207

-0.710

AD_RH_LH_distance

AD_Head_tri_center_angle

7

-0.273
-0.259

AD_Head_angle

AD_RH_tri_center_distance

6

0.879

Avg_Head_angle_diff

Avg_Tri_area

5

0.947

AD_Head_diff

Avg_Q3_RH

4

0.667
0.312

-0.215

0.241

0.432
0.879
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subjectIntraTurnLatencyavg

-0.857

Avg_Head_angle

-0.262

-0.600

AD_Tri_center_x

0.475

0.519

AD_Head_x

0.227

AD_RH_x

0.283

0.202

-0.465
0.316

0.483

0.320

0.437

Latencyvar
latencyrange

-0.214

interviewierTurnDurationavg

0.412

Ffreqvar

0.228

subjectLatencyDurationavg

0.379

0.317

Avg_Q2_LH

-0.216

0.462

0.260

0.257

-0.384

0.215

Avg_Q3_LH

0.578

-0.205

AD_RH_Head_distance

0.311

0.306

AD_LH_tri_center_distance

0.333

0.315

0.282

0.265

0.425

0.338

0.382

adjLowPassavg

-0.228

lowpassrange
adjLowPassvar
AD_LH_tri_center_angle

-0.254
0.240

AD_LH_x

0.287

AD_Head_height

0.204

Avg_Q4_LH

0.246

Ffreqavg
Ffreqrange

0.203
0.318
0.275
0.356

-0.242

-0.268

0.255

0.225

Energyavg
Energyrange
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 21 iterations.

0.344
0.303

0.285
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Table A.6 Mock theft narrative factor loadings (cont’d)
Component
8

9

10

11

12

Avg_Head_tri_center_distance
Avg_RH_tri_center_angle
Avg_Head_tri_center_angle
Avg_Q1_LH

-0.250

Avg_Q1_RH
Avg_LH_Head_distance

0.215

Avg_RH_Head_distance
Avg_LH_tri_center_angle

0.265

0.292

Avg_LH_tri_center_distance
Avg_RH_tri_center_distance

0.230

-0.214

AD_Head_angle_diff
AD_Head_diff
Avg_Head_angle_diff
AD_Head_angle

-0.373

Avg_LH_diff
Avg_Head_diff
AD_Head_y

0.372
0.547

-0.216

0.207

-0.383

0.322

0.277

AD_LH_diff
latencyavg
AD_Head_width
Avg_RH_LH_distance
Avg_Q2_RH

-0.461

Avg_Q3_RH

0.365

AD_RH_LH_distance

0.271

Avg_Tri_area

0.233

AD_Tri_area

0.222

AD_RH_tri_center_distance

0.377

0.460
-0.278

AD_Tri_center_y
AD_LH_y

0.267

AD_Head_tri_center_distance
AD_LH_Head_distance

0.295

AD_RH_y

0.286

AD_RH_tri_center_angle

0.334

-0.280

interviewerflagsavg
subjectTurns

0.550

someoneSpeakingavg

-0.247

0.204

energyvar
ffreqmin
Avg_RH_diff
AD_RH_diff
Avg_Q4_RH
AD_Head_tri_center_angle
subjectflagsavg

0.340

-0.272
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subjectIntraTurnLatencyavg
Avg_Head_angle

-0.362

AD_Tri_center_x

0.208

AD_Head_x

0.290

AD_RH_x
latencyvar
latencyrange
interviewierTurnDurationavg
ffreqvar
subjectLatencyDurationavg

0.221
0.348
-0.235

0.266

-0.219

0.830
-0.551

-0.358

0.528

0.268

-0.466

0.306

Avg_Q2_LH

-0.790

Avg_Q3_LH

0.672

AD_RH_Head_distance

0.477

AD_LH_tri_center_distance

0.455

adjLowPassavg

-0.317

-0.322

-0.805

adjLowPassvar

0.750

AD_LH_tri_center_angle

0.252

-0.212
0.631

AD_LH_x

0.593

AD_Head_height

0.298

-0.374

0.339

-0.276

0.567
0.467

ffreqavg

-0.581

ffreqrange

-0.545

energyavg

-0.502

energyrange

-0.430

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 21 iterations.

0.219

0.862

lowpassrange

Avg_Q4_LH

0.281

0.900

-0.353

0.342

0.511

0.360

0.495
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Table A.7 Permit counter factor loadings
Component
Avg_RH_LH_distance

1
0.919

Avg_Tri_area

0.856

Avg_Q2_RH

0.844

Avg_Q4_LH

0.824

Avg_RH_tri_center_di
stance
Avg_LH_tri_center_di
stance
AD_RH_LH_distance
AD_Tri_area

2

3

0.624

0.705

0.597

0.628

0.209

0.586

0.294

-0.490

0.409

0.298

Avg_Q3_LH

-0.454

0.410

0.263

AD_Head_x

0.431

ffreqavg

6

0.579

-0.241

0.248
0.292

0.261
-0.419

0.223

0.483

0.213
0.272

0.423

-0.237
-0.434
-0.213

0.327

-0.356

-0.308

0.397
0.311

-0.338

-0.377
-0.346
0.352

0.231

0.414
0.216

-0.833

0.217

-0.201

-0.815

0.221

0.233

0.296

0.939
0.936
0.934

Avg_RH_tri_center_a
ngle
Avg_Head_angle

0.750
0.603

Avg_LH_tri_center_an
gle
Avg_RH_diff

-0.271
0.218

0.336
0.231

-0.430

0.330

0.206

0.420

0.204

-0.256

-0.374

0.901

AD_LH_diff

0.891
0.227

Avg_LH_diff

0.868

0.234

0.866

AD_Tri_center_x

0.644

0.464

Avg_Head_diff

0.307

0.632

0.251

AD_Head_diff

0.205

0.561

0.320

AD_RH_y

AD_LH_tri_center_dis
tance

10

-0.254

-0.248

AD_LH_Head_distanc
e
AD_RH_tri_center_an
gle
subjectflagsavg

9

0.305

0.268

Avg_Q1_LH

AD_RH_Head_distan
ce
Avg_Q4_RH

8

0.213

Avg_LH_Head_distan
ce
Avg_Head_tri_center_
distance
Avg_RH_Head_distan
ce
Avg_Q1_RH

AD_RH_diff

7

0.267

0.713

0.424

5

0.276

AD_RH_tri_center_dis
tance
Avg_Q3_RH

AD_Head_tri_center_
distance
AD_Head_angle

4

0.831
0.202

-0.341

-0.279

0.283

0.780
0.661

0.318
0.225

-0.211

0.631

0.312

0.597

-0.263

0.556
0.541

0.395

-0.338

0.550

0.207

0.399

0.238

-0.534
0.296
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Avg_Head_tri_center_
angle
AD_Head_tri_center_
angle
AD_RH_x

0.291
0.277
0.238

0.264

0.443
0.437

0.442

0.317

0.413

0.305

-0.311

-0.214

0.320
0.294

latencyavg

0.802

0.203

latencymax

0.773

0.224

AD_Head_y

0.744

AD_Head_width
subjectLatencyDuratio
navg
AD_Head_angle_diff

0.242

0.302

0.316

0.599

0.287
-0.343

0.313

-0.232

ffreqvar

0.515

-0.390

0.202

-0.269

0.636

0.295

-0.397

-0.469

0.367

0.400
-0.224

-0.453

0.216

0.332
0.363

-0.216
0.734

energyavg

-0.340

0.733

someoneSpeakingavg

0.427

interviewerflagsavg

-0.277
0.229

-0.267

0.233

0.583

-0.275

0.218

0.541

-0.292

-0.367

lowpassavg

-0.260
-0.201
0.315

0.346

-0.873

lowpassrange

0.824

lowpassvar

-0.361

-0.282

0.224

0.203

0.271

-0.679

0.225

-0.322

0.605

0.256

-0.216

AD_LH_x

-0.486
0.244

AD_LH_tri_center_an
gle
Avg_Q2_LH
AD_LH_y

-0.260

0.559

subjectLatencyFirstDu
ration
energyrange

Avg_Head_angle_diff

-0.290

-0.785

subjectTurns

AD_Head_height

0.257

0.846

ffreqmin

energyvar

-0.306
-0.261

0.451

ffreqrange

subjectIntraTurnLaten
cyavg
AD_Tri_center_y

0.228

0.664
-0.238

0.270

0.203

0.201

0.374

0.203

0.240

adjLowPassvar
adjLowPassavg

0.207

0.654
0.232

-0.234

-0.364
-0.397
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 12 iterations.

-0.380

0.753
0.231

0.237

0.202

0.400
0.395

0.418
0.256

0.406

0.401
0.676

-0.322

-0.434

0.512
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Appendix B
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION – ENTRY PROCESS OVERVIEW

The typical, legal flow of entry into the United states for Mexican nationals coming from
Nogales, Sonora, Mexico is to 1) secure an appropriate visa at the US consulate, 2) cross
into the United States at the DeConcini Port either on foot or in a motor vehicle, 3) if
needed, apply for an extended stay permit (to travel further into the United States
depending of the type of visa issued by the consulate), and finally 4) proceed to the final
destination. CBP officers interact with those applying for entry at the time of crossing
and also when individuals apply for extended stay permits. These officers must make a
judgment whether or not to allow this individual poses a risk to the homeland. Officers
rely on a variety of techniques, including monitoring behavioral patterns, to make this
determination. Figure B.1 illustrates the basic flow of entry of individuals into the United
States.

Legal Entry

Acquire Visa

Typical Mode of Entry

Additional Permission

Destination

Extended Stay
Permit

Original
Destination

Motor Vehicle
Crossing
US Consulate
Pedestrian
Crossing

Figure B.1 Basic flow of border crossers
Not all individuals legally attempt to enter the United States. The four most
common categories of illegal entry are impostors, use of fake id, oral false claims (OFC),
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and entries without inspection (EWI). Figure B.2 illustrates the typical flow of border
crossers, including illegal crossers.

Legal Entry

Acquire Visa

Typical Mode of Entry

Additional Permission

Destination

Extended Stay
Permit

Original
Destination

Motor Vehicle
Crossing
US Consulate
Pedestrian
Crossing

EWI

Illegal Entry
OFC
Fake ID

Impostor

Secondary Interview

Bus Stop, Other

Pedestrian
Crossing
Secondary
Screening at
Location

Other

Pedestrian
Crossing

Pedestrian,
Motor Vehicle

Expedited
Removal

Mexico
(or Home
Country)

Pedestrian,
Motor Vehicle,
Train

Figure B.2 Typical flow of border crossers including illegal crossers
Impostors are those who use another’s valid visa to enter the United States. Often
these visas are acquired at the bus stop in downtown Nogales, though there are numerous
locations where they can be secured. Some of these visas are lost, some are stolen, and
others are sold for a profit by those who acquired them from the US consulate. The visas
contain both a photo and a fingerprint. Often those who are selling these visas to potential
border-crossers have a limited selection and try to convince the border crosser that they
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look like the person on the card (which more often than not is not the case). Most
impostors cross into the United States on foot and they are required to present their visa
at the time of crossing. If the CBP officer is suspicious of an individual or believes that
the document (visa) that was presented does not belong to the individual who presented
it, they will be diverted to secondary screening. Secondary screening occurs in an
adjoining room where an officer spends more time questioning the individual and, if
possible, getting a confession of any wrongdoing. If the individual is found to have been
an impostor or have entered the U.S. illegally, they are escorted to the expedited removal
room where they are processed for an expedited removal (ER) from the country.
Fake IDs contain accurate information (including picture and fingerprint) of the
individual presenting the document and have been manufactured to try to appear like the
visa issued by the consulate. Individuals can purchase these from a few different
locations in Nogales, Sonora, Mexico; however, they often take more time to acquire. In
most cases the manufacturing process of the Fake IDs is sub-par and often the IDs are
easy to detect, though individuals are led to believe that they appear authentic.
Individuals deemed to have presented a fake ID card are also routed to secondary
screening for additional questioning and then to the expedited removal interviewing
room.
Oral False Claims are those who present themselves as United States citizens even
though they are not. Currently, U.S. citizens are not required to provide any identification
(though this is scheduled to change in 2008). Some believe that if they appear, act, and
talk “like an US citizen” then they can enter into the United States. If suspicious, the
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officer will direct these individuals to the secondary screening room and then, if deemed
to have falsely presented themselves, they will be directed to the ER room.
EWIs are those who enter the United States without inspection. Some run down
the pedestrian lanes, crawl under turnstyles, or ride freight trains across the border. These
individuals are often detained in secondary screening before being escorted to the
expedited removal room.
At the extended stay permit counter, individuals apply for a permit to travel
further into the United States or stay longer than the typical provisions stipulated by their
visa. In order to secure these permits, the applicant has to convince the CBP Officer that
they will not violate the terms of the permit. Often this includes showing that the
applicant currently lives in Mexico and has a job there. In an effort to convince the CBP
officer, some individuals focus primarily on the presentation of the documents and do not
monitor their behavior. Officers often will incorporate an applicant’s behavioral cues in
their overall assessment whether or not to extend a permit. At times, individuals fabricate
documents or present false information to the officers. Some officers will ask to see an
individual’s wallet which some times contains receipts or business cards from further in
the United States when the individual has indicated that they’ve never been to the States
before. An officer uses numerous indicators when forming a judgment of the truthfulness
of an individual. If false information is presented or if other concerns exist, the applicant
may be further questioned in the ER room.
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In all cases, if the suspicion of an officer has been raised sufficiently and
subsequently a person has been found in violation of the policies and procedures of the
United States they will be “removed” from the United States. This procedure usually
occurs in the expedited removal room and involves a number of administrative
procedures. Basic information about the individual, such as their name, birth date and
place, parents’ names, and intentions of entering the U.S. are gathered in a formal
interview. Fingerprints photographs are taken and a background check for outstanding
warrants or other criminal history is run. These interviews may last anywhere from
twenty minutes to a few hours. Depending upon the violation involved, the individual
may be prosecuted and thus will remain the U.S. custody. More often than not, an
individual simply gets her visa voided and her record is flagged so that she can not apply
for another visa for 5 years. If the individual is a multiple-time offender they may be
restricted from entering the United States for 20 years or for life. The last step in being
“removed” consists of an Officer escorting the individual back to the pedestrian crossing
and watching them cross back into Mexico.
The traffic of illegal crossers using the means discussed is less during the night
and early morning but increases throughout the day. This increased rate throughout the
day and the amount of time involved with each interview creates a queue of individuals
who need to be processed. While a fair amount of deception has already occurred,
individuals will often continue to conceal additional information (e.g., where they were
going and why, where they were born, who their parents are). Some individuals are
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suspicious of the Officer’s motivation for collecting such data and attempt to fabricate
erroneous stories and facts.
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Appendix C
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION – DATA COLLECTION

Data has been collected at three areas within the Dennis DeConcini Port of Entry: 1) at
the pedestrian crossing where people queuing in lines or standing in common areas and
then approach and interact with a CBP officer, 2) at the permit counter which is a
standing interaction, and 3) in the expedited removal room there a seated interview
occurs. While the dissertation specifically analyzes only the second scenario (permit
counter), a brief overview of data collection at all three areas is provided.
Pedestrian Lanes
At the pedestrian crossing, video images are being collected from an overhead camera.
Figure C.1 displays a video frame from the pedestrian lane.

Figure C.1 Video frame from pedestrian crossing
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Pedestrian crossing videos often contain multiple individuals at a skewed angle.
Because of the number of individuals who pass through the pedestrian lanes, no metrics
are currently being collected from the officers; rather, future analyses will retroactively
tag those who were pulled aside for additional questioning. Additional algorithms to track
individual movements when multiple individuals are queued in a line need to be
developed in order to efficiently analyze data collected from this location.
Permits
We have collected both audio and video data at the extended stay permit counter. Figure
C.2 displays a video frame taken from data collected at the counter.

Figure C.2 Video frame from a permit counter interview
Typical interactions at the extended stay permit counter last anywhere from a
minute and a half to several minutes. Often the individual carries with her documents as
evidence that she has a home and a job in Mexico. Officers enter information into a
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computer (to the right of the window) and take fingerprints and photos of the individual
that are used to verify the individual’s identity.
Permits are issued individually; however, often a group of individuals (e.g., a
family or a group of friends) approach the counter together. In the case of a family, only
the provider needs to show proof of work and residency. Our current, automated
approach focuses on single applicant interactions, though we have collected data about
groups which may be analyzed in the future. The group data is excluded in this analysis.
As part of our data collection efforts, officers filled out a simple rating instrument
when they finished with an interaction. Figure C.3 displays this instrument. Officer’s note
the start time of each interaction and then rate the interaction on a scale of suspicion
(from 1 to 7) and also on a scale of deception (from 1 to 7). The lower end of the scale
indicates no suspicion or deception and the upper end of the scale indicates extreme
suspicion and deception. Brief explanations of the ratings are also collected, though not
many officers provided specific reasons.
The level of suspicion refers to how suspicious an officer was of a subject
independent of whether or not the subject provided false information. The officer’s level
of deception, on the other hand, incorporates contradictions and false information. The
deception measure can be thought of as a measure of when the officers “knew” the
subject was lying.
Time stamps are used to make sure that the ratings provided by the officer are
associated with the correct video after it is captured. By retroactively tagging the videos,
we also know whether or not a permit was issued.
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Figure C.3 Sample rating instrument used for the permit counter
Expedited Removal Interviewing Room.
In the Expedited Removal (ER) room, both audio and video from fifty interviews have
been recorded. Figure C.4 displays a video frame captured from an expedited removal
interview.
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Figure C.4 Video frame from an expedited removal interview
There is an enormous amount of ambient and other noise in the ER room which is
captured by the microphone positioned above the interviewees head. Thus, the quality of
the audio and the technical setup of the equipment will likely prohibit extracting all of the
potentially diagnostic vocalic cues. The ER room has three interview stations and
typically at least two of the stations are operational. After the interview, a researcher
consents participants who are willing for the captured interview to be analyzed. During
the consent process an officer fills out a rating instrument indicating how suspicious he or
she was of the candidate at the beginning, middle, and end of the interview and also how
deceptive the candidate was being at the beginning, middle, and end of the interview.
Any observations relating to the interviewee are noted as well. Figure C.5 displays a
snapshot of the rating instrument used during the expedited removal interviews. Future
analyses will correlate behavior of the interviewee with the metrics collected.
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Figure C.5 Sample rating instrument used for the expedited removal interviews
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Appendix D
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION – FIELD JOURNAL

The following are excerpts from a field journal that was recorded of thoughts and
impressions when collecting data at the port of entry in Nogales, AZ. The data at the
border was collected over a year and a half time frame (fall 2005 – spring 2006).
Observations were only recorded for a subset of the days that data was collected. This
data is presented in order to give interested readers a more complete overview of the
environment (including the diversity of cases that need to be addressed) in which the
presented deception detection approach might be implemented.

08/29/05
Yesterday I went to the border and had some success. I collected 5 interviews, each one
lasting approximately 2 hours and 40 minutes (including transition time). I went down
just before noon and got back at 4am. Mark was able to join me in the evening (6-11
p.m.).
Yesterday was a peculiarly busy day. I think on average they get 5000-7000 people cross
pedestrians on a typical Monday. Yesterday about 17000 people crossed. The number of
people that were detained (ERed) was abnormally high for a Monday. At one time there
were over a dozen cases.
The following gives a brief overview of some the data points that we collected:
• a lady who used a fake passport
• a man who had lied on his visa application (checked a box indicating that he
hadn't had trouble with INS in the past)
• a man who was riding the train when it crossed
• a lady who had been caught 7 times before
• and another fake id
I'm going to see if I can run down to the border again later today (I hope that by the end
of the week we can have about 10 data points).
Once again many, many interesting experiences yesterday:
• a lady's boyfriend got paid for her to smuggle a child and her mother across the
border. The mother's brother in law made the arrangements. Both the smuggler
and the lady (and her child) went free.
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•

•

•
•

a guy got busted for cocaine (~30lbs); an ICE officer picked him up; the drugs go
to the seizure vault (a sample will be saved for the court and then rest destroyed);
the guy confessed and will likely server 3-4 yrs;
about a year ago one of the officers (one that handles a drug dog) had someone
bolt on him running back to safety in Mexico; yesterday this individual crossed
the border and the officer saw him and nabbed him after he crossed secondary;
the individual had said 'USA' when he crossed; his English was decent; they
grabbed this guy and brought him up to the ER and put him in a detention cell;
they ran criminal reports on him and they came back relatively light (CC fraud;
spouse abuse) for how this guy acted; he ended up being pretty cooperative and
got out with a 20 year restriction on coming back into the US (though he'll
probably be back in today)
at another time a family of impostors came up together (5 at once);
and many more;

8/30/05
Today’s border collection was not as successful as past days. I taped 5 interviews, each
one lasting approximately 2 hrs, but only 40% (2 out of 5) consented. I went down about
1 PM and got back at 1 AM.
It was a little frustrating to have a couple of the interviewees not consent, but I guess that
is part of the research process. One was about to consent, but then decided not to hassle
with the “paper work.” Another lady wanted to see the video before she gave consent,
but this was not feasible. One other lady said that she had understood everything and
when I asked if she was willing to participate, she said, “No.”
Generally, I think I need to time my visits to coincide with the swing shift (4 PM – 12
AM). There are typically plenty of cases and not as many other factors that limit data
collection. When I got there the ER room was packed with Officers doing training, Chief
[name omitted] was giving a tour, and subjects were waiting to be processed. Whenever
there is a shift change, the current cases are left for the new shift. An officer on the new
shift has to sift through the information and make sense of what is going on, and then
verify all the information that was collected. All in all, I think it is most productive to
arrive just before a shift change, and leave just after.
The following individuals consented to allowing us to use their video today:
• a young, first-time offender a man who had traveled 36 hours (in a group of
people… he said that they got a better price☺) to cross and got caught
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The following individuals DID NOT consent:
• a male who was on the edge, but decided not to because of “all the paperwork.”
He didn’t want to hassle with it
• a younger lady who, when asked “Would you be willing to participate?” she
simply responded, “No.”
• an older lady who had tried to cross the border the day before (she got a 5 year
ban yesterday, and a 20 year ban today). Her son was waiting for her in a hotel in
Nogales, AZ. She said something like, “I guess I won’t be around in 20 years, so
I won’t be able to see my kids again.” I told her that she should have her kids
come visit her and she said that it had been a while (12 yrs, 10 yrs, and 7 yrs)
since they had come to see her. (I wonder if they crossed illegally and thus don’t
want to risk not getting back to the US.)
A few additional stories:
• A young man was brought up because the pedestrian line couldn’t identify him.
The ER ran his fingerprints and he had a hit from Border Patrol (BP). He likely
has been running dope through the desert. His friend was clean. As they split
they hit each others fists through the cage.
• One gentleman came with a Visa that was “good quality,” but it was fake. They
had overlaid the front page with a very real looking page with all the watermarks
and insignias. Everything matched except that the control number was off. The
control number is printed on several of the pages. Upon further inspection the
overlaid photo was barely higher than it should have been. Additionally, there
was a stamp on it for 1996, but the front page said 1998. Some additional
dates/details were smudged.
• Another gentleman was tagged as a wanted fugitive. He insisted that something
must have gotten mixed up. After running the prints he said… no, this is the
truth. He definitely had a story to tell… much more fluid than many that I’ve
seen. Apparently he had crossed the border without problem about 10 days
earlier.

9/6/2005
I arrived at secondary at 4:00. I checked in with the shift supervisor. There were plenty
of people that were being detained. One of the individuals in the cage was wearing blue
jeans and a CBP uniform shirt. He will be prosecuted for impersonating an officer.
Another had come earlier in the day to get a visa and returned later with the appropriate
paper work. The papers apparently were false.
Another officer consented to participate today. That is encouraging. The first two
interviewees declined to participate. Each one seemed to understand what we were
doing, but neither wanted to participate.
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2 loads – 1 dope; 1 with meth; One of the officers had stopped this guy twice before
though they hadn’t discovered and loads;

9/7/2005
Another Officer consented today for the ER room.
I heard the train coming by again today about 4:35 PM. I decided to walk out and watch
it cross the border (they open the gate 3 times a day to let the trains cross). The Mexican
engineers pull the train up to the border and then the US engineers board and drive it
across the border. It appears that Union Pacific hires a Mexican security group to check
the train as it crosses the border. They pull up to the train/border in a white pickup truck
and 5 or 6 guys in Security uniforms jump out of the back of the truck and watch as the
train crosses the border. A few Officers on the US side also check the train as it enters.
Often I see the security guards and inspectors flip valves on the side of the train; I assume
the pedestrians have opened valves that they shouldn’t have.
Today, I saw one of the Mexican security guards try to get someone off of the train on the
Mexico side of the border. He jumped off before the car crossed into the US. Then a few
CBP Officers jumped on the train and then radioed for the train to stop. A few minutes
later 3 EWIs (entry without inspection) came off of the train. In the past I have seen
numerous pedestrians climb on the train on the Mexican side of the border, but usually
they decide to jump off before the train crosses into the US. I later found out that these
three were OTM (other than Mexican). They were from Honduras and had begged for
food and water along the way. Apparently they have been traveling for 28 days.
Initially, today appeared to be a pretty slow day, but it picked up quickly; by 6:00 the
room was packed, mostly with impostors.

10/10/2005
Slow day. Only 1 interview and 1 ½ hrs of pedestrians.

10/12/2005
I didn’t get down to the border until just after 4 because I was working on an NSF
presentation that took longer than expected (surprise). I was able to get one interview
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pretty quickly. We had a runner today at Morley. He had been deported recently and was
trying to make his way back north.
2/22/06
Today is my second time down to the border since Christmas (I came about 2 weeks
ago). I’ve been trying to get down here more, but schedules at night have been packed
due to work or other personal commitments. Last time I came down I was able to get a
case. Tonight, I’m not sure if I will be able to. Some of the officers I haven’t met yet and
don’t know if they will allow me to film their interviews.
The ER (expedited removal) process has changed a bit administratively recently, causing
an increase (or at least perceived increase in the officer’s eyes) in the amount of time that
it takes to fill out the paper work. Officers weren’t sure why the changes occurred (they
seem to be more rigid on the enforcement of the presentation of the details in the
paperwork), but have noticed interview times stack up. It is frustrating to some of the
officers that they can do ERs on one shift and they get approved, and they do it on
another shift and they don’t (and then they have to gather more information or ask
questions a different way).
Today when I got here there were 3 men and 4 women. A few more (2 women and 1
man) have been brought up since. One of those was an oral false claim, not sure yet on
the other two.
One of the ladies brought up to the ER since I got here was an Oral False Claim. The
officer was suspicious and I believe asked for more identification. They took her aside
and searched her luggage. In it they found the ID card of a man. She said she had bought
the suitcase (I believe… I was standing away from the conversation) and it must have
been in it. They also found some names on a paper (her real name). One of the officers
went behind her and casually said the name. She turned around in response to the officer
saying the name. A few minutes after I returned to the ER she was brought up.
One of the ladies being interviewed today when asked if she intentionally passed by a
guard she responded that “I had to walk fast… I only had an hour… and so I had to walk
fast past the guards.”
The permit counter is pretty slow today. I’m hoping to collect more data there, but it will
likely not be tonight.
I spent some time watching down on the pedestrian lane. There was a coyote (or a hawk
as they called him today) watching at the entrance, scoping out who was on which lane so
they could relay information to the people they were trying to get across. There were a
few that I would have questioned more, but I’m not sure if they displayed any cues.
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The mood here in the ER room tonight is mellow. There isn’t a lot of conversation
among the applicants like there is sometimes.

4/3/06
When I got to the ER room tonight it was hot. They have a couple of fans running, so
I’m not sure that we will be able to use the audio from the interview. Also, when I got
here there was a person of interest that was being fingerprinted that had ankle cuffs on. I
asked what his situation was; if he was an EWI (entry without inspection)? They told me
he was. He looked a little rough and wasn’t wearing any shoes.
Apparently, just before I got here he had tried to cross the border and was forcibly
stopped. He tried again running at the officer and went to reach for the officer’s gun
saying give me your gun. Other officers responded. He was taken down (wrestled to the
ground), but a few officers ended up going to the hospital. He is going to be prosecuted
and will likely be charged with his association with one of the gangs. He is relatively
short, but appears fairly feisty. One of the chiefs came by and asked who I was. I
explained and he made the association with the cameras. He said, “You know we have
some hostiles back here?” I said that I did. He said, “If anything happens, you run.
Don’t hesitate. You get the hell out of here.” I acknowledged and am planning on doing
that if anything breaks out.
I’m currently recording another interview, a lady with a yellow shirt. I consented the
officer just before the interview. The interviewee is aware of the taping and occasionally
looks over to see what I’m doing.
The officer at the visa counter is someone whom I haven’t met before. I was going to
introduce her to the research program, but there is a long line of individuals and I do not
want to slow down the work load. When there is a lull I will go out and consent her.
The feeling in the ER room today is a little tense (to me), though the officers seem at ease
with the task of interviewing the subjects to expedite their removal.
Some of the officers are very kind and happy. Most of them are pretty congenial, always
smiling and seeing how I’m doing.
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4/5/06
I made it to the border about 3 PM today. Again, the ER room is pretty hot and they have
fans running to try to cool it. There appear to be a handful of cases to be processed, but I
will probably have to wait until the shift change to record anyone.
They are processing an interesting case that came in around 10PM last night. Apparently
there is a man who has multiple deportations. Apparently he is a Mexican police officer
(at least was) who has multiple arrests. Earlier he was deported and violated his parole.
He is being processed because the document that he used was obtained fraudulently. He
didn’t tell the consulate about his criminal history. He said, “They didn’t ask.”

4/6/06
I got to the border at 10 AM today. When I got here there were just a few subjects in the
ER room. Officer [name omitted] was just starting an interview and I was able to start
recording right away. I then went out and talked with the officer who was doing the visa
interviews. I believe that this is the first time that I have met him, but he was totally
willing to be filmed.
I spent several hours at the visa counter observing the interactions. Each officer has their
own style of interviewing. I quite liked the style of this officer. He carried a natural
conversation with the applicants, but would ask them things based on cues that he picked
up. For instance, he noticed that one woman’s hands were a bit rough and asked if she
knew how to make tamales. He then asked her about the process. He was able to
effectively narrow in on topics that were natural for those applying (setting the truthful
ones at ease). Often this approach sets truth tellers at ease, but makes those concealing
something or lying about a specific fact nervous and thus increases arousal. For instance,
one older gentleman turned in an I-94 (permission to travel further in the US) that was
expiring, and then he asked for another one. The process is such that Mexican nationals
who apply for these visas should turn them in after their trip. This gentleman set off
some flags by turning in his visa and then applying for another one (that supposedly
wasn’t needed immediately) the same day. The officer requested to see his wallet, in
which he found $700 US dollars, and several hundred Mexican pesos. Additionally,
there was a business card of a landscaping company located in Tucson (work which the
man probably does). During this process, the man showed some signs of nervousness.
The officer did not renew his I-94 because the man could not show that he had a stable
job in Mexico. The officer asked him to return when he could show a work history (or
how he was supported).
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4/11/06
I got to the border about 9:45 AM this morning. There weren’t any visa interviews going
on and there wasn’t anyone in the ER room. However, shortly after I arrived subjects
started to trickle in. First was word that there might be an NTA that I could tape. I went
to check out the load. The sedan had a false wall that was created in the trunk and
cocaine was hidden inside the wall. Primary had tapped the trunk and was suspicious and
sent the car to secondary screening. The secondary officer removed some items from the
trunk and on closer examination found the load. I watched as the officers discovered the
access door.
I started taping an interview at 10:41 AM; however it soon became apparent that this one
was going to be a messy case. After running a security check with IAFIS it turned out
that this individual had something like 11 hits, including a criminal history. The subject
was extremely calm and seemed to be up front about being deported, and I didn’t see any
signs of stress or nervousness. Perhaps he is accustomed to the routine.
It’s about an hour later and the ER room is filled. The second case to come in was that of
a young woman who obviously has been living in the states for a time. One of the
officers commented, “her English is better than mine.” She is currently being processed.
Another couple of men are here also, one inside the cage, another outside. The latter
hasn’t been accused of any wrongdoing, though he has paper work (issued by an office in
Los Angeles) that has “DO NOT ADMIT” stamped on it. Officers are looking into that
case. I would guess that about 95% of cases are routine and most of the trained officers
know how to handle them. The 5% of cases that are atypical often are elevated to
supervisors or officers who have been around for years.
Another group here in the ER room arrived about 11:50. There are two women and 2
children. When the group was first brought into the room the story was that one of the
women was smuggling in the other and that the two children belong to the smuggler. The
woman being smuggled was an oral false claim (OFC). The smuggler had birth
certificates for the children. They had come through Morley gate, a less traveled port of
entry. An astute officer apparently didn’t buy into the story (likely after watching the
little girl). The little girl, though she responded to the name (which matched the birth
certificate), paid a bit more attention to the woman who was being smuggled. The officer
separated the women and in the presence of the mom asked the little boy about his
family. A remarkable young liar, the boy answered all of the questions consistent with the
story (from my view). The officer then went into the other room and questioned the
smugglee. After a few minutes he came out and told the smuggler that this girl was the
daughter of the smugglee and the birth certificate belonged to a daughter (who was not
present) of the smuggler. He said, “Isn’t that right? … Don’t hesitate, just tell me if
that’s right.” The woman confessed that it was not her daughter.
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4/12/06
I started my day at the border at 11:00 today. Because the lines for Permits (visas) were
so long, they moved it to the other building where FAST typically operates. So, the ER
room area is very calm today. It’s about 12:15 and no cases have come in yet.
The officer in the ER room has processed several people for HB1 visas and those who
have not used their Mexican passports to come into the US before. They run a criminal
check and verify any past deportations.
A couple is currently being interviewed by one of the officers. Apparently they have
come from Phoenix voluntarily because they had been told that they were not legal in the
states according to an immigration judge. They and their 3 children (18, 13, and 6) have
lived and worked in Phoenix (supposedly legally) for something like 18 years. Their 18
year old daughter is apparently a citizen. They want to do things legally, so they are
doing a voluntary departure to Mexico (so they are not deported). Apparently their kids
will live with the husband’s sister for now and they will continue to work with a lawyer
to get the appropriate papers arranged. You could tell that the mom’s heart was torn (“me
dura la corazon”).

10/25/06
After a 6 month break from data collection, I’m back at it again. Since the last time I’ve
been down, we made it through an IRB annual review (which actually took a couple
months), I taught a class, presented my research to a group of Certified Fraud Examiners
in Las Vegas, revised a few conference papers and submitted them as book chapters,
wrote a Paralanguage article for the International Encyclopedia of Communication, and
have done a bunch of video editing. We still though, have not analyzed the data that
we’ve collected. There is still some additional editing that I need to do and then I need to
enhance the algorithms to be able to track head and hand movements in this environment.
I got to the border about 9:30 this morning. Since I hadn’t been here regularly, the
supervisor that was on shift wanted to double check my status to collect data. Luckily,
Chief [name omitted] was the current watch commander and he let the supervisors know
and then also introduced me to the ER room staff. I don’t believe that I had met either
officer in the ER room, so there was quite a bit of relationship building that had to occur.
Today was a pretty slow day. There weren’t any customers until about 1:00 and it ended
up being a minor that was interviewed at the camera location. At about 3:15 another
started. I captured the initial part of the interview. However, there was a shift change, so
the officer did not get too far with the interview. The officers on the 4:00 shift were
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familiar with me, which was nice. One of the officers thought he had a decent case and
so offered to film it.
Today, another train was stopped because of EWIs on board. Like some of the other train
hoppers, these gentlemen smelled pretty bad. 2 of them claimed to be from Honduras,
the other from Mexico… but he couldn’t seem to remember his name, where he was
born, or other such data. He seemed to be playing with the officer.

10/27/06
I arrived at the border at 10:45 this morning. There is really no activity yet, though there
is a gentleman in the cage that is from Iran. I think they are going to send him back to
Mexico (so I don’t think he is seeking political asylum). A lady came in that was ERed
yesterday. Her case was processed pretty quickly as most of the information was still the
same and her file was handy.
I was able to tape a gentleman and he consented. His biggest concern was if this would
ever hurt him in any way. I reassured him that our study has nothing to do with CBP
procedures and processes. After he clearly understood that the information was going to
just be used for the study, he consented.

The following are miscellaneous thoughts and reflections based on experiences at the
border.
A few thoughts on participant selection:
Participants are selected for secondary screening by CBP officers based on suspicious
indicators; Impostors, using someone else’s valid id, are very common. However other
deception includes fake IDs, papers, false declarations (saying you are a US citizen), etc.
If individuals are caught at the pedestrian crossing they are pulled aside into a side room
and questioned about their offense (e.g., using a fake id). They are searched (patted
down) while 2 officers are present. Money is returned to them and placed in a pocket,
but other personal items are confiscated (and returned later). Basic personal information
is gathered here. Often the voice begins high pitched and soft, but overtime settles to
normal levels of volume and pitch. They are handcuffed and transported to the ER room.
When the individuals are brought to the ER (expedited removal) room, they are logged
in. Males and females are separated. Children and other young minors are seated near
Officers. There are individual cells if a person of hostile intent is brought up to the ER
room. Cases are handled in the order in which they were received.
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The subject is interviewed and their background is checked. Depending on how many
“hits” they have and the seriousness of the offense the interview may vary in length. The
average interview lasts 2 hrs. The officers are required to fill out numerous reports and
much of the interview time is spent aggregating and sorting through data to make a
coherent story. Once the subject has completed the interview and the Officer has filled
out all appropriate paperwork a supervisor inspects the report and gives authorization for
the candidate to be “removed” to Mexico. Removing an individual usually consists of
canceling any existing visas and banning the subject for 5 years or 20 years from entering
the United States.
By the time that most of the individuals get to the ER room they have already broken and
confessed to what they have done. However, deception still exists. Many of the
individuals try to hide their name, where they were born, or where they are currently
living.
A few thoughts about the environment:
Pretty high levels of camaraderie exist between the officers. They often ask about the
events that are going on in each others’ personal lives and typically greet each other with
either a handshake/hit of fists or at times with a friendly greeting kiss. You can feel the
concern that they have for each other. Certainly, in such a high stress, unpredictable
environment everyone is expected to do their job and if someone comes into danger
because of another’s sloppiness that person hears about it. There have been incidents in
the past where individuals have been brought up to ER without being patted down and
then later produced a weapon. Expectedly, officers in the ER were not happy about that.
The dynamics of groups are very interesting in this environment. The emotions,
attitudes, and expectations of each individual plays into a micro culture that is dynamic.
As new individuals enter the pool of waiting applicants and as processed subjects leave
the pool, the dynamics of the group change. On one occasion almost all of the
individuals waiting to be processed were female. The agents who were working the shift
were lively, and all of the subjects seemed comfortable (or resigned to their fate). This
group of females dealt with their stress by laughing it away. When one of these subjects
was being interviewed, anytime she lied she would laugh. It was as if she couldn’t
control it. At other times the environment has been rather somber with little talking. If
the group size is small it seems that the dynamics aren’t quite so varied.
Subjects have to wait varying amounts of time depending on how many individuals were
in the queue before them. This time provides ample opportunity to get to know each
other, exchange stories, and in general make new acquaintances. On one occasion I
witnessed the exchange of telephone numbers between subjects when one was being
released and another was still waiting in the holding cage. It appeared that one of the
gentlemen wanted to hire the other to work with him.
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Thoughts about reasons given for crossing:
Typically an individual’s story is clouded by half-truths about who they are, where they
are going, and what they are planning on doing there. The officers hear myriad excuses,
however the majority of the time they can be boiled down to a few main reasons for
crossing. Often these reasons for crossing don’t make any sense when combined with
other personal facts. On one occasion an individual was going to go shopping in
Phoenix. Initially plausible, this story soon doesn’t make much sense when the
individual only has $100 and they have come from Vera Cruz, a town that is located 36
hours from Nogales.
Thoughts about using false identification:
Impostors make up a fair number of the interviews that take place. Individuals wishing to
cross into the United States can secure an ID card at many locations in Nogales, Sonora.
One primary location is the bus stop where buses come into Nogales from other parts of
Mexico. Vendors try to match photos on existing stolen IDs to individuals that are
getting off of the buses. Prices vary greatly, some claiming they paid as much as $1000
US. Typically they go for 100 to 200 US dollars.
Thoughts about how subjects intend to cross:
• Impostor - Using another person’s valid ID and presenting oneself as that
individual
• Oral False Claim (OFC) – Claims to be a United States citizen though they are
not. Typically only done by those who speak English well and the appearance of
a US citizen.
• Entry without Inspection (EWI) – An individual attempts to cross the border
without interacting with an officer. People who attempt to run across the border
or ride the train across the border fall into this category.
• Fake ID – Using a fake ID card (typically with correct information)
A few examples of smuggling aliens:
• A lady smuggling mother and child, being paid off by brother in law
• A 5 month pregnant woman picking up a child that she didn’t know with false
papers
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Thoughts about the gold standard:
Typically the gold standard for an algorithm is the level of performance of a human
expert. In the case of deception, due to humans’ generally poor ability to detect
deception, computers in some cases might be able to set the standard.
Challenges of field studies:
Experiments
• Subjects are induced into a condition, either truthful or deceptive (typically
sanctioned lies)
• Often the condition is deemed entirely truthful or entirely deceptive
• Risks are typically low
• Ground truth can be known
• Computers may be able to set the standard
Field Study
• Subjects choose to be truthful or deceptive (unsanctioned lies)
• Deceptive statements are often coupled with truthful statements; rarely is
everything deceptive
• Risks may be high
• Ground truth is difficult to ascertain
• Only in the case where statements can be verified or there are confessions can
ground truth be established
The border is an environment where deception occurs frequently. In this way, the border
is an ideal location to collect samples of deception because deception occurs frequently.
However, some of the rooms are less than ideal in terms of data collection environments.
Each data collection method is constrained by environmental factors that may lead to
noise being introduced as part of the data. For example, individuals might enter the area
that is being video taped or superfluous audio might be captured.
The following illustrates a few different ways that noise is introduced in the data that is
collected in the ER room:
Table D.1 Noise introduction in the ER room
Audio
freight trains
fans (for the heat)
conversations
other interviews
other subjects of interest
conversations between officers
radio – to calm interviewees/officers

Video
due to layout of interviewing room (for safety
reasons)
officers walking to:
the printer
fingerprinting someone
to do criminal checks (IAFIS?)
subjects of interest being brought into the room
row of chairs next to the subject where other
individuals are sometimes seated
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For example, the expedited removal (ER) room at the DeConcini CBP border crossing
station is located next to a set of railroad tracks the cross the international border.
Approximately 6 times a day large diesel engine freight trains carrying a large load cross
to/from Mexico. Even with the windows shut, the roar of the engine muffles any of the
interviews in the ER room.
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